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Terms and Acronyms 

* denotes terms coined for or specific to the current project 

Term Acronym Definition or note 

Centre d'Evaluation, d'Expertise et de 

Certification des substances minérales 

précieuses et semi-précieuses (Center 

for Evaluation, Expertise and 

Certification of precious and semi-

precious minerals) 

CEEC Minerals export certification body in the DRC, 

responsible for ICGLR Exporter, exports and some CoC 

data. Assigned responsibility to transfer data to the 

ICGLR. 

Chain of Custody CoC  

CoC dataset *  RCM datasets concerned with the CoC, including lots, 

CoC actors, CoC nodes, lot-to-lot associations (for 

example, combination of lots), node-to-node links 

(links in the CoC), CoC actors, that is miners, traders, 

processors, exporters, etc. Note that mine sites are 

part of the Mine site dataset, although they are crucial 

to the CoC dataset as well. 

Commission de Certification COCERTI Structure within the Cabinet of the Minister of Mines 

in the DRC managing the mine site dataset, including 

mine inspection data, is kept by COCERTI. 

Data transfer templates *  Excel files prepared by the Consultant in this project 

for Member States or RDBMF staff to use in 

formatting data in RDBMF-compatible format. 

Department of Geological Survey and 
Mines 

DGSM Ugandan authority responsible for ICGLR datasets. 

Division des Mines  DRC mining administration at the provincial level, 

reporting to the Secrétariat Général des Mines. 

Direction Générale de la Recherche 
Géologique et du Cadastre Minier 

DGRG-CM Burundian authority responsible for management of 
national mine site, mineral tracking and exporter 
databases, Ministry of Energy and Mines. 

Estelle Levin Ltd. ELL Partner in the ICGLR Mineral Tracking Database 

project funded by PAC. 

Exporter dataset *  RCM datasets concerned with Exporters, primarily 

Exporter investigations (audits), but also investigations 

of other CoC actors, if that is included in an Exporter 

investigation. Note that export lots are covered in the 

CoC dataset, as part of the CoC, and exporters 

themselves are CoC actors, and so are covered in that 

dataset. 

Foreign key FK In the context of relational databases, a foreign key is 
a field in one table that uniquely identifies a row of 
another table. In simpler words, the foreign key is 
defined in a second table, but it refers to the primary 
key in the first table. 
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Term Acronym Definition or note 

Implementation project *  The project that will follow the current ICGLR Mineral 

Tracking Database (focused on design), that will be 

tasked with implementation of the RDBMF, and 

solutions for Member State data transfer to the 

RDBMF. 

International Conference on the Great 

Lakes Region 

ICGLR The International Conference on the Great Lakes 

Region (ICGLR) is an inter-governmental organization 

of the countries in the African Great Lakes Region 

composed of 12 member states: Angola, Burundi, 

Central African Republic, Republic of Congo, 

Democratic Republic of Congo, Kenya, Uganda, 

Rwanda, Republic of South Sudan, Sudan, Tanzania 

and Zambia. 

ICGLR datasets  Mine site certification, CoC, Exporter certification and 
Certificates datasets. 

International Peace Information 

Service 

IPIS Partner in the ICGLR Mineral Tracking Database 

project funded by PAC. 

Member States  The signatory states of the ICGLR. 

Member State designated ICGLR 

authority * 

 The single authority at the Member State serving as 

the counterpart of ICGLR staff who run the RDBMF, 

and responsible for all data transfer and contact 

concerning data transfer issues. 

Mine site dataset *  RCM datasets concerned with the mine site, including 

mine site, mine site inspection, mine site certification, 

and links between mine sites (name changes, 

combination, etc.). 

Primary key PK A primary key is a special relational database table 
column (or combination of columns) designated to 
uniquely identify all table records. 

Prototype database *  The database structure implemented by the 
Consultant in PostgreSQL, intended as a model or for 
direct re-use by the implementation project. 

RCM dataset *  Any dataset defined or implied by the RCM Manual 

and its Appendices, or other ICGLR documents, which 

aim to capture mine site certification, mineral tracking 

and exporter certification. 

RCM data transfer task *  Keeping the ICGLR Secretariat and its Regional 

Database of Minerals Flows fully and promptly 

updated regarding all ICGLR-relevant mine site 

inspection and certification data, chain of custody 

data, and export certification data that is or should be 

in the possession of the Member State. 
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Term Acronym Definition or note 

RDBMF-compatible format *  Mine site, CoC mineral tracking and Exporter data, 
formatted in Excel or a relational database, so that 
fields and structure are compatible with the RDBMF, 
and import to the RDBMF can be automatic or at least 
very much expedited. 

Regional Certification Mechanism RCM The ICGLR’s system for “exploitation, monitoring and 

verification of natural resources within the Great 

Lakes Region” (RCM Manual). 

Regional Database of Mineral Flows * RDBMF The database to be implemented and run by the 

regional level of the ICGLR, consisting of datasets 

forwarded from Member States, and intending to 

support regional-level minerals tracking data queries 

and reports performed by the ICGLR. Also referred to 

as “the Regional Database”. 

Regional Initiative against the Illegal 
Exploitation of Natural Resources 

RINR ICGLR initiative established by Pact on Security, 
Stability and Development in the Great Lakes Region 
(Dec 15th 2006) to combat the persistent problem of 
the illegal exploitation of natural resources in GLR 
countries. 

Relational Database Management 

System 

RDBMS Standard database solution using a table-based and 

strictly defined data format, recommended for the 

RDBMF. 

Rwanda Natural Resources Authority RNRA Rwandan responsible for ICGLR datasets. 

Structured Query Language SQL A special-purpose programming language designed for 
managing data held in an RDBMS. 

Standard Operating Procedure SOP  

Service d'Assistance et d'Encadrement 

du Small Scale Mining ou Production 

Minière à Petite Echelle 

SAESSCAM DRC organ tasked with promotion and regulation of 

ASM. It registers mine site lots, which it is supposed to 

transfer to CEEC, who then transfers all CoC data to 

ICGLR. Mine site data, as part of the Mine site dataset, 

including mine inspection data, is kept by COCERTI. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 This document 
This document is created for the ELL-IPIS project “Regional Database of Mineral Flows” for 

the ICGLR. It is the detailed requirements specification for the Regional Database of Mineral 

Flows (RDBMF), and contains both requirements specifications and certain essential design 

elements, such as database schema and architecture of Regional and Member State data 

solutions. 

The document is arranged in thematic sections, with requirements stated for each section. 

The requirements are also collected at the end of the document. 

1.2 Intended audience 
This document is intended for: 

1. The ICGLR, in order to guide current and future development of their RDBMF. 
2. The implementing consultant who will implement the RDBMF, as a downstream project in 

relation to this project. 
3. IMPACT as the donor funding both this and the implementation project. 

1.3 Requirement Specification in the ToR 
The ToR mentions: 

“Objective 1. Gather the detailed requirements for the Regional Database for the ICGLR that 

includes, as part of the main regional database, …”. 

“Objective 3. Develop the system architecture with specifications for the Regional database, 

with national level modules as appropriate, that relationally link these sub-components in a 

manner that permits searches and queries across the entire data set…”. 

1.4 Requirements specification framework 
This document adopts the requirements framework of Volere Requirements Specification 

Template (http://www.volere.co.uk/).  

1.5 Extraction of requirements for other platforms 

1.5.1 Extraction of requirements for implementation project 

All requirements in this document have the MS Word style “NormalReqSpec”, to facilitate 

searching and extraction. They are collected in an automatic reference table at the end of this 

document, making it is easy to copy them for pasting in another platform or requirements 

tool. 

1.5.2 Requirements in template 

The Requirements will be organized in Excel files using the Volere Requirements Specification 

Templates, to serve as an additional Requirements Specification resource for the downstream 

implementation project, alongside this document. 
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1.6 Requirement code 

1.6.1 Requirements 

Requirements follow a coding system intended to permit categorization and easy 

identification of requirements: 

<requirement category>-<sub-category>-<serial number>: <requirement text> 

For example: 

Requirement: DB-DBplatform-102: Database solution should be RDBMS. 

1.6.2 Recommendations 

In some cases, an actual requirement is not stated, since design, funding or administrative 

decisions by ICGLR are as yet unknown, or there are several reasonable solutions to a design 

issue. In these cases, we often make a recommendation instead of a requirement. A 

recommendation can be considered a candidate requirement, pending a decision by the 

ICGLR or IMPACT. The recommendation follows the same coding system as requirements. An 

example of a recommendation is: 

Recommendation: DB-DBplatform-105: Database solution should be PostgreSQL.  

1.6.3 Conditional requirements 

In some cases, when a requirement is conditional on criteria that can be identified, and it is 

not certain that the conditions will be met in the implementation phase of the RDBMF, due to 

budget limitations or prioritization issues, we list a “conditional requirement” and name the 

conditions. These will be a need to be resolved by the implementation project, IMPACT and 

the ICGLR. The recommendation follows the same coding system as requirements. An 

example of a conditional requirement is: 

Conditional Requirement: UI-MSportalMineSite-104: The RDBMF UI should include a page for 

uploading mine site, mine site investigation, mine site certification and mine site association 

data from an Excel template such as the prototype prepared by the Consultant.   

1.7 References 
Files with versions using dates in the file name are represented with “…YYYYMMDD”. 

 ICGLR RCM Manual (ICGLR Certification Manual Final Nov 2011En.pdf)  - “the [RCM] 
Manual”. 

 ICGLR RCM Manual Appendices (ICGLR Appendices to Certification Manual FINALEN Nov 
2011.pdf) - “the [RCM Manual] Appendices”. 

 The project ToR (ICGLR TOR phase 1_Final 1.pdf) - “the [ELL-IPIS] ToR” 

 The ELL-IPIS Proposal (20160415_Regional Database of Mineral Flows_final.pdf) – “the 
ELL-IPIS Proposal” 

 Amendments to Proposal (20160531_Amendments to ICGLR Mineral Tracking Database 
Proposal_final.pdf) – “the ELL-IPIS Proposal amendments” 

 High-Level Requirements Definition for the ICGLR Regional Mineral Tracking Database, 
August 12, 2016 – “the High-Level Requirements” 

 Data Transfer Procedures for the Regional Database of Mineral Flows (RDBMF) ELL, 
October 28, 2016 - “the Transfer Procedures” 

 ICGLR-MemberState-MineSites-<country>-template_YYYYMMDD.xlsx - “Mine site Excel 
data transfer template” (part of the Transfer Procedures project deliverable) 
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 ICGLR-MemberState-CoC-<country>-template_YYYYMMDD.xlsx - “CoC Excel data transfer 
template” (part of the Transfer Procedures project deliverable) 

 ICGLR-Exporter-template_YYYYMMDD.xlsx – “Exporter Excel data transfer template” (part 
of the Transfer Procedures project deliverable) 

 ICGLR-RDBMF-DataStructure_YYYYMMDD.xlsx – “RDBMF Data Structure Excel 
compilation” 
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2 Database requirements 

2.1 Database schema requirements 
The Consultant has determined that a relational database schema covering the RDBMF 

should be a part of the design deliverable for this project. This project had the input of 

various ICGLR stakeholders, and has undertaken an intensive analysis of RCM processes in 

terms of data flows and requirements, as well as the requirements for a regional database at 

the ICGLR. This has been necessary for in order to generate the requirement specification, 

but has also resulted in a full model of the RCM data flows being produced as a prototype 

database. It would be a duplication of effort and waste of scarce project resources for the 

implementation project to undertake this modelling exercise again. Therefore, the 

implementation team should follow the essential structure of the database scheme provided. 

Assuming an RDBMS solution is accepted as per our recommendation, then the 

implementation project could directly adopt the prototype database, or adapt it in another 

platform.  

The schema and justification of various solutions is presented in 3 Database schema. The 

schema is also available as a PostgreSQL prototype database backup file, that will accompany 

this report. 

Requirement specification code: DB-schema-xxx. 

Requirement: DB-schema-100: The RDBMF should adopt the database schema presented in 

Detailed Specification and the PostgreSQL demo database, or a very close adaptation of the 

schema, and present reasons for any divergent modelling of the RCM processes and regional 

ICGLR tasks. 

Recommendation: DB-schema-101: The RDBMF should be built using the prototype 

PostgreSQL database as a starting point. 

2.2 Database platform 
The following database requirements apply whether a cloud-based or local hosting solution is 

the final decision by the ICGLR and implementation project. 

Requirement specification code: DB-platform-xxx. 

2.2.1 Database platform should be RDBMS 

The Consultant recommends a RDBMS solution for the RDBMF. Considering that IMPACT is in 

essential agreement with this conclusion and recommendation, we have stated it as a 

requirement below.  

Regarding an alternative to RDBMS, namely “NoSQL” databases, these are considered in 

preference to relational database systems do not apply to the ICGLR situation. The data 

quantities are large but do not call for distributed server solutions. The data is by its nature 

well-defined and does not need ad hoc addition of fields or alternative structures. In any 

case, it is unlikely there will be resources available at the ICGLR for developing or parsing 

novel NoSQL structures, or hiring relatively scarce consultant expertise to do this. Consultants 

for support or further development of RDBMSs are, on the contrary, widely available. 
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The implementation project, if it does not agree with this assessment, should present 

arguments and reference database solutions, that support an alternative to standard RDBMS 

solutions. 

Recommendation: DB-platform-100: Database solution should be RDBMS. 

Requirement: DB-platform-101: The implementation project, if it does not agree with the 

recommendation for a RDBMS solution, should present arguments and reference database 

solutions, that support an alternative to standard RDBMS solutions. 

2.2.2 Database platform should be free 

Database platform should be free (note that “open-source” is not a relevant criterion to the 

RDBMF since no database customization involving developing source code is anticipated, but 

“open-source” is usually free so, in effect we are talking about free, open-source database 

solutions - FOSS). PostgreSQL is probably the mostly widely used platform in this category 

and is recommended by the consultant. 

Requirement: DB-platform-200: Database solution should use free database software. 

2.2.3 Database platform should have replication support 

If the implementation project or an ICGLR project in the future decides to implement a 

replication solution for Member States, then the platform should support that at an advanced 

level. 

Requirement: DB-platform-300: Database solution should have replication support. 

2.2.4 Database platform should be sustainable 

The Database platform should be sustainable, meaning that it is widely used now, is very 

likely to exist during the timeframe of the project solution (15 years), and can be easily 

migrated to another database platform, if that is needed in the future. 

Requirement: DB-platform-400: Database solution should use widely-used software likely to 

be supported and have a user community for the minimum projected lifetime of the RDBMF. 

2.2.5 Consultant recommendation 

Our recommendation is that the database platform should be PostgreSQL. PostgreSQL is free, 

widely used, likely to persist for many years, has a wide community of users and available 

consultants, has at least one mature administration interface (pgAdmin), is standards-

compliant, has ability to scale up, can support advanced replication, etc. 

Recommendation: DB-platform-500: Database should be PostgreSQL.  

2.3 Database modelling of RCM processes and regional tasks 
This Detailed Specification and the accompanying prototype database have attempted to 

cover the essential modelling of the RCM processes and regional database in RDBMS terms. 

This design has not, however, extended into a full-fledged database implementation, with 

indexing, foreign key constraints, etc., which is rightly the tasks of the implementation 

project. Therefore, the implementation project, in consultation with the ICGLR and IMPACT, 

as well as consultants from this design phase, will need to produce a full database 

implementation, adopting, more or less, the model provided in the prototype database. In 

other words, the implementation project includes considerable database implementation and 
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testing, alongside application development and testing, and the implementation project 

needs staff with this profile as part of their team.  

Requirement specification code: DB-DBfullImplementation-xxx. 

Requirement: DB-DBfullImplementation-100: The implementation project must develop a full 

RDBMS implementation of the model of RCM and ICGLR regional database provided by the 

design project, including a review and finalization of the prototype database, indexing, foreign 

key constraints, etc.  

2.4 Volumes of data to manage and store 
The volume of data to be managed is an important parameter, affecting database decisions 

and other RDBMF design parameters. 

Volumes presented here are very rough estimates. Somewhat arbitrarily, we consider a 10-

year timeframe for considering data volume. We base these estimates on participation by 

Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi and DRC. 

Compare the Kimberley Process): “in 2006, the KPCS monitored $35.7 billion in rough 

diamond exports representing more than 480 million carats. The number of Certificates 

issued by KPCS members was 55,000”. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kimberley_Process_Certification_Scheme 

Compare the Dodd-Franks data management implications: “the initial estimate was that the 

Rule would apply to as many as 6,000 companies. The average issuer was expected to have 

between 1,000 and 10,000 first-tier suppliers with initial compliance costs reaching anywhere 

between $8 billion and $16 billion.” 

http://www.auditanalytics.com/blog/an-initial-look-at-conflict-minerals-dodd-frank-section-

1502/ 

Estimates for ICGLR, four countries in this project (Burundi, DRC, Rwanda, Uganda)  (Paul 

DeVries, September 2016):  

 50,000 actors (all companies, including mine site owners/operators, CoC actors, 
exporters), 10 years (10,000 active during any one year) 

 20,000 mine sites, 10 years 

 50,000 lots (all types)/year => 500,000 lots, 10 years 

 4 CoC nodes/lot => 2,000,000 nodes, 10 years 

 5 documents/lot=> 25,000,000 shipment documents, 10 years 

 5 documents/mine site/year => 1,000,000 mine site documents, 10 years 

 10 documents/actor => 500,000 actor documents, 10 years 

While the amount of alphanumeric data stored in the database structure is not excessively 

large for such a system, the storage requirements for documents are considerable. This is 

mostly relevant for storage requirements, not the database platform as such, since 

documents should probably not be stored in the database, but rather in a separate file 

system or another indexed storage format.  

Requirement specification code: DB-dataVolume-xxx. 

Requirement: DB-dataVolume-100: The database platform and storage solution must 

accommodate, as a minimum, the cumulative data volume for major entities as follows:  
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50,000 actors (all companies, including mine site owners/operators, CoC actors, exporters), 10 

years (10,000 active during any one year); 20,000 mine sites, 10 years; 50,000 lots (all 

types)/year => 500,000 lots, 10 years; 4 CoC nodes/lot => 2,000,000 nodes, 10 years; 5 

documents/lot=> 25,000,000 shipment documents, 10 years; 5 documents/mine site/year => 

1,000,000 mine site documents, 10 years; 10 documents/actor => 500,000 actor documents, 

10 years. 

2.5 Relationship of Member State databases to the RDBMF 
The question of the relationship between the RDBMF and Member State databases is mostly 

a question of how to transfer data from the Member states to the RDBMF. Please see the 

Transfer Procedures document for a detailed discussion of this transfer, and implications for 

Member State ICGLR databases. 

Requirement specification code: DB_MSdatabases_xxx. 

2.5.1 RDBMF-compatible data 

A central concept in this discussion is “RDBMF-compatible data”. This is mostly relevant in 

connection with transfer of data from Member States to the RDBMF. RDBMF-compatible 

data is simply data that corresponds exactly to the data structure (entities, attributes, data 

types of attributes) of the RDBMF. If Member State data is RDBMF-compatible, then transfer 

is fairly straightforward.  

In reality, the data held by Member States or delivered to them by CoC traceability providers 

is mostly not compatible, as far as the Consultant has been able to determine. The RCM 

Manual data requirements and the very particular nature of the RCM mission means that 

only a customized modelling of the data scope, flows and the use of the data, such as this 

project has carried out, can successfully capture the full scope and exact data needed for the 

ICGLR to fulfill its regional-level mission. The Member States do not have that perspective, 

and have not modelled ICGLR or RCM overall data requirements, flows and uses. They are, 

understandably, focused on their national priorities, even if they formally have approved the 

regional ICGLR mission.  

Recommendation: DB_MSdatabases-100: The implementation project and ICGLR should 

ensure that the Member States are prepared to provide ICGLR data in “RDBMF-compatible” 

formats, that is, formats exactly corresponding to the data structure of the RDBMF, in order 

to facilitate data transfers and ensure their national data can be used at the regional level. 

The compatibility can be achieved by various methods, such as transformation of independent 

Member State database formats, or directly using a cloud-hosted RDBMF web application as 

their sole Member State database for all ICGLR data, or directly entering ICGLR data in a 

RDBMF cloud-hosted web application, or using a satellite RDBMF clone, or manually re-

formatting their data to RDBMF-compatible formats before sending to the ICGLR. 

2.5.2 Independent Member State databases 

For some Member States there will be independent databases used for all or some of RCM 

data. For example, in the DRC, the CEEC manages exporter, export lot, certificate and some 

CoC data using a database developed in-house. Other countries maintain mine site databases 

that approximate the mine site dataset as defined by the RCM, but that leave out some data 

and add other data. The same goes for CoC data, such as we have been able to determine – it 
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is close to the data model we have produced for the RCM mission and regional ICLGR needs, 

but different enough that there is no exact correspondence link.  

Mapping correspondences in datasets like these that are similar but still have significant 

differences, which are ultimately derived from their differing perspectives and 

responsibilities, is difficult. Automating transformation of Member State data to RDBMF-

compatible data might well be an unrealistic transformation exercise. Certainly such 

transformations should be attempted, using XML or other techniques, but the 

implementation project, the ICGLR and the Member States should be prepared that such 

transformations prove impossible. 

If such automatic transformations prove to be realistic, the independent Member State 

databases cannot serve as adjuncts or feeder databases to the RDBMF. In this case, the 

Member State faces the task of manually making sure data in the independent databases is 

transformed to a RDBMF-compatible format, either by entering it in an RDBMF online portal 

on a record by record basis, or by using the Excel templates provided by the Consultant. 

Putting data into RDBMF-compatible format is likely to involve significant staff resources. 

Looked at from another angle, it is clear that the RDBMF cannot be a repository of four or 

more different national databases – there must be one single data structure, which 

furthermore must be generic across the ICGLR area, and must support regional level 

aggregation and ICGLR regional data tasks. Data structures are such particular things that 

only exact clones, with correspondence at the table, field and data type levels, can be 

considered “RDBMF-compatible solutions” at the Member State level, without actually 

testing automatic transformation. 

Recommendation: DB_MSdatabases-200: The implementation project and ICGLR should 

investigate whether Member States have independent databases covering all or part of ICGLR 

data (this project has performed a survey and this data is available), and if so, which strategy 

for transfer they intend to use, and if whether programmatic transformations of data from 

the independent databases to RDBMF-compatible formats is possible. 

2.5.3 Satellite installation of the RDBMF 

A satellite installation of the RDBMF (a kind of clone set up to run independently at the 

Member State designated authority) would require that advanced replication or 

synchronization techniques be built in to the RDBMF design, that sufficient bandwidth is 

available for replication actions, and that ICLGR staff have the skills and time necessary to 

manage replication. Whether this approach is feasible should be investigated by the RDBMF 

implementation project, since it depends on the RDBMS selected for the RDBMF. It implies 

that Member States would need funding, staff capacity and infrastructure to run the RDBMF 

satellite locally.  

The task of preparing and formatting raw RCM and CoC datasets for entry into the satellite 

RDBMF still remains when this model is used, somewhat reducing the advantages of using a 

satellite. In other words, in the data flow from the field to the ultimate destination of the 

RDBMF, the difficult data management stage is the stage where original paper or digital mine 

site, CoC and Exporter data is prepared in “RDBMF-compatible format”.  
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Furthermore, entry of RDBMF-compatible data in the RDBMF satellite could as well have 

been done by logging in to the cloud-based RDBMF itself. The only advantage of the satellite 

in this scenario is that the Member State does not need to be online when entering data in its 

satellite – a considerable advantage, to be sure, but outweighed in the opinion of the 

Consultant by, first, the local satellite database management responsibilities mentioned 

above (funding, staff capacity and infrastructure), and second, the work of setting up and 

managing replication between the satellite and the central RDBMF (itself a task requiring 

considerable bandwidth). 

The Consultant sees direct use of a cloud-hosted RDBMF by the Member States as a better 

alternative based on information available at this time. Ultimately it is a question of the 

Member States willingness to participate in the RCM on the basis of the conditions they have 

accepted by signing on to the RCM initiative, namely that the ICGLR determines the data 

structures used. Please see the Transfer Procedures document and 4.10 Data transfer from 

the Member States for more information on the recommended data transfer solution. 

Recommendation: DB_MSdatabases-300: If Member States want to use a satellite installation 

of the RDBMF, then the implementation project and the ICGLR should investigate the 

feasibility of this approach in terms of replication support, procedures, capacity of relevant 

Member States to maintain a satellite installation, and all other aspects necessary to 

implement this solution. 

2.6 RDBMF miscellaneous database issues 
Requirement specification code: DB_misc_xxx. 

2.6.1 Date, time, timestamp in the RDBMF 

We have to assume most dates and times are significant in terms of the business 

requirements. In other words, when mine operators, exporters, ICGLR staff etc. indicate dates 

and times, these have economic, legal or system significance. 

Note further that the ICGLR spans three time zones. The time zone is important in the date or 

time field. 

In database terms, we have to capture submitted data date and time fields with a time zone. 

PostgreSQL has special data types for this. Other databases have similar solutions. 

For some fields, date is the only information required, available and meaningful. For others 

the time and date (timestamp) is required, available and meaningful. (For dates and times 

noted internally in the database, we will use the Bujumbura time zone.) We will use the 

relevant field in each case, with time zone. This means that interfaces in the RDBMF and data 

submission forms at Member States need to take into account time zone. 

Requirement: DB_misc_100: The RDBMF must capture submitted date and time with time 

zone. 

Requirement: DB_misc_101: The RDBMF must use date or time as appropriate to the data 

field. 

Requirement: DB_misc_102: The RDBMF must use Burundi time for internal (non-submitted) 

date or time fields. 
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2.6.2 Language 

We should provide both French and English language support in the UI and internal database 

content, look-up tables in particular, as much as the development budget permits.  

Recommendation: DB_misc_200: The RDBMF must provide UI and LUT data content in English 

and French.  

Recommendation: DB_misc_201:  The RDBMF must be able to switch between English and 

French UI.  

2.6.3 Administrative district data for Member States 

The implementation project should obtain up-to-date lists of administrative districts (political 

divisions) to populate the database table admin_district, for reach Member State. If the 

prototype database is followed, then this data should contain divisions at various levels (for 

example, district, province), since the table is designed to allow hierarchic navigation of 

divisions (if you register a district, you can know which province it is in, if the table is 

populated correctly). Full data should include the validity start and end dates, since 

administrative divisions are subject to change, and the location of a mine site in a particular 

district can change if the system changes. 

Requirement: DB_misc_300: The RDBMF must contain up-to-date lists of administrative 

districts (political divisions) to populate the database table admin_district, for reach Member 

State.  

Recommendation: DB_misc_301: The RDBMF should obtain a full set of hierarchic 

administrative divisions for each Member State, and enter correctly in the prototype database 

so as to enable navigation between levels.  
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3 Database schema 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Database schema - design vs. implementation 

A database design could be considered as a requirement or part of the implementation phase 

of system development. In this project we have treated it as a fundamental part of the 

design, since it so closely connected to analysis of the system requirements for the ICGLR 

regional tasks, and to other design tasks that the scope of our project required us to address 

and resolve. We note further that the RDBMF implementation project is unlikely to be able to 

duplicate the ICGLR-specific knowledge present in the design team (current project), and 

would consequently struggle to successfully model the RDBMF reality in a relational database 

scheme. Since thinking through the reality, the model and the implications for a database 

representation has been central to this design and requirements project, it would be a waste 

of scarce project developmental resources for the implementation project to repeat the 

analytical and design work.  

We have thus formulated a requirement that the implementation project must closely follow 

or adopt outright the database schema described in this document. In other words, the 

implementation project is presented with a complete database schema, which should be 

adopted more or less as is, with any modifications made only in consultation with the ICGLR 

and implementation supervision consultants working for IMPACT.  

3.1.2 Schema is for RDBMS 

The schema presented here is for an RDBMS. It could be any commercial or free RDBMS as 

conforming to requirements in 2.2 Database platform. 

3.1.3 Prototype implementation in PostgreSQL 

The Consultant has implemented the database design as a prototype structure in PostgreSQL. 

There is some data entered for look-up tables, but otherwise the database is empty. The 

PostgreSQL backup file and data dictionary report file will be included with this specification 

as part of the deliverable, and can be restored in PostgreSQL or migrated to another RDBMS, 

using appropriate migration tools.  

3.1.4 Single schema combines RCM mine site, mineral tracking, exporter components 

The RDBMF combines the mine site, mineral tracking, exporter components of the RCM in 

one schema, since these are intimately connected. For example, mine sites are attributes 

(foreign keys) of the mine site lots, various minerals tracking actors also appear as mine site 

owners, exporters are actors in minerals tracking. Furthermore, various look-up tables, for 

example country, apply to mine sites, actors, exporters, etc. 

3.1.5 Overview, fundamental entities 

The fundamental entities in the database are:  

 Mine site (mine_site) (RCM definition of mine site, often equivalent to “licensed mining 
operation with defined area in cadastre”, but in some countries, a mine site might be a 
sub-division of a licensed mine site or a non-licensed site recognized by some other 
Member State process or authority.) 

o attributes, types, LUTs 
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o inspection entity 
o certification entity 
o links between mine sites 
o a mine site is usually the first node in a CoC 

 Chain of Custody actor (coc_actor) - All companies, organizations or other parties 
involved with minerals exploitation commerce and CoC within the ICGLR regional 
boundary. Thus mine owners, mine operators, traders, governmental entities when these 
participate in minerals exploitation or commerce, processors, exporters, transport firms 
and warehousing firms are all actors. Note that “exporters”, a fundamental component of 
the RCM data proposal, are covered here as a particular kind of actor, with certification 
tied to the exporter.: 

o attributes - some attributes are specific to certain types), types, LUTs  
o investigations - (audits) for exporters, certification for exporters 
o actors appear in CoC data 

 Lot (lot) - A unit of minerals, physically combined. Mine site lot, trader lot, exporter lot, 
etc.: 

o attributes - some attributes are specific to certain types), types, LUTs. 
o links between lots - for combination, division, etc. 

 Chain of Custody node (coc_node) - The node is the smallest unit or step of the CoC, 
necessary to be able to model any and all CoC data submitted to the RDBMF. The nodes 
tracks lots as they proceed through changes of custody to new actors, or in effect lot 
“custodians”, in the CoC: 

o attributes - some attributes are specific to certain types, LUTs. 
o links between nodes, that is, sequential links in the CoC. 

There are additional significant but secondary entities needed to model minerals tracking 

according to the RCM: 

 Mineral (mineral) - ICGLR-defined minerals. 

 Inspection and certification organization (inspection_certification_org) - Government 
authorities or other organizations that perform inspection and certification of mines, 
Third Party Auditors, as well as the IMCA, or government bodies, if these do audits, all of 
which audit Exporters. 

 Traceability providers (coc_organization) – Organizations such as traceability providers 
that submit CoC data to the RDBMF, normally via the Member State. 

 Document (document) - An entity to manage the storage and retrieval of PDF or other 
documents uploaded to the system and cross-referenced to various entities. Use of this in 
the implementation depends on the solution for storing documents decided on. 

3.1.6 Format for this chapter 

The database schema is organized by the main entities listed above. Each main entity section 

has sub-sections to document our analysis of any issues relevant to that main entity. Then the 

actual entities, attributes, and LUT specifications are listed.  

“Character” or “text” attributes include a suggested field length for a “varchar” datatype. The 

PostgreSQL prototype database uses the “text” datatype, which is basically a superior version 

of varchar. 
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“Numeric” datatype fields indicate the suggested length and number of decimals.  Some 

numeric fields are of the “real” type. Primary keys and foreign keys referring to those are 

integers. 

Adoption of the database schema as it is presented here and in the PostgreSQL prototype 

database will, in effect, fulfill all database schema design requirements. However, we present 

database schema requirements for each entity, for clarity and in case modifications to the 

schema are contemplated by the implementation project.  

3.2 Mine site 

3.2.1 Overview 

It might seem obvious what a “mine site” is, but there are significant variations in how this 

central entity in the RCM is understood in various countries and by various actors in the RCM.  

ICGLR Certification Manual 2011: “MINE SITE means a mining concession recognized by the 

Member State government, owned or operated by an individual, cooperative, state entity or 

corporate entity. (A MINE SITE may form a smaller, discrete part of a larger, exploration or 

prospecting concession)”. 

We should also remember that a mine site is the “certifiable mining entity” – any sub-division 

of a mine site or grouping of mine sites that are not subject of Member State certification 

activities are, by definition, outside the scope of the RDBMF.  

The simplest case is that a mine site exactly corresponds to a mining operation as recognized 

and described in the mining cadastre of the Member State. The licensed mining operation will 

have an area defined by coordinates (a polygon) in the cadastre, a defined scope of activities, 

and a registered owner and/or operator. Note that in this case: 

 no sub-unit of a license area is relevant for mine site certification, nor should they appear 
in the RDBMF. 

 unlicensed mining operations cannot be handled by the RCM, nor included in the RDBMF. 

Rwanda adopts this approach. Uganda indicates that it will adopt this approach. 

In the DRC, the prevalence of unlicensed artisanal mining has prompted the mining and other 

authorities to adopt the practical application of a de facto parallel licensing system, with 

officially unlicensed operations defined, inspected and taxed by mining or other authorities, 

and then incorporated in ICGLR and iTSCi mine site certification and tracking schemes. This 

approach is presumably accepted by the ICGLR, although the RCM Manual definition of mine 

site does not explicitly address these issues. In practical database terms, any mine site 

recognized by a Member State that is inspected and certified according to ICGLR rules, and 

that is also recognized by CoC traceability systems, can be handled by the RDBMF. 

Requirement specifications code: DBschemaMineSite-sectionMarker-xxx. 

3.2.2 Spatial aspects 

Requirement specifications code: DBschemaMineSite-spatial-xxx. 
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3.2.2.1 General 

We assume that mine sites should have a spatial representation (location), either point 

coordinates or a polygon(s) for an area. The ICGLR Manual Appendix 3a specifies a point 

location is required.  

Going beyond the RCM requirement, we propose an additional, optional polygon registration; 

we change the storage coordinate format to decimal degrees, 6 decimals; we register MS 

cadastre (or alternative) coordinate data with whatever geodetic datum is submitted, 

whatever UTM zone is submitted, we allow for the possible inclusion of non-spatially 

submitted data (null fields for coordinates). These improvements do not conflict with the 

data requirements of the ICGLR Manual Appendix 3a, and are necessary in order to have a 

rational and sustainable database structure, and in order to support mapping interfaces to 

the RDBMF if the ICGLR chooses to implement these, and to ensure efficient export of spatial 

data from the RDBMF to GIS or other spatial platforms or output. 

Note that there is no need for coordinate conversion in the RDBMF since it is assumed that 

coordinates as delivered to the ICGLR are correct – in other words, it is the responsibility of 

the Member State to do any necessary conversions to expected WGS84 decimal degree 6 

decimal format. 

Requirement: DBschemaMineSite-spatial-100: The RDBMF must support georeferencing for 

the mine site. 

Requirement: DBschemaMineSite-spatial-101: The RDBMF must permit registration of mine 

sites without any spatial information, if it is not available. 

3.2.2.2 GIS representation, point 

A mine site could be spatially represented as a point or an area (one or more polygons). 

Representing as a point is considerably simpler, and is the requirement in the ICGLR Manual 

Appendix 3a manual. 

The manual specifies degree-minute-second format, which is an unwieldy format prone to 

operator error and confusion in pre-submission Excel sheets. It is thus not suitable for 

efficient database operations and map displays. We recommend the superior decimal degree 

format in the database (note that conversions from DMS to decimal degree are easy on 

import and export). 

The Appendix does not indicate precision of coordinates – we recommend 6 decimal places 

(precision to ca 10 cm), which is more precision than strictly necessary, but is justified as a 

widely used convention for geographic coordinates. 

Requirement: DBschemaMineSite-spatial-200: The RDBMF must permit registration of mine 

sites with as a point with latitude and longitude WGS84 coordinates. 

Recommendation: DBschemaMineSite-spatial-201: The RDBMF should define the mine site 

coordinate fields as decimal degrees, with the numeric format 9,6, meaning 9 digits of which 6 

are decimals. 

3.2.2.3 GIS representation, polygon 

For Member States where the mine site exactly corresponds to defined license areas in the 

mining cadastre, the mine site polygons can be obtained from the cadastre and included in 
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the RDBMF. For mine sites not strictly equivalent to license areas (DRC), capturing mine site 

areas (polygons) is time-consuming and probably not practical in any Member State. 

However, the benefits to knowing the extent of mine site would be considerable, for auditors 

and new inspection staff, so we need to accommodate the possibility that polygons are 

recorded.  

Mining cadastres use various formats to store license polygons, but all should be able to 

output to a widely used text-based storage format that will be easy to handle in the RDBMF. 

Two of these formats are GML and GeoJSON. We have defined a field in the database for 

mine sites to hold this information, which we are confident will prove very useful in the 

future. The field is optional. 

Recommendation: DBschemaMineSite-spatial-300: The RDBMF should include a text-format 

polygon georeference field for the mine site, sufficiently large to capture large text-based 

representations of polygons. 

3.2.2.4 Point should have attribute to indicate what it represents within a mine site 

A point should have some additional information indicating what it represents (centroid of 

the license polygon, an arbitrary location on the site, the site entrance, the tagging station, 

the offices, etc.). Inspectors or auditors re-visiting a site will be helped by this information, 

and for large-scale (zoomed in) mapping, knowing what the point represents is important.  

Recommendation: DBschemaMineSite-spatial-400: The RDBMF should include a text-format 

field to indicate what the single location point represents within the mine site. 

3.2.2.5 Coordinate system issues 

The primary point coordinate fields for mine sites are defined as latitude and longitude in the 

WGS84 geodetic datum. We have added the requirement that these are in decimal degree 

format. It is clear that the responsibility for capturing coordinates in WGS84 decimal degree 

must lie with the Member State, which must perform any conversions necessary before 

submitting data to the ICGLR. Member States should also create their own primary mine site 

databases with WGS84 decimal degree as a default format.  

If mine site polygon data is submitted (the license area, normally), it must also be converted 

to WGS84 latitude and longitude, decimal degrees. Note that cadastres normally use 

polygons rather than points for capturing mine site location. 

For the coordinate fields that represent a point obtained from the MS cadastre, which might 

be in UTM, and which might use a non-WGS84, nationally adopted geodetic datum, we need 

to use UTM zone and geodetic datum look-up entities to correctly capture these coordinates. 

If the coordinates are in an entirely local coordinate system, we can capture them, and note 

the parameters of the system, but the coordinates will be meaningless for use at the regional 

level. 

In the future the ICGLR might choose to use the more convenient EPSG codes for coordinate 

systems – thus the RDBMF needs an EPSG look up entity as well. 

Requirement: DBschemaMineSite-spatial-500: The RDBMF must include a geodetic datum LUT 

for all geodetic datums in common use in the ICGLR, and a UTM zone LUT for all zones in the 

ICGLR, in order to correctly handle submitted Member State mining cadastre coordinates. 
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Recommendation: DBschemaMineSite-spatial-501: The RDBMF must define attributes for 

mine site points to accommodate non-WGS 84 coordinates (submitted X, submitted Y, UTM 

zone, geodetic datum, EPSG code – EPSG code makes UTM zone and geodetic datum 

redundant but convenience dictates all are included). 

3.2.3 MS mine site identification (labelling with names, codes, IDs) 

Mine sites are likely to have official or unofficial names, codes or identifiers, which the MS 

systems will capture.  

The ICGLR Manual Appx. 3a says that the Member State must indicate “A unique mine site 

identification number”. The regional DB imports the MS mine site ID. This is not an adequate 

solution to the need to maintain names and codes for mine sites at the regional level. 

To start with, sites have both names and codes, which both are useful in their own way. They 

also often have database IDs. Possible mine site names, codes, IDs: 

 Code generated by Member States for ICGLR purposes (primary code and under the 
control of the MS, RDBMF just imports it). 

 Mining license (cadastre) code 

 Mine site official name 

 Company project name 

 Informal names 

 Database ID in Member State database 

 ICGLR Regional DB unique code 

 RDBMF unique database ID (generated internally by the database software)  

It is likely that a single site will have multiple names or designations, which are important to 

record, since it greatly increases the usefulness of a database if users can find the sites they 

are looking for. Note that names can also change, and we need a solution to record previous 

names. 

The solution is to provide fields for: Code generated by Member States for ICGLR purposes, 

Mining license (cadastre) code (if it exists), Mine site official name, Database ID in Member 

State database (if it exists). A field is defined for an ICGLR Regional DB unique code, which will 

need to be generated by the application. The RDBMF unique database ID is generated 

internally by the database software. All other names can be listed in a field mine_site_aliases, 

in a comma-separated format.  

Requirement specifications code: DBschemaMineSite-namesCodes-xxx. 

3.2.3.1 RDBMF needs its own coding scheme 

Due to all these complications in identification (labelling mine sites), it is probably a good idea 

for the RDBMF to generate its own unique regional-level code for mine sites, since it is 

impossible to be certain that names or identifiers are unique across different countries and 

even within one country, despite expectations that the MS will generate unique codes. There 

are also advantages to having a code that is well-designed (concise and meaningful), which 

the Member State code may or may not be. The code could be automatically generated on 

import. 

Codes are very useful when dealing with large datasets – for referring unambiguously to a 

particular record, or as a shorthand reference in long output lists or documents. A good code 
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should be concise, unique, descriptive, and generated by the system automatically. ‘Concise’ 

means max. 30 characters, ‘descriptive’ means the code is meaningful on inspection (for 

example indicates the country, province, type, date defined, etc.), ‘unique’ means guaranteed 

unique in the RCM system (Regional DB). An example might be RWKI-ASM-20140305-

20160609231411, meaning an ASM site defined on March 5, 2016, in Kigali province, 

Rwanda, assigned unique serial number automatically from date/time when registered in the 

RCM.  

Various coding schemes could be invented. The important points are that a scheme fulfills the 

criteria above, that the Member State code or other data provider code is not suitable for 

these criteria, that a proposal is made by the implementation project, and that automatic 

generation of codes is a functional requirement of the implementation project. 

Recommendation: DBschemaMineSite-namesCodes-100: The RDBMF must include an 

attribute for recording a concise, unique, descriptive mine site code, generated by the system 

automatically that is unique in the RDBMF and useful in RDBMF queries. 

3.2.3.2 Aliases 

There may be aliases for the mine site name, for example common names, local names, 

project names, changed names, etc. It would be useful to capture these in a single, comma-

delimited field, for help in typing the site to studies or databases that use the alternative 

names.  

Requirement: DBschemaMineSite-namesCodes-101: The RDBMF must include an attribute for 

recording aliases for the mine site name in the RDBMF. 

3.2.3.3 Member State database ID for mine site 

If the Member State has its own database of mine sites, it probably will have a unique 

internal database serial ID, which will uniquely identify the mine site in database terms. If so, 

the RDBMF should capture this ID. 

Requirement: DBschemaMineSite-namesCodes-102: The RDBMF must include an attribute for 

recording Member States’ own database internal serial ID. 

3.2.3.4 Mining cadastre license ID, type, owner 

For mine sites that are associated with Member State mining cadastre licensed operations, 

whether they are identical to the licensed operation and area, or are more loosely associated 

with the license, the RDBMF needs to record this license ID. RCM Manual Appendix: “7. 

Mineral Licensing Information concerning the site, including: 7.1. The type of mineral license 

covering the mine site (claim, exploration permit, mining license, artisanal permit, unlicensed, 

other type); 7.2. The identification number of the mining license, in the terms used by the 

national mineral claims systems (if available, in the case of artisanal miners); 7.3. The 

identification of the owner of the mineral license”.  

Note that the license owner in this case is dynamic data (the ownership will change over 

time), and so is captured as part of the mine site inspection entity.  

Note that the license owner might not be the same as the mine site owner, and might also 

differ from the mine site operator. However, in order to maintain a reasonable level of detail, 
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we just record the owner and operator, and assume the owner is also the license-holder, or 

at least has responsibilities of the license-holder for issues relevant to the RCM. 

Note that the license code will very rarely change, so is not considered dynamic data. 

However, a mine site can evolve from one mining license type to another, which, if the site 

changes size or type of production, is reason enough to re-define it as a new mine site in the 

ICGLR, in the opinion of the Consultant. The database allows definition of links between mine 

sites, for example to capture the link between an old and new definition of a site.  

Requirement: DBschemaMineSite-namesCodes-103: The RDBMF must include an attribute for 

recording Member State mining cadastre licensed operation, type of license. 

3.2.4 Mine site owner, operator 

See the section 3.4 Chain of Custody actor entity. Owners and operators of the mine site are 

dynamic data (ownership can change), and properly modelled as attributes of the inspection 

or certification (owner or operator at the time of inspection or certification). 

We distinguish owner and operator as two potentially different parties, each important to 

capture in the database. 

3.2.5 Persistence and other time aspects 

Mine sites will occasionally change extent, name, owner, operator. A lot, maybe all of these 

changes can be captured as part of the changing inspection/certification record. However, 

there may well be a need to enter essentially the same site twice in the database if the 

Member State or other data provider determines that the site has become a new entity. We 

can easily capture links from a previous site to a newer incarnation in the database. 

3.2.6 Production types 

We will need to characterize mine sites by production types.  

The RCM manual only distinguishes between ASM and Industrial production. It’s possible that 

they will anyway be forced to accommodate more categories in the future. In any case, we 

can add categories to the entity as they are needed. 

3.2.7 Designated minerals 

The designated minerals being mined at a mine site (Appx. 3: 6.) could change as the 

geological or engineering conditions change. Thus the minerals are dynamic data and are 

indicated as part of the inspection instance. 

3.2.8 Organization responsible for defining and certifying the mine site 

We need to register which certification organization has defined the mine site. This implies a 

significant modelling of certification organizations in the database. 

We need to cover the situation where one particular site is defined differently by various 

organizations in the same country, in other words, multiple definitions for one and the same 

mine site. 

3.2.9 Inspection and Certification 

There are multiple inspections for one mine site (annually, according to the RCM Manual), 

and inspections are thus handled in a separate entity. Each inspection might result in a new 

certification event (change of status), and certification status can also change without 
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reference to an inspection, thus “certification” is also its own entity. See the section 3.2.21 

afp_sample entity 

afp_sample_id (PK) 

 mine_site_id (FK mine site) 

 afp_sample_field_code (varchar(30)) (Field code for the AFP sample, according to 
<CC><SS><xxxx>; CC is country[BI, CD, RW, BI, etc.], SS is sampler, xxxx is serial code 
0001-9999.) 

 afp_sample_lab_code (varchar(30)) (AFP sample code according to what the AFP lab has 
assigned.) 

 afp_sample_long_WGS84 (numeric(9,6)) (X-coordinate (longitude). Assumed WGS84, 
decimal degrees, gives ca. 0.1 m precision. 9, 6 is global convention. Required, but not at 
DB level to allow occasional missing coordinates.) 

 afp_sample_lat_WGS84 (numeric(9,6)) (Y-coordinate (latitude). Assumed WGS84, 
decimal degrees, gives ca. 0.1 m precision. 9, 6 is global convention. Required, but not at 
DB level to allow occasional missing coordinates.) 

 afp_sample_description  (varchar(40)) 

Mine site inspection and certification for the proposed solution. Inspections and certifications 

are related to the mine site with the foreign key mine_site_id.  

In most cases there will be just one certification for a site at a given time, forwarded by the 

Member State. The details of that single certification will be easy to generate from the 

certification instance, by noting the validity date, or alternatively having an attribute 

indicating the instance is the current one.  

3.2.10 Associating mines 

It may be useful to associate two mines. For example, a mine might change name, and be 

entered in the database as a new record – it would then be necessary to establish a link 

between the two. Two mines might be combined into one new one – the new mine would 

then need to be associated with the two old ones. For the relatively rare situation where one 

needs to associate more than two mines in a group, chained pairs of associate mines can be 

used. The entity mine_site_assoc registers the associations, with mine_site_assoc_type 

registering the type of association. 

3.2.11 Administrative district 

We need to record the district in which a mine site is located. There are two fields for this – 

one is a foreign key to the admin_district entity, the other is a text field. The admin_district 

entity is an organized list of, potentially, all levels of political division in a country, with links 

from a given division to higher levels to which it belongs. The text field alternative can be 

used for a informal record of districts or other geographical units. The RCM Manual Appendix 

3a.: “5.3. Given in local geographic terms (province/state, municipality/chefferie/district)”. 

3.2.12 AFP data  

The German Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources (BGR) has developed a 

program for an “analytical fingerprint” (AFP), intending to identify the origin of mineral 

concentrates of tantalum, tin, and tungsten.  AFP method aims at identifying the origin of a 

mineral concentrate by comparing its mineralogical and geochemical characteristic features 

to samples of known provenance that are stored in a reference database data. AFP is 

intended to support the RCM, it is not meant to be applied as a regular tool to control every 
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mineral shipment, and it does not replace everyday mineral traceability techniques (e.g. 

tagging) but serves to verify their integrity, and thus credibility. The AFP data as such is not 

integrated in the RDBMF, due to a different definition of mine sites, among other questions, 

but a field is provided in the mine_site entity to register a link to a record in the AFP database 

that corresponds to the mine site in the RDBMF. The link could be a URL or text description of 

the AFP database record and how to access it.  

3.2.13 mine_site entity 

 mine_site_id (PK) 

 mine_site_name_MS (varchar(50)) (Mine site name as submitted by the Member State. 
Required at the DB level. Unique in the Member State, enforced at the DB level (with 
country_id). This could be the license code or a name commonly used. Note that this is 
different than the mine_site_code, which is the RCM-mandated unique identifier. 
Required at DB level.)  

 mine_site_code_MS (varchar(50)) (The mine site unique code as defined by the Member 
State. Created by the Member State for ICGLR system. Appx. 3a: 1. A unique mine site 
identification number. Required at the DB level. Unique in the Member State, enforced at 
the DB level (with country_id). Required at DB level.) 

 mine_site_DBID_MS (varchar(50)) (Unique ID from Member State or other data provider 
database table ID or PK column. Could be UUID, serial or other numeric value (but stored 
here as char.), other alphanumeric. Intended to support confirmation and secure link to 
source of data. Length allows 36 char. UUIDs, or other alphanumeric IDs. Optional.) 

 mine_site_code_RDBMF (varchar(40)) (Unique mine site code across the entire ICGLR 
area, automatically generated, humanly readable, by format for example CCPP-TTT-
yyyymmdd-YYYYMMDDhhmmss (CC = country, PP = province or highest level admin unit, 
TTT = mine type [ASM, LSM etc], yyyymmdd = defined date by DP, YYYYMMDDhhmmss = 
timestamp of entry in RDBMF). Not under control of Member State, therefore optional.) 

 country_id (FK to country) 

 admin_district_id  (FK admin_district) (District in which the mine site is located, at a level 
decided by Member State convention: province, district, etc. Recommendation is the 
smallest useful district. Note that the admin_district table is designed to register a higher 
level that a "district" or other division belongs to. 5.3. Given in local geographic terms 
(province/state, municipality/chefferie/district). Required at the DB level.) 

 mine_site_location (varchar(150)) (A description of the location, using convention of the 
Member State or data provider. For example, sector (territoire), cell (chefferie), locality 
(localité), village (village). Required at the DB level.) 

 mine_site_long_WGS84 (numeric(9,6)) (X-coordinate (longitude). Assumed WGS84, 
decimal degrees, gives ca. 0.1 m precision. 9, 6 is global convention. “Appx. 3a: 5. The 
location of the mine site; 5.1. Given in latitude and longitude”. Required, but not at DB 
level to allow occasional missing coordinates.) 

 mine_site_lat_WGS84 (numeric(9,6)) (Y-coordinate (latitude). Assumed WGS84, decimal 
degrees, gives ca. 0.1 m precision. 9, 6 is global convention. “Appx. 3a: 5. The location of 
the mine site; 5.1. Given in latitude and longitude”. Required, but not at DB level to allow 
occasional missing coordinates.)  

 mine_site_latLong_details (varchar(150)) (Details on what a mine site Lat-Long point 
represents (centroid of the license polygon, an arbitrary location on the site, the site 
entrance, the tagging station, the offices, etc.). Optional.) 

 mine_site_Xcoord_MScadsatre (real) (X-coordinate (longitude, easting, etc.) As submitted 
by MS, from cadastre, could be UTM, geographic (longitude), possibly other coordinate 
systems. Thus real data type. “Appx. 3a: 5. The location of the mine site; 5.2. Given in the 
terms used by the Member State national mining cadastre.”) 
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 mine_site_Ycoord_MScadastre (real) (Y-coordinate (longitude, northing, etc.) As 
submitted by MS, from cadastre, could be UTM, geographic (longitude), possibly other 
coordinate systems. Thus real data type. “Appx. 3a: 5. The location of the mine site; 5.2. 
Given in the terms used by the Member State national mining cadastre.”)  

 mine_site_polygonString (varchar) (Text description of mine site polygon(s). Assumed d 
WGS-84, decimal degrees, could be GML, GeoJSON, etc. Intended for representing the 
mining license polygon, but could be another relevant area.) 

 geodetic_datum_id (FK geodetic_datum) (as submitted by MS.) 

 UTM_zone_id (FK UTM_zone) (As submitted by MS, used for MS coordinates.) 

 espg_id (FK espg) (For coordinates as submitted by MS. ESPG is a standard spatial 
reference system notation.) 

 mine_site_AFP_dataLink (varchar) (Link to AFP data, if it exists. Database, record ID, etc.) 

 mine_site_description (varchar(250)) (Field to register miscellaneous details of the mine 
site not covered by other fields, for example, history of the site.) 

 mine_site_defined_ICGLR_date (date) (Date on which the mine site was defined by the 
Member State for ICGLR purposes.) 

 mine_site_exploitation_startDate (date) (The date on which exploitation (extraction) 
started at the mine site (optional, if known). 

 mine_site_aliases (varchar(150)) (Aliases used for the mine site name or code, for 
example common names, local names, project names, name changes, etc., comma 
separated.) 

 mine_site_description (varchar(250)) (Field to register miscellaneous details of the mine 
site not covered by other fields, for example, history of the site.) 

 mine_site_current_license_code (varchar(50)) Registers the most current license code, as 
derived from the most recent inspection, or for cases with no inspections, entered 
directly. 

 {mine site ownership characterization [owner/operation] is dependent on date of 
inspection, part of mine_site_inspection} 

 {Mine site license code and type are dependent on date of inspection, part of 
mine_site_inspection record. The most recent inspection’s license code is taken as the 
mine site’s and entered in mine_site_current_license_code.  For defining a mine site 
without any inspections done yet, use the mine_site_current_license_code.} 

 {Inspection - contained in mine_site_inspection entity} 

 {Certification – contained in mine_site_certification entity } 

 {Descriptive documents from document library, using RDBMF document solution.} 

 {Designated minerals, Appx. 3a: 6. Included as part of the certification instance.} 

3.2.14 UTM_zone entity 

 utm_zone_id (PK) 

 utm_zone_code [xxN, xxS, etc – all zones in ICGLR countries] 

3.2.15 geodetic_datum entity 

 geodetic_datum_id (PK) 

 geodetic_datum_code (enligt Proj4 or other standard codes, for example WGS84, NAD27, 
etc.; all datums for as submitted by Member State or data providers or likely to be 
submitted) 

3.2.16 espg entity 

Included for possible future use instead of geodetic datum and UTM zone, for Member State 

cadastre coordinates. 

 espg_id (PK) 
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 espg_code (char(5)) 

3.2.17 mine_site_assoc entity 

Mine sites will change character and identification, for example one mine site might be 

divided into two, or two might be combined. The name, license code or extent might change 

and a new name be assigned. Sites defined by different organizations might need to be 

associated. This entity captures any and all site-to-site associations. Many-to-many. 

 mine_site_assoc_1_id (PK) (FK mine_site) 

 mine_site_assoc_2_id (PK) (FK mine_site) 

 mine_site_assoc_type_id (PK) (FK mine_site_assoc_type) 

 mine_site_assoc_valid_fromDate (PK, date) (Date from which the association between 
mine sites is valid. Required at DB level.)  

 mine_site_assoc_valid_toDate (PK, date) (Date from which the association between mine 
sites is valid. Required at DB level.) 

 mine_site_assoc_description (varchar (250)) (Mine site association description. Optional.) 

3.2.18 mine_site_assoc_type entity 

 mine_site_assoc_type_id (PK) 

 mine_site_assoc_type_name_en (varchar(30)) (Mine site association name, English. 
Required at DB level) 

 mine_site_assoc_type_name_fr (varchar(30)) (Mine site association name, French. 
Optional.) 

 mine_site _assoc_type_description_en (varchar (150)) (Mine site assoc. type description, 
English. Optional.) 

 mine_site_assoc_type_description_fr (varchar (150)) (Mine site assoc. type description, 
French. Optional.) 

3.2.19 country entity 

Used for mine site but also CoC actor and other entities. 

 country_id (PK) 

 country_name_en (varchar(25)) (Country name in English. Required at DB level.) 

 country_name_fr (varchar(25)) (Country name in French. Optional.) 

 country_code_ISO  (char(2)) (ISO two-letter country code, capitals. Required at DB level.)  

 country_short_name (varchar(30)) (Reference name for lists, drop-down, etc. Optional.)  

3.2.20 admin_district_entity 

Can be province or any level of administrative or political district. Registers a higher level that 

it belongs to. 

The district for which a mine site is registered can be any level, according to the specification 

of the Member State.  

 admin_district _id (PK) 

 country_id (FK country) 

 admin_district_name_en (varchar(40)) 

 admin_district_name_fr (varchar(40)) 

 admin_district_informal_name (varchar(50)) (Any informal name for the district.) 

 admin_district_level ( varchar(30)) (The level of administrative district, for example 
district, province, ward, etc.)  

 belongs_to_admin_district_id (FK district) (This field permits the hierarchical use of this 
table, a district for example belongs to a province, also in this table.) 
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3.2.21 afp_sample entity 

 afp_sample_id (PK) 

 mine_site_id (FK mine site) 

 afp_sample_field_code (varchar(30)) (Field code for the AFP sample, according to 
<CC><SS><xxxx>; CC is country[BI, CD, RW, BI, etc.], SS is sampler, xxxx is serial code 
0001-9999.) 

 afp_sample_lab_code (varchar(30)) (AFP sample code according to what the AFP lab has 
assigned.) 

 afp_sample_long_WGS84 (numeric(9,6)) (X-coordinate (longitude). Assumed WGS84, 
decimal degrees, gives ca. 0.1 m precision. 9, 6 is global convention. Required, but not at 
DB level to allow occasional missing coordinates.) 

 afp_sample_lat_WGS84 (numeric(9,6)) (Y-coordinate (latitude). Assumed WGS84, 
decimal degrees, gives ca. 0.1 m precision. 9, 6 is global convention. Required, but not at 
DB level to allow occasional missing coordinates.) 

 afp_sample_description  (varchar(40)) 

3.3 Mine site inspection and certification 

3.3.1 Overview  

Inspection and certification and are two different entities. Inspections are visits done at one 

point in time, to gather information for the purpose of certification. The certification is a 

status assigned to the mine site for a period of time, usually but not necessarily as a result of 

an inspection. Likewise, inspections can be performed that do not result in change in 

certification status. We need to have entities for each. The certification can be linked to a 

particular inspection. 

The ICGLR Manual Appx. 3a mine site specification includes a requirement for both 

“inspection history” and “status history”. Thus we need multiple inspections and 

certifications for each mine site, in other words separate entities for inspections and 

certifications. 

The current Mine site status is simply the status from the most recent certification. Likewise, 

the current value for Mine site data that is “dynamic”, that is, that can change with time, such 

as site owner, minerals produced, etc. is obtained from the most recent mine site 

investigation. 
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Figure 1. Relationship of key mine site entities. 

3.3.2 mine_site_inspection entity 

Captures one inspection instance, at one point in time, with all mine site data that is dynamic, 

and the entire set of RCM inspection criteria. 

 mine_site_inspection_id (PK) 

 mine_site_id (FK to mine_site. Required at DB level.) 

 mine_site_inspection_type_id (integer) (FK to mine_site_inspection_type. Required at DB 
level.) 

 inspection_certification_org_id (PK) (FK to inspection_certification. Required at DB level.) 

 mine_site_production_type_id (integer) (FK to mine_site_production_type, the type of 
production: ASM, industrial, mixed. (from RCM Manual, Append., added "mixed"). 
Required at DB level.) 

 mine_site_activity_status_id (integer) (FK to mine_site_activity_status, [”Active”, “Non-
active”, “Abandoned”]. Required at DB level.) 

 mine_site_owner_coc_actor_id (integer) (FK to actor. The mine site owner with 
responsibility for certifiable activities. This is a "CoC actor" since these mining companies 
also appear as actors in the CoC. Can be the same as the operator. Required at DB level.) 

 mine_site_operator_coc_actor_id (integer) (FK to actor. The mine site operator with 
responsibility for certifiable activities. This is a "CoC actor" since these mining companies 
also appear as actors in the CoC. Can be the same as the owner. Optional.) 

 mine_site_license_code (varchar(50)) (The mine site license code at the time of the 
inspection, according to Member State cadastre.) 

 mine_site_license_type (varchar(50)) (The mine site license type at the time of the 
inspection, according to Member State system of types.) 

 mine_site_inspection_date (date) (Official date of inspection. Required at DB level.) 

 mine_site_inspection_officer (varchar(50)) (Name of the inspecting officer. Required at 
DB level.) 

 {Mine site inspection, minerals, in mine_site_inspection_mineral, see 3.3.10.}  

 {Documents for mine site inspection, linked to record} 
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The following are 150 attributes of a mine site inspection record are for the 75 possible 

criteria for mine site inspection, listed in the RCM Manual Appendix 3b. 

There are different sets for Artisanal and Industrial mining. There are also different sets of 

“status criteria” or “flagged criteria” (with different criteria red and yellow flags), and 

“progress criteria”. For any given inspection, a mine site inspection will have, depending on 

type of inspection: 

 For Artisanal 

o 10 red flag criteria and 13 yellow flag status criteria (both are necessary); or 
o 15 progress criteria; or 
o Both status and progress criteria – 38 criteria 

  For Industrial 

o 13 red flag criteria and 10 yellow flag status criteria (both are necessary); or 
o 14 progress criteria; or 
o Both status and progress criteria – 37 criteria 

There are two attributes for each criterion: “…details”, which should be used for providing a 

brief explanation of the criterion evaluation, especially if the mine site is in violation; and 

“…status_id”, which is used for registering the status for each criterion 

Values for status criteria, that is, flagged criteria, can be: [“inconformity”, “in violation”].  

Values for progress criteria can be: [0 = non-conformity (0-10%), 1 = many deviations, non-

conformity (11-40%), 2 = conformity with considerable and serious deviations (41-60%), 3 = 

conformity with small deviations (61-80%), 4 = conformity to the requirement (81-100%)].  

The status attributes are foreign keys to look-up tables mine_site_flagged_status and 

mine_site_progress_status containing the status values. 

An alternative to using the criteria fields would be for the Member State to submit a 

document with the report of the inspection, including criteria details and status. The 

disadvantage of this method is that the criteria are not searchable in the database. 

The criteria are (names are table columns in the prototype database): 

 ASMredFlag_211-nonStateArmedControl_details 

 ASMredFlag_211-nonStateArmedControl_status_id 

 ASMredFlag_212-nonStateArmedExtortSites_details 

 ASMredFlag_212-nonStateArmedExtortSites_status_id 

 ASMredFlag_213-nonStateArmedExtortOwners_details 

 ASMredFlag_213-nonStateArmedExtortOwners_status_id 

 ASMredFlag_221-childLabor_details 

 ASMredFlag_221-childLabor_status_id 

 ASMredFlag_222-forcedLabor_details 

 ASMredFlag_222-forcedLabor_status_id 

 ASMredFlag_231-MSenvCriteria_details 

 ASMredFlag_231-MSenvCriteria_status_id 

 ASMredFlag_241-paymentsIllegalOrg_details 

 ASMredFlag_241-paymentsIllegalOrg_status_id 

 ASMredFlag_242-paymentsPoliticalOrg_details 

 ASMredFlag_242-paymentsPoliticalOrg_status_id 
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 ASMredFlag_243-redFlagMinerals_details 

 ASMredFlag_243-redFlagMinerals_status_id 

 ASMredFlag_251-MScommunityDev_details 

 ASMredFlag_251-MScommunityDev_status_id 

 ASMyellowFlag_311-nonStateArmedGroups_details 

 ASMyellowFlag_311-nonStateArmedGroups_status_id 

 ASMyellowFlag_312-securityForcesControl_details 

 ASMyellowFlag_312-securityForcesControl_status_id 

 ASMyellowFlag_313-securityForcesExtort_details 

 ASMyellowFlag_313-securityForcesExtort_status_id 

 ASMyellowFlag_314-securityForcesExtortOwners_details 

 ASMyellowFlag_314-securityForcesExtortOwners_status_id 

 ASMyellowFlag_321-MSworkingConditions_details 

 ASMyellowFlag_321-MSworkingConditions_status_id 

 ASMyellowFlag_331-MSenvironment_details 

 ASMyellowFlag_331-MSenvironment_status_id 

 ASMyellowFlag_341-exitNoCoC_details 

 ASMyellowFlag_341-exitNoCoC_status_id 

 ASMyellowFlag_342-nonAuthorizedTaxes_details 

 ASMyellowFlag_342-nonAuthorizedTaxes_status_id 

 ASMyellowFlag_343-mineralsMixing_details 

 ASMyellowFlag_343-mineralsMixing_status_id 

 ASMyellowFlag_344-bribesPaid_details 

 ASMyellowFlag_344-bribesPaid_status_id 

 ASMyellowFlag_345-revenueNonpayment_details 

 ASMyellowFlag_345-revenueNonpayment_status_id 

 ASMyellowFlag_346-AFPrefusal_details 

 ASMyellowFlag_346-AFPrefusal_status_id 

 ASMyellowFlag_351-MScommunityDev_details 

 ASMyellowFlag_351-MScommunityDev_status_id 

 ASMprogress_411-paymentFair_details 

 ASMprogress_411-paymentFair_status_id 

 ASMprogress_412-rightToOrganize_details 

 ASMprogress_412-rightToOrganize_status_id 

 ASMprogress_413-OHS_details 

 ASMprogress_413-OHS_status_id 

 ASMprogress_414-safetyEquipTraining_details 

 ASMprogress_414-safetyEquipTraining_status_id 

 ASMprogress_421-EIA_details 

 ASMprogress_421-EIA_status_id 

 ASMprogress_422-dangerousSubstances_details 

 ASMprogress_422-dangerousSubstances_status_id 

 ASMprogress_423-mineWaste_details 

 ASMprogress_423-mineWaste_status_id 

 ASMprogress_424-mineClosure_details 

 ASMprogress_424-mineClosure_status_id 

 ASMprogress_431-registered_details 

 ASMprogress_431-registered_status_id 

 ASMprogress_432-combatsCorruption_details 
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 ASMprogress_432-combatsCorruption_status_id 

 ASMprogress_441-communityConsultation_details 

 ASMprogress_441-communityConsultation_status_id 

 ASMprogress_442-localSupply_details 

 ASMprogress_442-localSupply_status_id 

 ASMprogress_443-localInfrastructure_details 

 ASMprogress_443-localInfrastructure_status_id 

 ASMprogress_444-consentForLand_details 

 ASMprogress_444-consentForLand_status_id 

 ASMprogress_445-gender_details 

 ASMprogress_445-gender_status_id 

 INDredFlag_211-nonStateArmedControl_details 

 INDredFlag_211-nonStateArmedControl_status_id 

 INDredFlag_212-nonStateArmedExtortion_details 

 INDredFlag_212-nonStateArmedExtortSites_status_id 

 INDredFlag_213-nonStateArmedExtortOwners_details 

 INDredFlag_213-nonStateArmedExtortOwners_status_id 

 INDredFlag_214-nonStateArmedInSite_details 

 INDredFlag_214-nonStateArmedInSite_status_id 

 INDredFlag_221-childLabor_details 

 INDredFlag_221-childLabor_status_id 

 INDredFlag_222-forcedLabor_details 

 INDredFlag_222-forcedLabor_status_id 

 INDredFlag_231-envNoncorformity_details 

 INDredFlag_231-envNoncorformity_status_id 

 INDredFlag_241-paymentsIllegalOrg_details 

 INDredFlag_241-paymentsIllegalOrg_status_id 

 INDredFlag_242-paymentPoliticalOrg_details 

 INDredFlag_242-paymentPoliticalOrg_status_id 

 INDredFlag_243-noCoC_details 

 INDredFlag_243-noCoC_status_id 

 INDredFlag_244-noMineralTitle_details 

 INDredFlag_244-noMineralTitle_status_id 

 INDredFlag_245-mineralsMixing_details 

 INDredFlag_245-mineralsMixing_status_id 

 INDredFlag_251-communityNonconformity_details 

 INDredFlag_251-communityNonconformity_status_id 

 INDyellowFlag_311-securityForcesControl_details 

 INDyellowFlag_311-securityForcesControl_status_id 

 INDyellowFlag_312-securityForcesExtortSites_details 

 INDyellowFlag_312-securityForcesExtortSites_status_id 

 INDyellowFlag_313-securityForcesExtortOwners_details 

 INDyellowFlag_313-securityForcesExtortOwners_status_id 

 INDyellowFlag_321-MSworkingConditions_details 

 INDyellowFlag_321-MSworkingConditions_status_id 

 INDyellowFlag_331-envNonconformity_details 

 INDyellowFlag_331-envNonconformity_status_id 

 INDyellowFlag_341-nonAuthorizedTaxes_details 

 INDyellowFlag_341-nonAuthorizedTaxes_status_id 
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 INDyellowFlag_342-bribesPaid_details 

 INDyellowFlag_342-bribesPaid_status_id 

 INDyellowFlag_343-revenueNonpayment_details 

 INDyellowFlag_343-revenueNonpayment_status_id 

 INDyellowFlag_344-AFPrefusal_details 

 INDyellowFlag_344-AFPrefusal_status_id 

 INDyellowFlag_351-MScommunityDev_details 

 INDyellowFlag_351-MScommunityDev_status_id 

 INDprogress_411-paymentFair_details 

 INDprogress_411-paymentFair_status_id 

 INDprogress_412-rightToOrganize_details 

 INDprogress_412-rightToOrganize_status_id 

 INDprogress_413-OHS_details 

 INDprogress_413-OHS_status_id 

 INDprogress_414-safetyEquipTraining_details 

 INDprogress_414-safetyEquipTraining_status_id 

 INDprogress_421-EIA_details 

 INDprogress_421-EIA_status_id 

 INDprogress_422-dangerousSubstances_details 

 INDprogress_422-dangerousSubstances_status_id 

 INDprogress_423-mineWaste_details 

 INDprogress_423-mineWaste_status_id 

 INDprogress_424-mineClosure_details 

 INDprogress_424-mineClosure_status_id 

 INDprogress_431-operatorCombatsCorruption_details 

 INDprogress_431-combatsCorruption_status_id 

 INDprogress_441-communityConsultation_details 

 INDprogress_441-communityConsultation_status_id 

 INDprogress_442-localSupply_details 

 INDprogress_442-localSupply_status_id 

 INDprogress_443-localInfrastructure_details 

 INDprogress_443-localInfrastructure_status_id 

 INDprogress_444-FPIC_details 

 INDprogress_444-FPIC_status_id 

 INDprogress_445-gender-sensitive_details 

 INDprogress_445-gender-sensitive_status_id 

3.3.3 mine_site_inspection_type entity 

Whether the inspection addresses and captures data specific to status, progress, or both. 

 mine_site_inspection_type_id (PK) 

 mine_site_inspection_type_name_en (varchar(30)) ([“Status Criteria”, “Progress Criteria”, 
“Status and Progress Criteria”]) 

 mine_site_inspection_type_name_fr (varchar(30)) ([]) 

3.3.4 mine_site_production_type entity 

Scale of production, in the RCM system ASM, industrial. Added “mixed” to cover the common 

case of LSM with ASM activities on-site. 

 mine_site_production_type_id (PK) 

 mine_site_production_type_code  (varchar(20)) ([ASM, industrial, mixed]) 
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 mine_site_production_type_name_en  (varchar(50)) ([“artisanal and small-scale mining”, 
“large-scale mining (industrial)”, “mixed ASM and industrial”]) 

 mine_site_production_type_name_fr  (varchar(50)) ([« exploitation minière artisanale et 
à petite échelle », «  exploitation minière à grande échelle », « exploitation minière 
mixte »]) 

 mine_site_production_type_description_en (varchar(150)) 

 mine_site_production_type_description_fr (varchar(150)) 

3.3.5 inspection_certification_org entity 

Same set of organizations can be for mine site inspection, certification or both. Note that 

auditors are a separate entity, but can do mine site inspections, in which case they must be 

registered as inspection and certification organizations. 

 inspection_certification_org_id (PK)  

 inspection_certification_org_name (varchar(100)) (Organization name, unique in RDBMF. 
Required at DB level.) 

 inspection_certification_org_code (varchar(20)) (Organization code, determined by 
ICGLR, unique in RDBMF. Required at DB level.) 

 inspection_certification_org_description (varchar(150)) (Description.) 

 inspection_certification_org_type_id (FK to inspection_certification_org_type))  

 inspection_certification_org_contact_person (varchar(50)) (Contact person full name. 
Required at DB level.) 

 inspection_certification_org_contact_address (varchar(100)) (Contact full address. 
Required at DB level or “Unknown”.) 

 inspection_certification_org_contact_email (varchar(50)) (Contact email. Required at DB 
level. Or “Unknown”.) 

 inspection_certification_org_contact_tel1 (varchar(30)) (Contact tel. 1. Required at DB 
level or “Unknown”.) 

 inspection_certification_org_contact_tel2 (varchar(30)) (Contact tel. 2.) 

3.3.6 inspection_certification_org_type entity 

Type of organization, for example, Member State authority, Auditor, IMCA. 

 inspection_certification_type_org_id (PK)  

 inspection_certification_ type_org_name (varchar(100)) (Type name. Required at DB 
level.) 

3.3.7 mine_site_activity_status entity 

Mine site activity status is required by the RCM Manual Appendix 3a: “3. Mining Activity 

Status (Active, Non-active, Abandoned).” Required attribute of the mine site inspection (the 

status is dynamic). 

 mine_site_activity_status_id (PK) 

 mine_site_activity_status_name_en (varchar(20)) ([“Active”, “Non-active”, 
“Abandoned”]) 

 mine_site_activity_status_name_fr (varchar(20)) ([]) 

 mine_site_activity_status_description_en (varchar(150)) 

 mine_site_activity_status_descripton_fr (varchar(150)) 

3.3.8 mine_site_flagged_status entity 

The status for mine site inspection "status criteria" i.e. concerning flagging. 

 mine_site_flagged_status_id (PK) 
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 mine_site_flagged_status_name (varchar(20)) (["in conformity", "in violation"]) 

3.3.9 mine_site_progress_status entity 

The status for mine site inspection "progress criteria". 

 mine_site_progress_status_id (PK) 

 mine_site_progress_status_code varchar(2)) (Status code: “0”, “1”, “2”, “3”, “4”) 

 mine_site_progress_status_description varchar(150)) (Status description.)  

3.3.10 mine_site_inspection_mineral entity 

Many-to-many table to register one or more minerals being extracted at the time of the 

inspection. Production can be registered either as actual production or productive capacity, in 

both cases based on government or other data.  

 mine_site_inspection_id (PK) 

 mineral_id (PK) 

 productive_capacity_kg_year (Numeric(12,3)) (Productive capacity per year, derived from 
Member State data, for comparison acc. to RCM Manual “Appx. 7.3.3 Balancing the 
production of minerals from a Certified mine site as determined by purchases of Certified 
Minerals from those sites with the actual production or productive capacity (including 
mining, processing and logistical capacity) of that mine site as determined by Member 
State mine site inspections data, or geological surveys or other relevant information.” 
The figure is yearly, based on the assumption of approximately yearly inspections. The 
last figure entered is assumed to be the current figure. The most recent figure entered 
before a sealing or shipping of a mine site lot is assumed to be the figure relevant for 
comparison to production represented by aggregated lot production. Optional.) 

 production_kg_year (Numeric(12,3)) (Production per year, derived from Member State 
data, for comparison acc. to RCM Manual “Appx. 7.3.3 Balancing the production of 
minerals from a Certified mine site as determined by purchases of Certified Minerals from 
those sites with the actual production or productive capacity (including mining, 
processing and logistical capacity) of that mine site as determined by Member State mine 
site inspections data, or geological surveys or other relevant information.” 
The figure is yearly, based on the assumption of approximately yearly inspections. The 
last figure entered is assumed to be the current figure. The most recent figure entered 
before a sealing or shipping of a mine site lot is assumed to be the figure relevant for 
comparison to production represented by aggregated lot production. Optional.) 

3.3.11 mine_site_certification entity 

The mine_site_certification entity is an instance of the mine site receiving a new certification 

status. This is usually as a result of a mine site investigation, but could also be the result of an 

automatic change according to RCM rules, or a decision by the Member State. The status of 

the most recent certification for a mine site represents the mine site’s current status. A 

certification status record also has a validity start and end date, and an optional “stopped” 

date to record a change of status before the scheduled end date. 

 mine_site_certification_id (PK) 

 mine_site_id (integer) (FK to mine site. Required at DB level.) 

 investigation_certification_org_id (integer) (FK to the organization that assigns the 
certification status, normally the same as the inspection organization, and normally the 
designated Member State ICGLR organization. Required at DB level.) 

 mine_site_inspection_id (integer) (Mine site inspection used as a basis for certification, if 
any.) 
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 mine_site_certif_date (date) (The date the certification is decided. This will also normally 
be the validity start date, but could be different. Required at DB level.) 

 mine_site_certif_validity_startDate (date) (The date from which the status is valid, 
normally the same as the mine_site_certification_date. Required at DB level.) 

 mine_site_certif_validity_endDate (date) (The date to which a status is valid. This is the 
scheduled validity period end date. Set at time of validation, optional.) 

 mine_site_certif_validity_stoppedDate (date) (The date the mine site certification ended, 
either original planned end date or a cancellation date.) 

 mine_site_certif_status_id (integer) (Status assigned by the certification instance; 
currently green, yellow, red; FK mine_site _status) (Appx. 3a: 2. The current status of the 
mine site: “[Certified (Green)”, “un-Certified (Red)”, “Yellow-Flagged”]. Required at DB 
level.) 

 {The current Progress Criteria Score of the mine site is a calculated value, not an 
attribute, see RCM Manual Appx. 3a: 13.1} 

 {documents for the mine_site_certification, } 

3.3.12 mine_site_certif_status entity 

The RCM-defined mine site statuses.  

 mine_site_certif_status_id (PK) 

 mine_site_certif_status_code (varchar(10)) (Short code for the status: [GREEN, RED, 
YELLOW].) 

 mine_site_certif_status_name_en (varchar(30)) (Status name in English. [Certified (green 
flagged), Un-Certified (red flagged), Yellow-flagged])  

 mine_site_certif_status_name_fr (varchar(30)) (Status name in French.) 

 mine_site_certif_status_description_en (varchar(150)) (Status description, English.) 

 mine_site_certif_status_description_fr (varchar(150)) (Status description, French.) 

3.4 Chain of Custody actor entity 

3.4.1 Overview  

This section contains general notes on CoC actors (companies, primarily) in the RDBMF, and 

following sections discuss each actor type. 

The term “CoC actor” is used rather than “company” to allow for the fact that a non-

commercial entity might participate in an ICGLR chain of custody. “Actor” is also used in the 

RCM Manual to refer to the general category of companies participating in a CoC. 

A CoC actor is “any participant in an ICGLR chain of custody, that has possession of a lot for a 

certain period of time, and either has purchased it from an earlier actor, or accepts it for the 

purposes of performing processing or re-packaging of any kind, or accepts it for shipping”.  

CoC actors include mine owners, mine operators, cooperatives functioning as mine owners or 

operators, government entities functioning as owners, operators or other CoC roles, traders, 

processors, shippers or transport companies, warehouse operators, government or similar 

authorities holding confiscated shipments. Actors are often, but not always, commercial 

entities. ASM miners are CoC actors. 

Most attributes are the same for each type of actor. Some actors have attributes only 

relevant to them. Exporters in particular require special attributes and related database 

entities to handle their certification according to the RCM Manual. 
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Some CoC actors show up in other contexts than the chain of custody. For example, mine site 

owners and operators are attributes of a mine site, and Exporters are the object of audits. 

Furthermore, the same company might appear in different roles, and we should avoid 

entering a company multiple times in the database. 

CoC actors can be characterized as belonging to different types, with a reference to the 

CoC_actor_type entity. 

3.4.2 ICGLR view  

Our treatment of COC actors is the same as the ICGLR’s treatment: 

“The upstream segment of the supply chain encompasses the miner to the refiner and all 

tiers between. In the case of conflict minerals from the Great Lakes Region this would 

typically include a trader, processor, exporter, international trader and refiner, or for large-

scale mining, a mining company. Transportation companies also have important roles in 

handling the mineral in the upstream segment and so tend to be subject to due diligence 

requirements also.” Audit Methodology / Template for the Third Party Exporter Audits of the 

ICGLR’s Regional Certification Mechanism, ELL, 2013 

(http://www.bgr.bund.de/EN/Themen/Min_rohstoffe/CTC/Downloads/ICGLR_audit_method

ology_en.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=) 

3.4.3 One entity for all companies, or separate entities for each? 

If different kinds of actors have similar data fields, then we have a “supertype-subtype” 

relationship in database modelling terms. We could then model companies as one entity with 

multiple fields to accommodate all different categories of actor, or with some subsidiary 

tables if needed for different kinds of entities. Additionally, the actor will appear with a “tag” 

for a particular role in a particular situation, for example as “mine site owner” for a 

certification record, as “exporter” for an export record, etc. 

Since CoC actors can take on various roles in the ICGLR system, we recommend keeping all 

actors in one entity (table). The implementation project can make its own evaluation. 

3.4.4 Company entities will change over time  

Corporate entities change form, owners names all the time. Likewise, an entirely new entity, 

with new business IDs, might be essentially the same corporate entity as we have already 

encountered, and it might be desirable to capture that connection. 

So, if we are interested in maintaining a company’s history in the system, for example for the 

purposes of imposing sanctions based on repeated violations, we need a way to track 

corporate changes.  

The task of tracking corporate changes will probably prove too costly in terms of staff 

resources, or simply impossible due to lack of information. One approach we (and the ICGLR) 

should definitely explore is to force companies to actively register and provide all complexity 

around ownership, and furthermore to force them to provide all information on changes to 

ownership, format, name, contact information, etc. This would be a condition, in other 

words, of being in compliance with the RDBMF. There are also initiatives to publish open 

source international databases of corporate ownership and shareholding changes online, for 

example Open Corporates (https://opencorporates.com/).  
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Looking at what is feasible and useful in terms of the RDBMF, we can record new companies 

in the database (with new business registration or TIN numbers in the relevant country) and 

can then link existing companies to new companies that take over interests, roles or 

responsibilities that are relevant to the RCM. We can also register text or document-based 

information on complex ownership or corporate relationships as part of the RDBMF 

document archive, cross-referenced to companies (CoC actors), mine sites, or audits. 

3.4.5 Registering associations between CoC actors  

Since CoC actors (companies, mostly), change identity, are bought or sold, have partnerships 

with other companies, and in many other ways have relationships with each other that are 

significant for the RCM, we need a way to register these associations. A many-to-many table 

of associations (coc_actor_assoc) can be used to register pairs of CoC actors associated in 

some way, with the way (type of association) defined in coc_actor_assoc_type. These 

association types could be “actor 1 purchased actor 2”, “actor 1 was previously actor 2”, 

“actor 1 merged with actor 2”, etc. 

3.4.6 Company active in multiple countries 

Since a company can be registered in multiple GLR countries, we need a solution. For the 

purposes of the ICGLR, we are interested in its activities as a corporate entity, that is an 

incorporated and registered entity legally controlled activities (minerals extraction, trading, 

export, etc.). Therefore, it makes sense in database terms to treat each branch of a company 

with a legal registration as a separate record. We can easily establish links between 

companies with activities (and registrations) in multiple countries (coc_actor_assoc table). 

Likewise, we can register a corporate entity in a non-GLR country that owns GLR registered 

companies, to support follow-ups, sanctions, etc., again using the coc_actor_assoc table.  

3.4.7 Mine site owner, operator 

Mine site owner and mine site operator are clearly separate roles with respect to 

responsibilities relevant to the RCM, and often are distinguished in mining cadastres. We 

need to capture them separately, in mine site inspection records. 

As noted above, any ability of the ICGLR or Member States to force companies to self-

identify, with full information and documentation, in order to participate in the ICGLR, will be 

very helpful, compared to hoping that an agent or auditor can successfully determine 

complex commercial relationships during a short visit.  

Proposed definition “owner”: Any entity registered as a business, organization or 

governmental body in an ICGLR member state, owning the operation that produces minerals 

at a mine site recognized under the ICGLR RCM, or being the registered licensee for mining 

operations.” 

Proposed definition “operator”: Any entity recognized by a mine site owner as responsible for 

operations at a mine site.” 

3.4.8 Trader 

ICGLR Manual definition: “TRADER (Négociant in the context of the DRC means a person or 

company that primarily buys and sells minerals within the borders of a Member State (i.e. 

without exporting minerals).” This is modeled as an actor, of “trader” type.  
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3.4.9 Processor 

ICGLR Manual definition: “PROCESSOR means any person or business including but not 

limited to a trader or exporter that physically or chemically treats mineral ore in order to 

increase or otherwise adjust the purity of that mineral ore.” This is modeled as an actor, of 

“processor” type. 

3.4.10 Exporter 

ICGLR Manual definition: “EXPORTER/EXPORTING ENTITY means any company, cooperative, 

individual or other entity that exports Designated Minerals from a Member State.” This is 

modeled as an actor, of “exporter” type. 

3.4.11 CoC actor compliance management 

The ICGLR needs a way to register the compliance performance of CoC actors. Exporters are 

covered by the Exporter certification parts of the RCM (if they are non-compliant, then they 

are not certified), but there is no provision in the RCM for recording the history and status of 

other CoC actors whom the auditors or investigate might find non-compliant. In a sense their 

compliance is subsumed in the Exporter’s compliance – the Exporter is responsible for 

ensuring upstream compliance. Still, it would probably be very useful for the ICGLR to have a 

record of non-compliant CoC actors in the middle of chains of custody, and status of these 

non-Exporter CoC actors. 

This implies a registration of violations, and the management of responses to violations, such 

as escalation, communication with the company, resolution of the case, as well as compliance 

status. In effect we are talking about a case management solution.  

Since there are free case management online or offline packages available to the ICGLR, and 

this strictly speaking falls outside the scope of the RCM, no attempt has been made to model 

CoC actor compliance case management in the RDBMF. If the implementation project decides 

it is better to keep this functionality inside the RDBMF database and application, then it can 

be implemented with additional fields on the coc_actor_investigation entity, and perhaps 

additional tables to model cases.  

3.4.12 coc_actor entity 

 coc_actor_id (PK) 

 coc_actor_name (varchar(50)) (The full name of the chain of custody actor (official 
company name as registered in the country in question). Uniqueness constraint for name 
and country_id, i.e. unique name enforced at DB level for names in one country. Actual 
duplicates must be distinguished in name somehow. Required at DB level.)  

 coc_actor_code (varchar(20)) (Short unique code to use for the actor, in RDBMF 
interface. Uniqueness set at DB level. Required at DB level.) 

 coc_actor_type_id (integer) (The types of actors in the CoC. ["trader", "exporter", 
“importer", "processor", "miner", “ASM miner”, "shipper", "warehouse", "exporter and 
more", "government entity", "multiple, not exporter"]. Required at DB level.) 

 country_id (integer) (FK to country. A CoC actor active in several countries is listed 
multiple times, based on the assumption that there are registrations in each country. 
Required at DB level.) 

 coc_actor_registration_number (varchar(50)) (National business registration number for 
CoC actor, if it exists separately from the TIN.) 

 coc_actor_TIN (varchar(50)) (Tax ID Number, if it exists, for the CoC actor.) 

 coc_actor_contact_person (varchar(50)) (Single person’s full name. Required at DB level.) 
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 coc_actor_contact_address (varchar(150)) (Full address of contact person. Required at DB 
level or “Unknown”.) 

 coc_actor_contact_email (varchar(50)) (Full address of contact person. Required at DB 
level or “Unknown”.) 

 coc_actor_contact_tel1 (varchar(30)) (Telephone with country code. Required at DB level 
or “Unknown”.) 

 coc_actor_contact_tel2 (varchar(30)) (Optional.) 

3.4.13 coc_actor_type entity 

 coc_actor_type_id (PK ID) 

 coc_actor_type_name_en (varchar(30)) (Name for the actor type, English: ["trader", 
"exporter", “importer", "processor", "miner", “ASM miner”, "shipper", "warehouse", 
"exporter and more", "government entity", "multiple, not exporter"]. Required at DB 
level.) 

 coc_actor_type_name_fr (varchar(30)) (Name for the actor type, French. Optional) 

 coc_actor_type_code (varchar(6)) (Code for the actor type: [TRD, EXP, IMP, PRC, MIN, 
SHP, WRH, EXM, GOV, MUL]. Required at DB level.) 

 coc_actor_type_description_en (varchar(150)) (Description for the actor type, English. 
Optional.) 

 coc_actor_type_description_fr (varchar(150)) (Description for the actor type, French. 
Optional.) 

3.4.14 coc_actor_assoc entity 

Many-to-many table that registers associations between CoC actors, which could be that one 

company buys another, changes name, is a subsidiary of another, etc. The type of association 

is a FK to coc_actor_assoc_type. 

 coc_actor1 _id (PK, FK to first actor in relationship) 

 coc_actor2 _id (PK, FK to first actor in relationship) 

 coc_actor_assoc_type_id (PK, FK to coc_actor_assoc_type) (The type of association. 
Required at DB level.) 

 coc_actor_assoc_startDate (PK, date) (The start date for association, for example the date 
that two companies merged. Required at DB level.) 

 coc_actor_assoc_endDate (PK, date) (The start date for the end of association, for 
example date that two companies merged. Required at DB level.) 

 coc_actor_assoc_details (varchar(250)) (Details for the actor association. Optional.) 

3.4.15 coc_actor_assoc_type entity 

Types of association could be links between companies based on mergers, purchase, 

partnership etc., as necessary to support minerals tracking data. 

 coc_actor_assoc_type_id (PK) 

 coc_actor_assoc_type_name_en (varchar(50)) (Name for association type, English. 
Required at DB level.) 

 coc_actor_assoc_type_name_fr (varchar(50)) (Name for association type, French. 
Optional.) 

 coc_actor_assoc_type_description (varchar(150)) (CoC actor association type description. 
Optional.) 
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3.4.16 coc_actor_investigation entity 

This entity is mainly intended for Exporters, but theoretically could be used for any CoC actor. 

The more general term “investigation” is used instead of audit, also to allow for a broader use 

of the database structure. 

The investigation is mainly recorded in non-structured documents, which is why there are so 

few fields in the entity. It is important that the RDBMF has a robust management of 

document uploading, archiving and linking to various entities, for example investigations. 

Documents would reference the coc_actor_investigation_id. 

 coc_actor_investigation_id (PK) 

 coc_actor_id (FK to coc_actor) (Required at DB level.) 

 coc_actor_investigation_date (date) (Investigation date. Required at DB level.) 

 investigation_organization_org_id (FK to inspection_certification_org.) (The Independent 
Third Party Auditor or the IMCA performing the investigation. Required at DB level.) 

 coc_actor_investigation_summary (varchar(500)) (A summary of the investigation. 
Optional.) 

3.4.17 coc_actor_certification entity 

The certification is mainly intended for Exporters, but could in the future be used for any CoC 

actor.  

A certification represents both an assignment of a new certification status to a CoC actor, and 

also the period for which the status is valid. The start and end date of the expected status 

period are recorded. If the status is changed before the end date, then a “stopped date” 

should be recorded. 

The certification is normally but not necessarily linked to an investigation (audit). An 

automatic or rules-based change in certification status according to RCM rules would also be 

a certification event, with a new certification registering the new status. 

The most recent status contained in a certification record is the current certification status 

for the CoC actor. 

An investigation (audit) that does not result in a certification status change could be but does 

not need to be captured with a new certification record. Most fundamentally, certification 

records record changes in status – such a change always requires a new record.  

 coc_actor_certification_id (PK) 

 coc_actor_id (FK to coc_actor) (Required at DB level.) 

 coc_actor_certif_date (date) (Date of the CoC actor certification.) Required at DB level.) 

 inspection_certification_org_id (FK to inspection_certification_org.) (The Independent 
Third Party Auditor or the IMCA performing the certification. Required at DB level.) 

 coc_actor_investigation_id (FK to coc_actor_investigation.) (Ties the investigation of an 
Exporter (or another actor) to the investigation granting certification. Optional.) 

 coc_actor_certif_status_id (FK to coc_actor_certif_status.) (The status of the Exporter (or 
other actor) certification: [Certified, Un-Certified or Yellow Flagged]. Required at DB 
level.) 

 coc_actor_certif_validity_startDate (date) (The date on which Exporter (or other CoC 
actor) certification validity starts. Required at DB level.) 

 coc_actor_certif_validity_endDate (date) (The date on which Exporter (or other CoC 
actor) certification validity ends. Required at DB level.) 
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 coc_actor_certif_validity_stoppedDate (date) (The date on which an Exporter certification 
has been stopped, apart from the scheduled validity end date.) 

 coc_actor_certification_note (varchar(250)) (Notes for the certification. Optional) 

3.4.18 coc_actor_certif_status entity 

The status of an Exporter (possibly other actors in the future). [Certified, Un-Certified or 

Yellow Flagged] 

 coc_actor_certif_status_id (PK)  

 coc_actor_certif_status_name_en (varchar(30)) (Name of the status:  [Certified, Un-
Certified or Yellow Flagged]. English.) 

 coc_actor_certif_status_name_fr (varchar(30)) (Name of the status: []. French.) 

3.5 Chain of Custody 

3.5.1 CoC generic model 

The RDBMF needs to be able to handle a wide range of CoC systems. On analysis, we have 

determined that all ICGLR CoCs can be reduced to a generic schema. 

The model is of a chain as a special case of a network. The links in the chain are nodes in a 

network. The minerals lot moves through the chain of custody (network), from node to node, 

in effect from custodian to custodian. The chain is a special case of a network since the 

movement must be directional (we can talk about upstream and downstream), and we 

always know which node is downstream.   

Each time there is a change of custody, that is, a handover, a new node is defined. In cases 

where a lot is redefined in ICLGR terms while in the custody of the same actor, for example if 

smaller lots are combined or processing results in a new lot, then a new node is also defined. 

In cases where processing occurs for a lot, with the same actor retaining custody, a new node 

is defined. When a lot is shipped, even if the same actor has possession (ships with its own 

transportation), a new node is defined, since the overall geographical situation and risk of 

influence by conflict or other RCM flagging criteria is present. 

Normally, a change of custody and lot re-definition happen at the same time (a trader buys 

mine site lots and combines to a new trader lot).  

The system is generic and flexible, and can model all ICGLR CoC schemes, or indeed any CoC 

where the ICGLR rules are observed: 

 original mine site lots are integral, meaning, with very few exceptions, they are not 
divided (and if they are divided it is into traceable components, which become new lots). 

 lots are “bagged and tagged”, that is, traceable as integral units through the chain. 
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Figure 2. Chain of custody as nodes. 

3.5.2 CoC nodes 

A node registers the lot, the node owner or “actor” (a company of some kind, usually), the 

date of handover, the “node action type” or type of activities performed on the lot while the 

lot is “in the node” (while custody is vested in the node owner). The node is also defined as 

falling under the rules and supervision of a particular CoC organization such as iTSCi. 

The first node in the chain is the mine site lot, “owned” by the mine site owner or operator 

(who is then the “node actor”). Typically, the next node is defined when the lot is sold to a 

trader. The trader is the new node “owner” or “node actor”, the date of node initiation is the 

date of custody handover, the node action is “purchase” or “purchase and lot combination” if 

multiple mine lots are combined to a trader lot. The node lot in this example is the new, 

combined lot defined by the trader. 

A similar process occurs when trader lots are combined to a new exporter lot. 

The relationship between nodes (the custody change, or “handover” or “transaction”, or in 

network terminology, the “arc” between nodes), is captured in the coc_node_node table, 

where we register the “from node” and the “to node”. The coc_node_node is many-to-many, 

since two nodes or more nodes can link to one (lots are combined or possibly shipped 

together). One node can, theoretically anyway, “split”, where a lot in a node is divided for the 

purposes of shipment or processing). The node-node relationship is always directional (we 

distinguish “from” and “to” nodes), since a chain of custody is directional. 

The node is not a very intuitive way to think of chains of custody, but is necessary in order to 

model the chain in a way that permits structured management of the data and reconstitution 

of the chain for tracking purposes. 

3.5.3 CoC node action types 

CoC node action types are the activities that can be performed on a lot while in a node (in 

custody of a given CoC actor). These are currently identified aby the Consultant as: 
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[“Production”; “Purchase”; “Purchase and combination”; “Purchase, combination and 

processing”; “Combination”; “Combination and processing”; “Processing”; “Transportation”; 

“Warehousing”; “Impounding”; “Purchase and processing”; “Export”].  

Some of the activities are compound activities, for example “Purchase and combination”, 

since these are commonly performed at one point in the chain (in one node, in our model). 

Otherwise the rule is that a new kind of activity is a basis for defining a new node, even if the 

lot is in the custody of the same CoC actor. The compound action types serve to reduce the 

number of nodes and overall complexity, while preserving a precise tracking of lot movement 

and CoC actor responsibility. 

3.5.4 CoC lot combination, division, etc. 

The relationship between lots, if the node is about changes in lot (for example combination of 

mine site lots to trader lots), is registered in the lot_assoc table, where we define 

relationships between lots (we need a many-to-many table since lots need to be able to 

combine). Note that a node registers the single lot that it deals with after any combination or 

other change of lot identity) - in other words, the node’s lot is the lot which it will turn over to 

the next node in the chain. 

A “lot association type” entity (lot_assoc_type) registers the type of association (usually 

combination). 

The lot association types identified by the Consultant are: ["lot 2 includes lot 1", "lot 2 is a re-

designation of lot 1", "lot 2 is division of lot 1", "lot 2 is re-packaged from lot 1"]. Of these, 

"lot 2 includes lot 1", that is, combination will be the most common (a number of lots 

registered as “lot1” in a number of registered association pairs combine to form “lot2”).  

Note that lot association (combination, mostly) needs to be captured alongside node 

registration – lots are physical packages of minerals; nodes are the units of custody, with 

actors, actions, and periods of custody. They are fundamentally different things. 

 

Figure 3. Relationship of key Chain of Custody entities 
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3.5.5 Using the CoC data to track minerals  

The movement of the lot through the chain, that is the order of nodes, or route that a lot 

takes, is recorded by the re-constituted directional node-node relationships from the 

coc_node_node table. 

3.5.6 Using the CoC data to determine lot provenance 

The physical documentation accompanying lots should, theoretically, provide full provenance 

of lots. However, that data might be hard to interpret. But If CoC data is faithfully entered in 

the RDBMF, the ICGLR has an independent means to confirm lot provenance – in fact two 

methods. 

First, the CoC node sequence can be reconstituted, starting from, say, the last node 

containing an export lot. Tracing the CoC node sequence back as far as possible should yield 

the original nodes containing mine site lots, and the lot IDs.  

Second, recursively querying the lot association data can quickly generate a history of lots 

that have been combined to eventually produce an export lot. 

3.5.7 Using the CoC data to support audits of an Exporter’s export lots 

Auditors are tasked with investigating entire chains of custody that an Exporter uses, in effect 

the complete chains (node sequence and lot provenance) for all export lots handled by an 

Exporter during the period the audit addresses. This exercise is rendered straightforward in 

terms of retrieving the complex history of multiple export lots if CoC data has been faithfully 

delivered to the RDBMF. Straightforward SQL queries combined with code that recursively 

queries node and lot data can quickly reconstitute a given chain of custody, with CoC actors 

for each node, handover dates, lots and lot combination, etc. 

3.5.8 Using the CoC data to compare lot content 

Comparison of mineral content, for example content in export lots compared to content in 

constituent mine site lots, can be obtained from programmatically reconstituting the CoC in 

order to determine constituent mine site lots, and then using weight and grade of each lot to 

calculate content, then summing the content of constituent lots and comparing to the 

calculated export lot content. Again, this data will support rapid calculations and comparisons 

if it is faithfully delivered to the ICGLR.  

3.5.9 Lots, shipments, mineral consignments in the RCM Manual 

ICGLR definitions: 

“SHIPMENT means a quantity of Designated Minerals that is physically transported as a unit 

from one location to another.” 

“LOT means a quantity of Designated Minerals shipped as a unit from a seller to a purchaser.” 

“MINERAL CONSIGNMENT means a means a quantity of Designated Minerals that is 

physically transported as a unit with one set of documentation from one location to 

another.” 

“Lot” and “shipment” are equivalent in terms of a chain of custody, and for the purposes of 

traceability. “Shipment” is lot that is shipped rather than purchased. In many cases a lot can 

be both purchased and shipped. For the RDBMF, we have used the term and database entity 

“lot”. The CoC node’s action type (coc_node_action_type) distinguishes different kinds of lots 
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("Production", "Purchase", "Purchase and combination", "Purchase, combination and 

processing", "Combination", "Combination and processing", "Processing", "Transportation", 

"Warehousing", "Impounding", "Purchase and processing", "Export"). 

3.5.10 Lot types 

Lot types are essential for characterizing the nodes and actions in the chain of custody.  

Types are: ["mine site lot", "trader lot", "exporter lot", "processing lot", "administrative lot", 

"transportation lot"]. 

3.5.11 Mine site lot data in the RCM Manual Appendix 

“The Mine operator shall 

14. Register the following information, for each domestic outgoing lot of Designated Minerals 

(non-domestic lots – i.e. exports – are subject to the Certification and Export procedures of 

Section II 5). 

14.1. A unique mine operator lot number for the lot 

14.2. The identification of the mine operator, including name, address and mine site location 

given with reference to the Mine Site Identification in the ICGLR Regional Mine Site database, 

government identification number, as well as other relevant information 

14.3. The identification of the customer or recipient, including name, address and site 

location, government identification number, as well as other relevant information 

14.4. A description of the material, including the ore type (i.e. cassiterite), its weight (i.e. 

1000kg), and grade (i.e. 45%) 

14.5. The mine site from which the mineral was sourced, given with reference to the Mine 

Site Identification as it exists in the ICGLR Regional Mine Site database. 

14.6. Values and details of all taxes, fees or royalties paid to government for the purpose of 

extraction, trade, transport or processing of the lot, along with any other payments made to 

governmental officials for the purpose of extraction, trade, transport or processing of the lot 

14.7. The date when the lot is sealed 

14.8. The date when the lot is shipped 

14.9. Name of the responsible staff person who verified the documentation associated with 

the lot.” 

3.5.12 Issues with shipments and lots 

Shipments of minerals often consist of collections of lots. 

This can be handled by, for example, each lot in a shipment being assigned a node in its own 

CoC. Note that the individual lots in a shipment could be re-packaged into other shipments, 

or subject to different fates after sharing transportation in a shipment.  

The important information for the RCM is that lots are traceable. So that each lot must have 

its own CoC and nodes in the CoC, until it is either exported or combined into a new, bigger 

lot. If lots are combined to a new lot, the new one gets a new lot ID. But the fact that 

different lots happen to share a transportation solution during one segment of the CoC does 

not mean that a new lot item is created. 
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An objection is that the shipping details are duplicated in the database (several lots in a 

shipment all have a similar node, with the same node actor, date of handover, and node 

action). This is an unavoidable effect of the RCM tracking lots. In practical terms the work of 

registering the almost identical information is not onerous if the application UI is set up to 

make it easy. 

There is an argument that the shipment needs to be registered as such, but shipment details 

can (and should) be attached to the node for each lot in the shipment. 

3.5.13 Issues with revenue data for lots 

RCM Manual Appx. 4a “14.6. Values and details of all taxes, fees or royalties paid to 

government for the purpose of extraction, trade, transport or processing of the lot, along 

with any other payments made to governmental officials for the purpose of extraction, trade, 

transport or processing of the lot.” 

Revenue data varies so much by country, mine, time, and other factors that no systematic 

multi-national data model will ever cover this within the scope of the RCM. Therefore, this 

data is captured as a large text field, where the MS can enter the relevant details as provided 

by on the mine site lot certification. 

3.5.14 Multiple minerals in one lot 

We need to accommodate the possibility that shipments contain multiple minerals, thus a 

many-to-many lot_mineral entity is needed. 

3.5.15 CoC systems (organizations) 

The RCM Manual envisions multiple “Chain of Custody systems” being recognized, audited 

and approved. We will need registration of these in the database (coc_organization entity). 

3.5.16 coc_organization entity 

The “traceability provider” or organization that is providing CoC data, used in lot and CoC 

node records.  

 coc_organization_id (PK) 

 coc_organization_code (varchar(10)) (Code for the chain of CoC organization, for use in 
lists or abbreviations. Required at DB level.) 

 coc_organization_name (varchar(70)) (The official name of the CoC organization.  
Required at DB level.) 

 coc_organization_  (varchar(250)) 

 coc_organization_contact_person (varchar(50)) (Contact person for the CoC organization. 
Required at DB level.) 

 coc_organization_contact_email (varchar(50)) (CoC organization contact email. Required 
at DB level.) 

 coc_organization_contact_address (varchar(50)) (Contact address for CoC organization. 
Required at DB level.) 

 coc_organization_contact_tel1 (varchar(20)) (Telephone 1 for the CoC organization 
contact. Required at DB level.) 

 coc_organization_contact_tel2 (varchar(20)) (Telephone 2 for the CoC organization 
contact. Optional.) 
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3.5.17 lot entity 

The lot is a physical amount of minerals, with key attributes code, type (from a look-up table), 

weight, sealed date and shipped date. The lot might contain multiple minerals, necessitating 

a lot_mineral table to record minerals present and their grade. 

 lot_id (PK) 

 mine_site_id (FK mine_site) (Used only for mine site lots. Optional.) 

 country_id (FK to country.) (Member State where the lot is produced, or defined if there 
is multiple content in an export lot.) 

 lot_assignedID (varchar(50)) (The ID assigned to the lot by the actor in possession in a 
node of the CoC. For mine site lots, this is the RCM Manual Appx. "14.1. A unique mine 
operator lot number for the lot". For trader lots this would be a corresponding trader lot 
code or ID. Required at DB level.) 

 lot_certificate_code (varchar(50)) (The certificate ID for export lots. Also recorded in 
certificate entity. See RCM Manual Appx. 2. Optional.) 

 certificate_id (FK to certificate) (Relevant to export lots only. The Certificate is a physical 
object (document), modelled as the certificate entity. The certificate code (serial number) 
can be entered as lot.lot_certificate_code or with this FK, which ties it to the certificate 
record and additional data, not least the Certificate document. Optional.) 

 lot_type_id (FK to lot_type.) (["mine site lot", "trader lot", "exporter lot", "processing lot", 
"administrative lot", "transportation lot"]. Required at DB level.) 

 lot_weight_kg (numeric(9,3)) (Weight of lot in kg, numeric with 3 decimals (to g) and 6 
places to left of decimal (to 9,999,999 kg or 9,999 mt). Required at DB level.). 

 {minerals are in lot_mineral} 

 {grade is an attribute of each mineral in the lot, in lot_mineral} 

 lot_note (varchar(250) (Any comments or notes on the lot, for information not contained 
in the attributes. Optional.) 

 lot_sealed_date (date) (The date when the lot was sealed, according to the mine 
operator, as per RCM Manual Appx. 4a. Required at DB level.) 

 lot_shipped_date (date) (The date when the lot was shipped, according to the mine 
operator, as per RCM Manual Appx. 4a. Should be the same as the date as handover to 
the next node (trader purchase or shipper transport nodes). Required at DB level.) 

 lot_documentation_verifier (varchar(50)) (The person verifying the industrial lot 
documentation, according to the mine operator, as per RCM Manual Appx. 4a, "14.9. 
Name of the responsible staff person who verified the documentation associated with the 
lot.". Required at DB level.) 

 lot_mixed_source_details (varchar(250)) (For material mixed in from sources outside the 
mine site, the details of the sourced outside lots, as per Appx. 4a. “Designated Minerals 
from external sites - Additionally, where a Mine Operator purchases or otherwise obtains 
Designated Minerals from artisanal producers or other Mine Operators, or otherwise 
incorporates minerals from another mine site into a lot, that mine operator shall… 
Register, for each external purchase or acquisition from a Certified mine site, the 
following information… 16.1. A unique purchase order number for the external purchase” 
and “Mixing Lots - Additionally, where a Mine Operator purchases or otherwise obtains 
Designated Minerals from artisanal producers or other Mine Operators, or otherwise 
incorporates minerals from another mine site into a lot, that mine operator shall…For 
each new mixed lot, the mine operator shall record the following information …18.3 The 
purchase order numbers of each externally purchased lot included in mixed lot, along 
with the weight and grade of ore that each externally purchased lot contributed to the 
mixed lot.”. Optional) 
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 lot_artisanal_miner_name (varchar(50)) (“13. Before transporting a lot of minerals from 
the artisanal mine site, register the following information on the form or forms provided 
by or sanctioned by the Member State government for recording artisanal 
production....The identification of the artisanal mine operator or artisanal miner who 
produced the material, including name, national ID number or artisanal mining license 
number, address, as well as other relevant information”. Optional.) 

 lot_history_as_description (varchar(2500)) (The history of the lot as a description, as 
alternative to formal expression as nodes. Optional.) 

 lot_revenue_data (varchar(2500)) (RCM Manual Appx. 4a "Values and details of all taxes, 
fees or royalties paid to government for the purpose of extraction, trade, transport or 
processing of the lot, along with any other payments made to governmental officials for 
the purpose of extraction, trade, transport or processing of the lot". Text field to enter list 
of revenue items. Required at DB level. Optional.) 

 lot_value (varchar(150)) (Lot value as required by Appx. 2. 1.8. Text because it will hold 
the amount and currency. This requirement would seem to contradict the ICGLR policy 
that “…the ICGLR does not collect or publish data on mineral prices. The purchase cost 
and/or sale cost of mineral shipments is neither collected nor made publicly available.” 
RCM Manual Appendices Appx. 4. Optional.) 

3.5.18 lot_assoc entity 

Captures the association of pairs of lots, with various types of association. The type of 

association distinguishes lot 1 and lot 2, with lot 1 “before” and lot 2 “after”; in other words, 

the association is not transitive. Lot association is primarily used to register combination 

(aggregation) of smaller lots into larger ones (mine site lots to trader lots, trader lots to 

export lots). 

 lot1_id (PK, FK to lot.) (The first lot in the association.) 

 lot2_id (PK, FK to lot.) (The second lot in the association.) 

 lot_assoc_type_id (PK, FK to lot_assoc_type) (Lot association types. Order is important. 
[“lot 2 includes lot 1”, “lot 2 is a re-designation of lot 1”, “lot 2 is division of lot 1”, “lot 2 is 
re-packaged from lot 1”]. Required at DB level.) 

 lot_assoc_startDate (date) (The date on which the association starts. Optional.) 

 lot_assoc_endDate (date) (The date on which the association ends. Optional.) 

3.5.19 lot_assoc_type entity 

Type of association of lots, which may represent lot combination (most common), re-

designation, division, re-packaging. 

 lot_assoc_type_id (PK) 

 lot_assoc_type_code (varchar(10)) ([“2-incl-1”, “2-re-des-1”, “2-div-1”, “2-re-pack-1”]. 
Required at DB level.) 

 lot_assoc_type_name_en (varchar(30)) [“lot 2 includes lot 1”, “lot 2 is a re-designation of 
lot 1”, “lot 2 is division of lot 1”, “lot 2 is re-packaged from lot 1”]. ) 

 lot_assoc_type_name_fr (varchar(30)) ([]. Optional.) 

 lot_assoc_type_description_en (varchar(250)) (The description of the lot association type, 
English. Optional.) 

 lot_assoc_type_description_fr (varchar(250)) (The description of the lot association type, 
French. Optional.) 

3.5.20 lot_type entity 

Various kinds of lots. Required attribute of the lot. 
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 lot_type_id (PK) 

 lot_type_code (varchar (10)) (Code for the lot type, short code used in tables. Optional. 
["MINE", "TRAD", "EXPT", "PROC", "ADMN", "TRAN"]) 

 lot_type_name_en (varchar(50)) (Name for the lot type, English. Required at DB level. 
["mine site lot", "trader lot", "exporter lot", "processing lot", "administrative lot", 
"transportation lot"]. Required at DB level.) 

 lot_type_name_fr (varchar (50)) (Name for the lot type, French. Required at DB level. 
["lot du site de mine", "lot négociant", "lot de exportacion", "lot de traitement", "lot 
administrative", "lot de transportation"]. Required at DB level.) 

 lot_type_description_en (varchar (250)) (Description for the lot type, English. Optional.) 

 lot_type_description_fr (varchar (250)) (Description for the lot type, French. Optional.) 

3.5.21 lot_mineral entity 

The minerals contained in a lot, with grade in percentage. Many-to-many. A lot could contain 

more than one ICGLR mineral, even if the most common case is just one mineral. Each record 

just has one of the mineral grade fields: [lot_mineral_3Tgrade_percent, 

lot_mineral_goldGrade_g_t, lot_mineral_refinedGoldGrade_percent]. This is non-normalized 

data, justified by the convenience of preparing source data in this format. 

 lot_id (PK, FK to lot.) 

 mineral_id (PK, FK to mineral.) 

 lot_mineral_3Tgrade_percent (numeric(6,3)) (The grade in percent of one mineral in a lot. 
Numeric, 3 decimal places (to 0.001%) and 3 places to left of decimal (in effect to 100%).) 

 lot_mineral_goldGrade_g_t (numeric(7,3)) (The grade of gold ore in g/t. Numeric, 3 
decimal places (to 0.001 g/t) and 4 places to left of decimal (to 9999 g/t).) 

 lot_mineral_refinedGoldGrade_percent (numeric(6,3)) (The grade of refined gold lots, in 
percent. Numeric, 3 decimal places (to 0.001%) and 3 places to left of decimal (in effect to 
100%).) 

 lot_mineral_note (varchar(250)) (Note on the mineral in the lot, if necessary. Optional.) 

3.5.22 coc_node entity 

The node is the unit of the CoC – a new node is defined every time the lot is handed over to a 

new CoC actor (the most common case), or if the lots are redefined (combined, for example) 

by the same CoC actor, or undergo a new activity (CoC action type) under the same CoC 

actor. 

The node start and end timestamps are important. The start is a required field, in the 

database. The end timestamp is not required but recommended, since it registers the node 

actor’s statement of when the handover to the next node happened. Otherwise the handover 

(the end of one node’s custody and start of the next one) is given by the downstream node’s 

start timestamp (or, for export lot nodes, which have no downstream “next” node, the export 

lot shipped date). Node actors might not agree on when handover occurred, thus the 

usefulness of the node end timestamp. 

 coc_node_id (PK) 

 coc_actor_id (FK to coc_actor) (The owner or custodian of the lot during the period of 
custody (node duration). Required at DB level.)  

 lot_id (FK to lot) (Just one lot is in a node. For combination of lots, the new combined lot 
is the node lot. Required at DB level.) 

 coc_organization_id (FK to coc_organization) (The organization that is defining the CoC. 
Required at DB level.) 
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 coc_node_action_type_id (FK to coc_action) (The type of action performed in the node 
["Production", "Purchase", "Purchase and combination", "Purchase, combination and 
processing", "Combination", "Combination and processing", "Processing", 
"Transportation", "Warehousing", "Impounding", "Purchase and processing", "Export"]. 
Required at DB level.)  

 coc_node_action_details (varchar(250)) (Details on the action performed in the CoC node 
(type of processing, for example). Optional.) 

 coc_node_start_timestamp (timestamp with time zone) (Date and time of handover to 
the current CoC node, according to the node custodian (actor). Required at DB level.) 

 coc_node_end_timestamp (timestamp with time zone) (Date and time of handover to the 
next CoC node, according to the node custodian (actor). Optional.) 

 coc_node_evaluation (varchar(250)) (Evaluation of the CoC node in terms of ICGLR 
criteria. Optional.) 

3.5.23 coc_node_node entity 

This entity registers the links from node to node, establishing the chain of custody. Many-to-

many. The “from node” and “to node” are distinguished, providing directionality to the chain 

of custody. 

 coc_node_from_id (PK) (The node that hands over the lot to the next node in the chain of 
custody.) 

 coc_node_to_id (PK) (The chain node that receives custody of the lot.) 

3.5.24 coc_node_action_type entity 

The type of action performed in the node. ["Production", "Purchase", "Purchase and 

combination", "Purchase, combination and processing", "Combination", "Combination and 

processing", "Processing", "Transportation", "Warehousing", "Impounding", "Purchase and 

processing", "Export"] 

 coc_node_action_type_id (PK) 

 coc_node_action_type_code (varchar(15)) (Code for the CoC node action. ["PROD", 
"PUR", "PUR-COMB", "PUR-COMB-PROC", "COMB", "COMB-PROC", "PROC", "TRANS", 
"WARE", "IMPOUND", "PUR-PROC", "EXP"]. Required at DB level.) 

 coc_node_action_type_name_en (varchar(30)) (Name for the CoC node action, English. 
["Production", "Purchase", "Purchase and combination", "Purchase, combination and 
processing", "Combination", "Combination and processing", "Processing", 
"Transportation", "Warehousing", "Impounding", "Purchase and processing", "Export"]. 
Required at DB level.) 

 coc_node_action_type_name_fr  (varchar(30)) (Name for the CoC node action, French. 
Optional.) 

 coc_node_action_type_description_en (varchar(150)) (Description for the CoC node 
action, English. Optional.) 

 coc_node_action_type_description_fr (varchar(150)) (Description for the CoC node 
action, French. Optional.) 

3.5.25 mineral entity 

 mineral_id (PK) 

 mineral_name_en (varchar(30)) (Mineral name, English. Required at DB level.) 

 mineral_name_fr (varchar(30)) (Mineral name, French. Optional.) 

 mineral_symbol (varchar(10)) (Mineral symbol (chemical symbol). Required at DB level.) 

 mineral_common_name_en (varchar(30)) (Mineral common name, English. Optional.) 

 mineral_common_name_fr  (varchar(30)) (Mineral common name,French. Optional.) 
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 mineral_ICGLR_designated (Boolean) (Whether the mineral is an ICGLR designated 
mineral. Required at DB level.) 

3.6 ICGLR Regional Certificate 

3.6.1 The Certificate in the RCM Manual 

The RCM Manual, Definitions: “ICGLR CERTIFICATE means a forgery resistant document with 

a particular format which identifies a shipment of designated minerals as being in compliance 

with the requirements of the ICGLR Mineral Tracking and Certification Scheme.” 

The RCM Manual, Chapter 7. “7.9 Share all information regarding exports of Certified 

Minerals and Certificates and their issuance as may be required and requested by the ICGLR 

Secretariat for use in its Regional Mineral Tracking Database, in a regular and timely manner.” 

The RCM Manual, Chapter 2. “2.1 For exports of Designated Minerals from Member States, 

the ICGLR Certificate (hereafter referred to as the Certificate) serves as the sole recognized 

guarantee that a Designated Mineral shipment was mined and traded in compliance with the 

ICGLR standards.” 

The ICGLR Manual Appendix 2: “Explanatory Note: The ICGLR Regional Certificate for 

Designated Minerals will function in much the same manner as the Kimberley Process 

Certificates for diamond exports. Only mineral shipments that can demonstrate ‘conflict free’ 

origin, transport and processing will be awarded an ICGLR Certificate. All of the information 

listed below must be present on every Certificate.” 

The following excerpt from Appendix 2 includes notes on how the required data is covered in 

the RDBMF, in italics, in brackets []: 

“Each ICGLR Certificate contains the following information 

1.1. The name of the issuing country [Attribute lot.country_id] 

1.2. A unique serial number identifying the Certificate [The Member State must generate the 

certificate serial number and ensure that it is unique. It can be entered directly as an attribute 

in lot.lot_certificateCode as well as in the certificate table, as certificate.certificate_code.] 

1.3. The name, legal address and physical address of the exporter, as well as any other 

information required to identify the exporter [Attribute of CoC_actor, in this case the 

Exporter.] 

1.4. The name, legal address and physical address of the importer, as well as any other 

information required to identify the importer [Not captured in the RDBMF, since there is no 

control over the dataset of importers. Available through the scanned Certificate document.] 

1.5. The exporter’s unique lot number or export order number for the lot [Attribute of lot. 

lot_assignedID.] 

1.6. A description of the Designated Mineral, including the type of ore or concentrate, weight 

and grade of the lot [Attributes of the lot, and the associated lot_mineral data.] 

1.7. The national origin of the material (either name of country, or “mixed” in the case of lots 

containing material from two or more nations mixed together) [Attribute 

certificate.lot_national_origin] 
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1.8. The value of lot [Attribute lot.lot_value. This requirement would seem to contradict the 

ICGLR policy that “…the ICGLR does not collect or publish data on mineral prices. The purchase 

cost and/or sale cost of mineral shipments is neither collected nor made publicly available.” 

RCM Manual Appendices Appx. 4] 

1.9. The date the lot is shipped [Attribute lot.lot_shipped_date. This is under lot since it is 

already an attribute in the CoC data.] 

1.10. The shipment route and the transport company responsible for transporting the 

shipment, if known [Contained in CoC data.] 

1.11. The Member State Issuing authority and the name, position and identification number 

(where available) of the Member State representative responsible for verifying the 

documentation associated the export with the export and recommending the issuance of an 

ICGLR Regional Certificate [Attributes certificate.inspection_certification_org_id, FK to 

Member State org. responsible for issuing; certificate.certificate_MS_rep_verify, text with 

name, position, number.] 

1.12. The date the lot is verified by the Member State representative [Attribute 

certificate.lot_verified_date.] 

1.13. The name and signature of the Member State representative empowered to 

countersign the Certificate to render it valid [Attribute 

certificate.certificate_MS_rep_countersign.] 

1.14. The date that the Certificate is countersigned (Certificate is valid from this date) 

[Attribute certificate.certificate_countersigned_date.] 

1.15. The date that the Certificate expires, or the validity period of the Certificate. [Attribute 

certificate.certificate_expiry_date.] 

1.16. Each ICGLR Regional Certificate shall bear the title “International Conference on the 

Great Lakes Region (ICGLR) Certificate” and the following statement: “The mineral/metal in 

this lot has been mined, traded and handled in accordance with the requirements of the 

ICGLR standards” [Not relevant to RDBMF.] 

3.6.2 Certificate in terms of data management 

In terms of the real-world execution of the RCM, the Certificate has an important role, as the 

necessary and sufficient physical proof of a lot’s identity. The Certificate code (serial number) 

is determined by the Member State, which issues the Certificates. 

In terms of data management, we have to consider the lot entity, the certificate entity, and 

the document entity.  

Certain lot attributes, already recorded in the CoC dataset, appear on the Certificate, for 

example the weight and grade of minerals. Since the lot already has a shipped date attribute, 

we use that, and don’t define a new certificate shipped date.  

Some additional attributes are only relevant for recording the details of the Certificate. These 

are listed below. 

The certificate documentation is physically, or perhaps digitally forwarded by the Member 

state to the ICGLR. The documentation should be sufficient for the Member State to fill in 
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data for the certificate entity, which is also transferred to the ICGLR according to the transfer 

procedures agreed between the two. Please refer to the Transfer Procedures document. 

For Certificates, the documents forwarded to the ICGLR, especially the Certificate itself, are 

important, and we need the document entity to keep track of those, as well as the document 

archiving system itself. The document record would reference certificate_id as a foreign key. 

3.6.3 certificate entity 

 certificate_id (PK) 

 lot_id (FK to lot) (The export lot to which the certificate refers. Required at DB level.) 

 certificate_code (varchar(50)) (ICGLR Manual Appendix 2. 1.2. A unique serial number 
identifying the Certificate [The Member State must generate the certificate serial number 
and ensure that it is unique.]. Text because the Member State might add letters. Required 
at DB level.) 

 inspection_certification_org_id (bigint) (FK to inspection_certification_org. In this case 
Appendix 2 "1.11. The Member State Issuing authority... responsible for verifying the 
documentation associated the export with the export and recommending the issuance of 
an ICGLR Regional Certificate". Required at DB level.) 

 certificate_MS_rep_verify (varchar(50)) (Name, position and identification number of MS 
representative issuing certif. Member State rep. for issuing the certificate. Appx. 2 "1.11. 
...the name, position and identification number (where available) of the Member State 
representative responsible for verifying the documentation associated the export with 
the export and recommending the issuance of an ICGLR Regional Certificate." Required at 
DB level.) 

 certificate_verified_date (date) (Date export lot is verified for certificate. Appx. 2. "1.12. 
The date the lot is verified by the Member State representative". Required at DB level.) 

 certificate_MS_rep_countersign (varchar(50)) (The Member State representative 
responsible for countersigning the certificate. Appx. 2. 1.13. The name and signature of 
the Member State representative empowered to countersign the Certificate to render it 
valid. Required at DB level.) 

 certificate_countersigned_date (date) (Date countersigned by Member State. Appx. 2. 
1.14. The date that the Certificate is countersigned (Certificate is valid from this date). 
Required at DB level.) 

 certificate_expiry_date (date) (The date the certificate expires. Appx. 2. 1.15. The date 
that the Certificate expires, or the validity period of the Certificate. Required at DB level.) 

 certificate_lot_national_origin (varchar(30)) (Appx. 2. 1.7. The national origin of the 
material (either name of country, or “mixed” in the case of lots containing material from 
two or more nations mixed together). Required at DB level.) 

 certificate_receivedICGLR_date (date) (The date the certificate was physically or digitally 
received at the ICGLR. Optional.) 

 certificate_receivedICGLR_staff (varchar(50)) (The name of staff at the ICGLR who has 
received the Certificate. Optional.) 

3.7 Document reference tables 

3.7.1 Overview 

It is assumed there will be an RDBMF document library (PDF, Word, etc. files) and solution 

(some way of uploading, registering, tagging, searching). However, that works, we will 

probably need tables to serve as links between key entities and relevant documents, for 

example mine sites and documents uploaded for mine sites. For this to work, documents will 

need a link to use to retrieve it, and an ID so that it is a database object as well as a 
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document. If the documents are stored within the database (a decision the implementing 

project can make), that is already taken care of (the document already has an ID in the table 

it is stored in). Otherwise we will need the document entity to hold references (file system 

address, probably, as a URI) to the document.  

3.7.2 document entity 

Documents stored in a digital archive with URLs and links to one or more entities in the 

RDBMF. 

 document_id (PK) 

 document_url (varchar(500)) (The URL of the document. Required at DB level.) 

 document_title (varchar(150)) (The title of the document. Required at DB level.) 

 document_authors varchar(250) (The authors of the document. Optional.) 

 document_description (varchar(500)) (A description of the document. Optional.) 

 document_uploadedBy_user_id (FK to user) (RDBMF user who uploaded the document, 
taken from login. Required at DB level.) 

 document_uploadedDate (date) (Date document was uploaded. Required at DB level.) 

 document_entity_tableName  (varchar(30)) (Name of the entity (table) to which the 
document is associated: [mine_site, mine_site_inspection, mine_site_certification, 
coc_actor, certificate, etc.]. Optional.) 

 document_entity_id (FK to entity) (ID of the fundamental entity to which the document is 
associated: [mine_site, mine_site_inspection, mine_site_certification, coc_actor, etc.]. 
Optional.) 

3.8 Data transfers 

3.8.1 Overview 

The RDBMF needs to keep track of data transfers from Member States to the ICGLR. Please 

refer to the Transfer Procedures document for more information on data transfers. 

3.8.2 transfer_mine_site entity 

 transfer_mine_site_id (PK) 

 transfer_mine_site_startDate (date) (The earliest date for new mine site data included in 
the transfer.) 

 transfer_mine_site_endDate (date) (The latest date for new mine site data that are 
included in the transfer.) 

 country_id (FK to country) (Member State doing the transfer.) 

 transfer_mine_site_date (date) (Date of transfer event.) 

 transfer_mine_site_MS_staff (varchar(50)) (The staff from the Member State who is 
responsible for the transfer event.) 

 transfer_mine_site_RDBMF_staff (varchar(50)) (The name of the RDBMF staff responsible 
for receiving and processing the transfer.) 

 transfer_mine_site_received_OK (Boolean) (Whether the transfer has been successfully 
received.) 

 transfer_mine_site_processed_OK (Boolean) (Whether the transfer has been successfully 
processed.) 

3.8.3 transfer_coc entity 

 transfer_CoC_id (PK) 

 transfer_CoC_startDate (date) (The earliest date for new CoC data included in the 
transfer.) 
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 transfer_CoC_endDate (date) (The latest date for new CoC data that are included in the 
transfer.) 

 country_id (FK to country) (Member State doing the transfer.) 

 transfer_CoC_date (date) (Date of transfer event.) 

 transfer_CoC_MS_staff (varchar(50)) (The staff from the Member State who is 
responsible for the transfer event.) 

 transfer_CoC_RDBMF_staff (varchar(50)) (The name of the RDBMF staff responsible for 
receiving and processing the transfer.) 

 transfer_CoC_received_OK (Boolean) (Whether the transfer has been successfully 
received.) 

 transfer_CoC_processed_OK (Boolean) (Whether the transfer has been successfully 
processed.) 

3.8.4 transfer_exporter entity 

 transfer_exporter_id (PK) 

 transfer_exporter_startDate (date) (The earliest date for new Exporter data included in 
the transfer.) 

 transfer_exporter_endDate (date) (The latest date for new Exporter that are included in 
the transfer.) 

 country_id (FK to country) (Member State doing the transfer.) 

 transfer_exporter_date (date) (Date of transfer event.) 

 transfer_exporter_MS_staff (varchar(50)) (The staff from the Member State who is 
responsible for the transfer event.) 

 transfer_exporter_RDBMF_staff (varchar(50)) (The name of the RDBMF staff responsible 
for receiving and processing the transfer.) 

 transfer_exporter_received_OK (Boolean) (Whether the transfer has been successfully 
received.) 

 transfer_exporter_processed_OK (Boolean) (Whether the transfer has been successfully 
processed.)  
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4 Application requirements 

4.1 Need of an application layer for the RDBMF 
There are two ways to interact with a relational database, either using an administration tool 

like pgAdmin, phpMyAdmin, etc. for PostgreSQL, MySQL or MariaDB, to open database tables 

and edit cells of data, or using a programmed interface that interacts with the database 

according to a limited set of highly controlled functions.  

The administration tools are not suitable for everyday use for the following reasons: 

 A rationally designed, normalized database structure will not make much sense to users if 
they directly access it, since tables do not reflect user expectations for an “Excel-like” 
experience. 

 Data integrity - an interface will restrict the user’s “add”, “edit” and “delete” access to the 
database, while direct access to tables will surely result in a growing set of typing errors. 

 Related tables are not easy to deal with in a tool. 

 Permitting access to the admin tool would let users perform very risky operations such as 
table deletions. 

An administration tool is, however, useful as a backup or troubleshooting tool for authorized 

database administrators.  

No requirements are stated here as it is taken as an assumption that there needs to be an 

application layer, as well as a database administration tool. 

4.2 Web application framework and JavaScript libraries 
The choice of web application framework and JavaScript libraries is left up to the 

implementation project, but with requirement that they should be commonly used ones, in 

order to make the RDBMF more sustainable.  Examples of commonly used web application 

frameworks are Ruby on Rails, PHP, Python and .Net. n example of a commonly used 

JavaScript library is jQuery. 

Requirement specification code: Application-webAppFramework-xxx. 

Requirement specification code: Application-javascriptLibrary-xxx. 

Requirement: Application-webAppFramework-100: The application must use a commonly 

used web application framework such as Ruby on Rails, PHP, Python and .Net, or comparable 

framework. 

Requirement: Application-javascriptLibrary-100: The application must use a commonly used 

JavaScript library such as jQuery. 

4.3 Querying data 
A database is usually assumed to support free queries. For example, these could be queries 

such as “What percentage of mine sites in country X have been red-flagged during the last 

five years?” These queries can be divided into a) those that have some predictable structure 

and can be supported with a controlled user interface with menus or fields (for example, to 

select country, status, period, location etc.) and b) those that are impossible to support with 

a user interface, and that can only be executed with SQL, by a user with advanced knowledge 
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of the structure, and permission to execute read-only (SELECT) SQL queries on the database. 

The Consultant believes that the first type (4.3.1 UI-supported free queries) is a requirement 

for the RDBMF and the second type (4.3.2 SQL-based free queries) is recommended.  

A third group of queries are those that are listed in the RCM Manual that are presented in a 

separate section: 4.4 Queries in RCM Manual Appendix. 

Requirement specification code: Application-querying-xxx. 

Requirement specification code: UI-querying-xxx 

4.3.1 UI-supported free queries 

Requirement: Application-querying-100: The application must support common and useful 

standard queries by ICGLR staff, using user interface selection fields. The standard queries are 

to be defined by the implementation project in consultation with ICGLR staff. 

4.3.2 SQL-based free queries 

Recommendation: Application-querying-101: The application should support freely defined, 

read-only (SELECT) queries for advanced users familiar with the database by ICGLR staff, 

either by installing a free administration interface (pgAdmin, phpMyAdmin, etc.), or by 

preparing an SQL query input field in the application. 

4.4 Queries in RCM Manual Appendix 
The RDBMF is understood by the RCM Manual as primarily a querying platform, using data 

forwarded from Member States or other data providers as a basis for both regional and local 

queries and reports. The “RCM queries” are thus central to the RCM expectations for the 

RDBMF. 

Each query mentioned implies an application requirement to include the query in the 

Application. Thus we list a query requirement in the Application category (which is a re-

statement of the RCM text in terms that the implementation project can use to develop SQL 

and code to execute the query). The requirement pattern is: 

Requirement specification code: Application-RCMquery-xxx 

as well as a UI requirement describing the UI page and fields necessary for the user to 

generate the query, and the format of query output in the UI. The requirement pattern is: 

Requirement specification code: UI-RCMquery-xxx 

4.4.1 Appx. 7.3.1 Compare exporter purchases and exports 

“Balancing and reconciling the Certified Mineral exports of individual Exporting Entities (or 

groups or agglomerations of Exporting Entities) with the purchases of Approved Minerals by 

those same Exporting Entities (or groups or agglomerations of Exporting Entities).”  

Notes:   

 Data must be complete on both sides of the comparison (exports, purchases by 
exporters). 

 “Exports” are export lots in CoC nodes with the Exporter as CoC node actor, and the lot 
type as “exporter lot” and the lot attribute “shipped_date”is not Null. 

 “Purchases” are lots in lot-association pairs where “lot 2” is an exporter lot in nodes 
according to the criteria: selected Exporter(s), selected minerals, selected time period. 
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Requirement: Application-RCMquery-101: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries 

for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.1: with specification of one or more user-selected Exporters, one or 

more user-selected designated minerals, for a user-selected time period, for a user-selected 

time unit (months, years) aggregating Exports mineral weight and Purchases mineral weight 

for those criteria;  

and presenting grouped output by Exporter, time unit, mineral.  

If the selected mineral is gold, there must be a “gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” user 

selection. 

Requirement: UI-RCMquery-101: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries with a UI 

page for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.1: with a multi-selection Exporter field, a multi-selection 

Minerals field, time period selection fields, time unit reporting field (months, years), and for 

mineral gold a “gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” selection;  

and presenting tabular output of SQL or programmed results highlighting comparison of 

aggregated purchased lot and exported lot mineral content (weight) calculated from lot 

weight and grade data, grouped by Exporter, mineral and time unit. 

Normal export formats (XLS/CVS/XML, PDF) should be available. 

4.4.2 Appx. 7.3.2 Compare trader purchases and exports 

“7.3.2 Balancing the sales of Designated Minerals by mineral traders or artisanal mineral 

traders with the purchases of Approved Minerals by those same traders.” 

Notes:   

 Data must be complete on both sides of the comparison (sales, purchases by traders). 

 Targeted traders must be reliably and consistently identified in chain of custody data, to 
make comparison meaningful and worthwhile. 

 “Sales” are lots in CoC nodes with the trader as CoC node actor, and the lot type as 
“trader lot” and the lot attribute “shipped_date” is not Null. 

 “Purchases” are lots in lot-association pairs where “lot 2” is a trader lot in nodes 
according to the criteria: selected trader(s), selected minerals, selected time period. 

Requirement: Application-RCMquery-102: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries 

for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.2: with specification of one or more user-selected Traders, one or 

more user-selected designated minerals, for a user-selected time period, for a user-selected 

time unit (months, years) aggregating Sales mineral weight and Purchases mineral weight for 

those criteria;  

and presenting grouped output by Trader, time unit, mineral.  

If the selected mineral is gold, there must be a “gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” user 

selection. 

Requirement: UI-RCMquery-102: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries with a UI 

page for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.2: with a multi-selection Trader field, a multi-selection 

Minerals field, time period selection fields, time unit reporting field (months, years), and for 

mineral gold a “gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” selection;  

and presenting tabular output of SQL or programmed results highlighting comparison of 

aggregated purchased lot and sold lot mineral content (weight) calculated from lot weight 

and grade data, grouped by Trader, mineral and time unit. 

Normal export formats (XLS/CVS/XML, PDF) should be available. 
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4.4.3 Appx. 7.3.3 Compare mine site productive capacity to mine site lot data 

“7.3.3 Balancing the production of minerals from a Certified mine site as determined by 

purchases of Certified Minerals from those sites with the actual production or productive 

capacity (including mining, processing and logistical capacity) of that mine site as determined 

by Member State mine site inspections data, or geological surveys or other relevant 

information.” 

Notes:   

 Data must be complete on both sides of the comparison (production or productive 
capacity, mine site lots). 

 Data on productive capacity or production or both, must be submitted to the RDBMF, by 
MS authorities. The RDBMF has fields 
mine_site_inspection_mineral.productive_capacity_kg_year and 
mine_site_inspection_mineral.production_kg_year to enter these values. The values are 
for a mineral at the time of a certain inspection, since production and productive capacity 
are dynamic data values. 

 The figures for productive capacity and production are yearly, based on the assumption of 
approximately yearly inspections. The last figure entered is assumed to be the current 
figure. The most recent figure entered before a sealing or shipping of a mine site lot is 
assumed to be the figure relevant for comparison to production represented by 
aggregated lot production.  

 Mine sites recognized by mining authorities compiling productive capacity data must 
exactly match mine sites identified by the traceability scheme whose mine site lot data is 
used, otherwise the comparison is not reliable. 

 Detailed and complete traceability (chain of custody) data is required for the targeted 
mine site and trader lots. 

 The comparison must make a plausible correlation of a monthly production and/or 
productive capacity (kg) with lot mineral content (kg) aggregated across a given time 
period. Lot “shipped date” or “sealed date” could be used for lot inclusion in the 
aggregation – the UI should allow this choice. The monthly production or production 
capacity data should be averaged or otherwise mapped in a reasonable way to the period 
selected. 

Requirement: Application-RCMquery-103: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries 

for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.3: with specification of one user-selected Mine site, one or more 

user-selected designated minerals, for a user-selected time period, for a user-selected time 

unit (months, years), aggregating mine site lot mineral weight for those criteria, and 

calculating a production or productive capacity (according to user selection, and assuming 

data is available) for the selected mine site, for the selected time period, based on averaging 

or another reasonable mapping of production or productive capacity (mineral content, i.e. 

weight, by time period)  to the selected time period;  

and presenting the output comparison grouped by mineral.  

If the selected mineral is gold, there must be a “gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” user 

selection. 

Requirement: UI-RCMquery-103: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries with a UI 

page for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.3: with a Mine site selection field, a multi-selection Minerals 

field, time period selection fields, time unit reporting field (months, years), field for selection 

of production or productive capacity or both, and for mineral gold a “gold by g/t or refined 
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gold by percent” selection;  

and presenting tabular output of SQL or programmed results highlighting comparison of 

aggregated mine site lot mineral content (weight) calculated from lot weight and grade data, 

with production or productive capacity calculated by averaging or other reasonable mapping 

of such data to the selected period, grouped by mineral and time unit.  

If no production or productive capacity data is available for the selected mine site, the UI page 

must indicate this. 

Normal export formats (XLS/CVS/XML, PDF) should be available. 

4.4.4 Appx. 7.3.4 Compare purchaser data with aggregated regional data 

“7.3.4 Balancing the volumes and metal contents of Certified Minerals purchased or received 

by smelters or other customers external to the region, with the volume of Certified Minerals 

produced within the region.”  

Notes:   

 Data must be complete on both sides of the comparison (regional production registered 
in mine site lots; all imports from the ICGLR region, that is, exports out of the ICGLR 
region). 

 Those is no independent import data available to the ICGLR that meets the requirement 
of making this comparison. Smelters and other importers outside the ICGLR region are 
under no obligation to report imports to the ICGLR, nor are importing countries’ customs 
authorities. While such data could be sought from customs authorities, the Conflict-Free 
Sourcing Initiative (CFSI) data on purchases by smelters and refiners, or some other 
source, it is unlikely to be complete and thus cannot be used for this comparison (it will 
only give a misleading account if data is not complete). 

 The only data available to the ICGLR is its own CoC data, where the sum of mine site lots 
is ICGLR production, and the sum of shipped export lot mineral content must perforce 
represent purchases from outside the region (exports out from the ICGLR is just another 
way of looking at imports from the region). Since export lots are already assumed to 
contain perfect information on their constituent mine site lots, the comparison will only 
highlight discrepancies in ICGLR accounting: more precisely, for the selected time period, 
production mismatches represented by mine site lots not yet included in any export lot, 
or export lots not yet shipped, despite including mine site lots sealed during the selected 
time period. 

 Production data in the form of reported production or productive capacity is not a record 
of certified production – only mine site lot data is that. 

 The time period for data used for the comparison must be chosen carefully. There is a lag 
between production and export, so that the comparison of production (mine site lots) 
and exports (export lots) will inevitably be imperfect across any given period of time 
(mine site lots not yet included in any export lot will be missed, or export lots not yet 
shipped, despite including mine site lots sealed during the selected time period, will be 
missed). Anything shorter than a month is clearly unreliable, a year might be reasonable, 
anything between a month and a year needs to be treated with caution. 

 The point in time that represents a mine site lot (“sealed date” or “shipped date”) must 
be decided, since inclusion in the comparison needs to be determined by a date. It is 
proposed there to use the “shipped date”. The export lot always uses the “shipped date” 
since otherwise the export is not yet equivalent to an import, which is the equivalency we 
are assuming. 
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Requirement: Application-RCMquery-104: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries 

for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.4: with specification of one or more user-selected designated 

minerals, for a user-selected time period (during which mine site and exporter lot shipping 

dates are the basis for inclusion in the comparison), for a user-selected time unit (months, 

years);  

aggregating region-wide mine site lot mineral content (weight) data for those criteria, and 

aggregating region-wide export lot mineral content (weight); and presenting grouped output 

by selected time unit, mineral.  

If the selected mineral is gold, there must be a “gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” user 

selection. 

Requirement: UI-RCMquery-104: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries with a UI 

page for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.4: with a multi-selection Minerals field, time period selection 

fields, time unit reporting field (months, years) and for mineral gold a “gold by g/t or refined 

gold by percent” selection;  

and presenting tabular output of SQL or programmed results highlighting comparison of 

aggregated region-wide mine site lot mineral content (weight) calculated from lot weight and 

grade data, for mine site lots with shipped date in the selected time period, with export lots 

with shipped date in the same time period, grouped by time unit, mineral. 

Normal export formats (XLS/CVS/XML, PDF) should be available. 

4.4.5 Appx. 7.3.5 Compare purchaser data with aggregated regional data 

“7.3.5 Balancing the production of minerals from an agglomeration of Certified mine sites (i.e. 

a county, province, nation or other agglomeration of mine sites) as determined by purchases 

of Certified Minerals from those sites with the actual production or productive capacity of that 

agglomeration of mine sites (be it country, province, nation or other agglomeration of mine 

sites) as determined by Member State mine site inspections data, or geological surveys or 

other relevant information.”  

Notes:   

 This requirement is essentially the same as RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.3, except that it 
concerns summed amounts for various geographical “agglomerations” of mine sites. Thus 
the conditions (under “Notes”) for 4.4.3 Appx. 7.3.3 Compare mine site productive 
capacity to mine site lot data must be fulfilled. Note particularly the notes on production 
and productive capacity for mine sites. 

 Agglomeration (selection) is conceivable by: 

o Country. 
o District (as an attribute of the site in the in the ICGLR database, and higher levels if 

those are registered). 
o Coordinates (realistically, within a bounding box defined by minimum and maximum 

WGS latitude-longitude coordinates). 
o GIS spatial conditions (if the ICGLR uses a GIS to import the mine site table, outside of 

the scope of this Specification). 
o Attributes of the most recent mine site inspection, which are essentially mine site 

attributes, such as last inspection date, most recent production type, most recent 
owner and operator, etc.  

o Mine sites whose mine site lots fulfill various criteria, such as sealed date, shipped 
date, etc. 
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o Mine sites whose lots fulfills various criteria derived from any point in the CoC where 
the lots occur (selected traders, processors, exporters, etc.). 

o Mine sites whose lots fulfill criteria for weight, grade, etc. 
o Other criteria representing attributes of entities connected to a mine site in the 

RDBMF, which is almost the entire RDBMF. 
o One-by-one selection of mine sites from a list or using a search field. 

 Realistically, and adopted as the Consultant’s recommendation in the requirements 
below, the selection of mine sites for an “agglomeration” should be limited to: 

o Direct attributes of the site (one or more countries, districts, bounding rectangles). 
o Most recent inspection key data (inspection date, production type, owner, operator). 
o Mine site lot key date (sealed date, shipped date). 
o One-by-one selection of mine sites from a list or using a search field. 

 The “agglomeration” should be able to limit with multiple selection criteria (Boolean AND 
operator). 

 The “agglomeration” should be able to build up a cumulative selection of mine sites from 
multiple selections above (Boolean OR operator, SQL UNION operator). 

 More complicated agglomeration queries should be made available from the general-
purpose SQL data query functionality of the RDBMF. 

Requirement: Application-RCMquery-105: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries 

for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.5: with specification of one or more user-selected countries, 

districts, or coordinate bounding rectangles (minimum and maximum latitude and longitude), 

one or more user-selected designated minerals, the most recent inspection data (inspection 

date, production type, owner, operator), for a user-selected time period (during which mine 

site sealed or shipped dates are the basis for inclusion in the comparison), for a user-selected 

time unit (months, years);  

aggregating mine site lot mineral content (weight) data for those criteria, and calculating a 

production or productive capacity (according to user selection, and assuming data is 

available) for the selected mine sites, for the selected time period, based on averaging or 

another reasonable mapping of production or productive capacity (mineral content, i.e. 

weight, by time period) to the selected time period;  

and presenting grouped output by selected time unit, mineral.  

If the selected mineral is gold, there must be a “gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” user 

selection.  

The selection page should allow multiple simultaneous criteria (Boolean AND operator), as 

well as building up a cumulative selection (Boolean OR operator, SQL UNION operator). 

Requirement: UI-RCMquery-105: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries with a UI 

page for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.5: with multi-selection Country, District, coordinate bounding 

rectangle (minimum and maximum latitude and longitude) fields, a multi-selection Minerals 

field, selection fields for the most recent inspection data (inspection date, production type, 

owner, operator), time period selection fields, time unit reporting field (months, years), field 

for selection of production or productive capacity or both, and for mineral gold a “gold by g/t 

or refined gold by percent” selection, field for selection of production or productive capacity or 

both, and for mineral gold a “gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” selection;  

and presenting tabular output of SQL or programmed results highlighting comparison of 

aggregated mine site lot mineral content (weight) calculated from lot weight and grade data, 
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with production or productive capacity calculated by averaging or other reasonable mapping 

of such data to the selected period, and grouped by mineral and time unit.  

If no production or productive capacity data is available for the selected mine site, the UI page 

must indicate this. 

The user must be able to apply multiple simultaneous criteria (Boolean AND operator), as well 

as build up a cumulative selection (Boolean OR operator, SQL UNION operator). 

Normal export formats (XLS/CVS/XML, PDF) should be available. 

4.4.6 Appx. 7.3.6 Compare export lots, constituent mine site lots, also agglomerated  

“7.3.6 Tracking, for individual Exporting Entities (or agglomerations of Exporting Entities) the 

mine sites or other suppliers from which they source material, and the volumes of material 

sourced at each mine site or other supplier.”  

Notes:   

 This requirement is essentially an expression of the mission of minerals traceability 
schemes – that exports from the region should be traceable to constituent mine site lots. 
Consequently, forwarding of chain of custody data to the ICGLR is a fundamental 
condition of fulfilling this requirement. 

 In terms of the RDBMF, the query is straight-forward – that for one or more Exporters, it 
should be possible to display a) the mine sites from which they source material, and b) 
the volumes of sourced material, during a given time period and for given minerals (the 
specification of a time period and minerals is not explicit but obviously necessary). 

 To determine volumes of sourced material, export lots for the selected Exporters must be 
related to their constituent mine site lots. 

 It will be necessary to use SQL and programming to re-create the chains of custody 
involved that link export lots back to mine site lots, using the coc_node, coc_node_node 
and lot_assoc tables that represent the chain of custody. 

Requirement: Application-RCMquery-106: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries 

for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.6: with specification of one or more user-selected Exporters, one or 

more user-selected designated minerals, for a user-selected time period (during which 

exporter lot shipping dates are the basis for inclusion in the comparison), for a user-selected 

time unit (months, years);  

tracing the chain of custody back from export lots meeting those criteria to the constituent 

mine site lots, 

aggregating the mine site lot mineral content (weight) data;  

and presenting output grouped by Exporter, selected time unit, mineral.  

If the selected mineral is gold, there must be a “gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” user 

selection. 

Requirement: UI-RCMquery-106: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries with a UI 

page for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.6: with a multi-selection Exporters field, a multi-selection 

Minerals field, time period selection fields, time unit reporting field (months, years) and for 

mineral gold a “gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” selection;  

and presenting tabular output of SQL or programmed results highlighting aggregated mine 

site lot mineral content (weight) calculated from lot weight and grade data, for constituent 

mine site lots of the export lots with shipped date in the selected time period, grouped by 

Exporter, time unit, mineral. 

Normal export formats (XLS/CVS/XML, PDF) should be available. 
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4.4.7 Appx. 7.3.7 Report mine sites, data in MSs and their sub-divisions 

“7.3.7 Tracking, for regions or Member States (or other geographical sub- divisions) the mine 

sites or other suppliers from which they source material, and the volumes of material sourced 

at each mine site or other supplier.”  

Notes:  

 This task involves the simple aggregation of mine site lot data by geographical area 
(country sub-division, country, region).  

 “Supplier” here presumably refers to non-standard ultimate sources of minerals, but in 
RDBMF modeling of the chain of custody and ICGLR mission, all sources are “mine sites” 
by definition. The alternative interpretation, that minerals can originate from, for 
example, supplier stocks, without reference to a mine site origin, would violate a 
fundamental design principle of the RCM, namely that only mine sites are certified as 
“conflict-free” in relation to production of minerals. No other ultimate sources of 
minerals are contemplated in the RCM treatment of conflict-free mining.  

 In terms of the RDBMF, the query is straight-forward – that for one or more districts or 
countries, it should be possible to display a) the mine sites from which they source 
material, and b) the volumes of sourced material at each individual mine site, during a 
given time period and for given minerals (the specification of a time period and minerals 
is not explicit but obviously necessary). 

 Aggregation of volumes of materials sourced is by only individual mine site (total volume 
for each site in the selected geographical area, during the selected time period). 

 The query requirement in the RCM is implicitly non-complex, that is, data is queried for 
one or more selected countries OR one or more selected districts; there is no building up 
of complex criteria. 

Requirement: Application-RCMquery-107: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries 

for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.7: with specification of one or more user-selected countries OR one 

or more districts, one or more user-selected designated minerals, for a user-selected time 

period (during which mine site lot shipping dates are the basis for inclusion in the query), for a 

user-selected time unit (months, years);  

listing each mine site lot and aggregating the mine site’s total mine site lot mineral content 

(weight) data for the selected period of time;  

and presenting output grouped by country OR district, mine site, selected time unit, mineral.  

If the selected mineral is gold, there must be a “gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” user 

selection. 

Requirement: UI-RCMquery-107: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries with a UI 

page for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.7: with multi-selection Country and District fields, a multi-

selection Minerals field, time period selection fields, time unit reporting field (months, years) 

and for mineral gold a “gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” selection;  

and presenting tabular output of SQL or programmed results highlighting aggregated mine 

site lot mineral content (weight) calculated from lot weight and grade data, for each mine site 

lot with shipped date in the selected time period and meeting country OR district criteria, 

grouped by mine site, country OR district, time unit, mineral. 

Normal export formats (XLS/CVS/XML, PDF) should be available. 
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4.4.8 Appx. 7.3.8 Steering Committee, Audit Committee, IMCA ad hoc reports 

“7.3.8 Supplying other such analyses or reports as the Steering Committee, Audit Committee 

or Mineral Chain Auditor may from time to time request.”  

Notes:  

 This requirement involves the ad hoc production of highly specific and one-off analyses 
reports. 

 Given that the queries are ad hoc, they must use the SQL interface to the database that 
the implementation project has created, or alternatively use a database management 
tool that supports free SQL queries, such as phpMyAdmin or pgAdmin, with appropriate 
safeguards to make queries read-only. 

 This kind of report requires highly trained staff with deep knowledge of the minerals 
sector and certification mission, intimate knowledge of the RDBMF data structure, and 
advanced skills in formulating SQL queries.  

Requirement: Application-RCMquery-108: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries 

for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.8: with the provision of a customized SQL interface, or the inclusion 

of a database management tool that supports free SQL queries, such as phpMyAdmin or 

pgAdmin, with appropriate safeguards to make queries read-only. 

Requirement: UI-RCMquery-108: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries 

according to RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.8: with a UI page for a customized SQL interface, unless 

the ability to make free SQL queries is assigned to a database management tool, such as 

phpMyAdmin or pgAdmin. 

Normal export formats (XLS/CVS/XML, PDF) should be available. 

4.4.9 Appx. 7.3.9 Manage revenue information for ICGLR mineral flows 

“7.3.9 Make use of other data sources such as those from the EITI to cross check information 

on taxes and official payments from Designated Minerals paid to Member State 

governments.”  

Notes:  

 This requirement to collect and analyze revenue data represents a challenge for the 
ICGLR.  

 First, EITI or governmental revenue authorities operate on the basis of tracking taxpayers 
(companies or individuals) making extractives revenue payments. The RDBMF does not 
register revenue-paying companies or individuals as such, and thus its CoC actor entity, 
which includes mine owners, traders, processors, exporters etc., does not necessarily 
correspond exactly to the list that EITI or revenue authorities are using. While the use of 
business registration numbers or Tax Identification Numbers (TINs), which is required 
according to the RCM, could well provide a satisfactory correlation, there are no 
guarantees that all EITI or government registered entities appear in ICGLR data, nor the 
reverse.  

 Second, any use of EITI data would happen outside the RDBMF, since it is impossible to 
know beforehand the format of available EITI data, and to create a database structure to 
which it would be imported.  

 Third, while revenue data is supposed to be provided to the ICGLR as part of the lot entity 
(stored in the attribute lot_revenue_data), this data is likely to be submitted only 
occasionally, to be inconsistent in its scope, and to be widely divergent in data structure 
(revenue categories) between countries. Thus the attribute lot_revenue_data is designed 
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to hold a text description of revenue paid, as provided by CoC organizations, forwarding 
data provided by mine sites or other actors. This kind of data must be manually parsed by 
an ICGLR staff member with fairly advanced competence in revenue issues, in order to 
produce a breakdown in categories that, in the best case, approximate EITI categories. 
This must be done individually for each mine site, annually, at least. 

 Fourth, parsing submitted revenue data, analyzing it to attempt a restructuring to permit 
comparison to EITI data; all these very challenging and time consuming activities are 
redundant, in that revenue management is already the responsibility of existing 
governmental revenue authorities, which are moreover much better placed and funded 
to perform this function. The same data that is submitted in an unstructured format to 
the ICGLR is submitted to government authorities according to legal requirements, and 
theoretically anyway, as complete datasets, with the inherent structure of being 
submitted as defined distinct payments into structured revenue systems. 

 Fourth, in terms of the central mission delineated by the RCM, which may be briefly 
stated as tracking mineral flows with the ultimate aim of decoupling mining from conflict, 
the mission implied by this requirement, namely revenue data management, is clearly 
tangential. It would certainly seem that a task that is already performed officially by 
governmental bodies should not be allowed to command the use of scarce ICGLR 
resources, in order to be performed redundantly, unofficially and with inferior data. 

 Accepting, however, that the RDBMF should have some facility to extract the revenue 
data that is submitted for comparison to EITI data or for any similar revenue-related 
purpose, the Consultant proposes the following: it should be possible to obtain revenue 
data for all lots, where it exists, for user-selected countries or districts, for a given time 
period, and presented on a given time scale (monthly or yearly). 

Requirement: Application-RCMquery-109: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries 

for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.9: with specification of one user-selected countries OR one or more 

districts, one or more user-selected designated minerals, for a user-selected time period 

(during which lot shipping dates are the basis for inclusion in the query), for a user-selected 

time unit (months, years);  

listing each CoC actor, that is, taxpaying mine owner, trader, processor, exporter, etc., and the 

content of the lot_revenue_data field for each lot with that data (with lots included based on 

shipping date according to the selected time period);  

and presenting output for one selected country or grouped by selected district, CoC actor, 

selected time unit, mineral.  

Requirement: UI-RCMquery-109: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries 

according to RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.9: with a Country selection field, and a multi-selection 

District field, a multi-selection Minerals field, time period selection fields, time unit reporting 

field (months, years);  

and presenting tabular output of SQL or programmed results listing the content of the 

lot_revenue_data field for each lot with shipping date in the selected time period and country, 

grouped by CoC actor, district, time unit, mineral.  

Normal export formats (XLS/CVS/XML, PDF) should be available. 

4.4.10 Appx. 7.4 Perform analyses and produce reports, ad hoc, for Mineral Chain Auditors 

“7.4 Perform specific analyses or produce specific reports to the specifications of the Mineral 

Chain Auditor, if in the opinion of the Mineral Chain Auditor such analyses or reports are 

required in the course of their investigations.” 
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Notes:  

 This requirement is very similar to Appx. 7.3.8. In other words, it is a question of the ad 
hoc production of highly specific and one-off analyses reports, in this case for Mineral 
Chain Auditors. 

 Given that the queries are ad hoc, they must use the SQL interface to the database that 
the implementation project has created, or alternatively use a database management 
tool that supports free SQL queries, such as phpMyAdmin or pgAdmin, with appropriate 
safeguards to make queries read-only. 

 This kind of report requires highly trained staff with deep knowledge of the minerals 
sector and certification mission, intimate knowledge of the RDBMF data structure, and 
advanced skills in formulating SQL queries.  

Requirement: Application-RCMquery-114: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries 

for RCM Manual Appx. 7.4: with the provision of a customized SQL interface, or the inclusion 

of a database management tool that supports free SQL queries, such as phpMyAdmin or 

pgAdmin, with appropriate safeguards to make queries read-only. 

Requirement: UI-RCMquery-114: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries 

according to RCM Manual Appx. 7.4: with a UI page for a customized SQL interface, unless the 

ability to make free SQL queries is assigned to a database management tool, such as 

phpMyAdmin or pgAdmin. 

4.4.11 Appx. 7.5 Modify database structure by request of IMCA 

“7.5 Accommodate, where possible, requests by the Mineral Chain Auditor for modifications 

to the standards of and types of data contained in the Regional Mineral Tracking Database, if 

the Mineral Chain Auditor believes such changes will facilitate their investigations.” 

Notes:  

 Database structure should not be modified except in very extreme circumstances, or if 
modification is built in to the expectations of the system, and generous provision for 
retaining skilled staff or consultant resources to carry out the modifications is guaranteed.  

 Any changes in the database structure risk making earlier data and later data non-
comparable. 

 The IMCA is not the only stakeholder, and any suggested changes should be examined 
critically for their effects on other stakeholders, the integrity of the database design, and 
the actual use of database. 

 RDBMF data structure changes must logically be adopted by Member States running 
satellite databases or transferring data using Excel templates derived from the RDBMF. 
This implies a large and confusing effort at standardization on a new data structure. If the 
Member states do not adapt to the changed RDBMF structure, the result will be 
confusion serious degradation of RDBMF functions. 

 In light of the likely constraints on long-term budgetary support for the ICGLR and 
RDBMF, further discussion must take place with the ICGLR Committees and the ICMA, 
since major or frequent database structure revision poses a risk to the viability and 
security of the RDBMF.  

 The current project and the downstream implementation project should strive to achieve 
as mature and comprehensive a data structure as possible, closely adapted to envisioned 
real-world operations at the ICGLR. 

 The implementation project should build in a sufficient period of testing and feedback, 
with the aim of discovering all necessary changes suggested by the IMCA or other 
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stakeholders, and addressing those within the framework of the implementation project 
itself. 

 In general terms, the Consultant recommends that changes to the data structure of the 
RDBMF not be changed after the end of the implementation project.  

Recommendation: Application-RCMquery-115: Despite the suggestion of RCM Manual Appx. 

7.5, changes to the data structure of the RDBMF should not be contemplated after the 

finalization of the implementation project, unless adequate database and application IT 

development resources are available and funded, Member States have been informed and 

accepted the changes, and an independent IT consultant has analyzed the proposed changes 

and evaluated if they are necessary and deliver enough benefit to justify the considerable 

costs. 

4.4.12 Independent Mineral Chain Auditor analyses 

“RCM Manual 7.17 Have the authority to direct the ICGLR Secretariat (and its Mineral 

Tracking Unit) to perform specific analyses or produce reports to their specifications, if in the 

opinion of the Mineral Chain Auditor such analyses or reports are required in the course of 

their investigations.” 

Notes:  

 This requirement is very similar to Appx. 7.3.8. In other words, it is a question of the ad 
hoc production of highly specific and one-off analyses reports, in this case for the ICGLR 
Secretariat (and its Mineral Tracking Unit). 

 Given that the queries are ad hoc, they must use the SQL interface to the database that 
the implementation project has created, or alternatively use a database management 
tool that supports free SQL queries, such as phpMyAdmin or pgAdmin, with appropriate 
safeguards to make queries read-only. 

 This kind of report requires highly trained staff with deep knowledge of the minerals 
sector and certification mission, intimate knowledge of the RDBMF data structure, and 
advanced skills in formulating SQL queries.  

Requirement: Application-RCMquery-117: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries 

for RCM Manual Appx. 7.17: with the provision of a customized SQL interface, or the inclusion 

of a database management tool that supports free SQL queries, such as phpMyAdmin or 

pgAdmin, with appropriate safeguards to make queries read-only. 

Requirement: UI-RCMquery-117: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries 

according to RCM Manual Appx. 7.17: with a UI page for a customized SQL interface, unless 

the ability to make free SQL queries is assigned to a database management tool, such as 

phpMyAdmin or pgAdmin. 

4.5 Other queries 
Besides the queries mandated by the RCM Manual Appendix, there are other standard 

queries that are almost certain to be needed by Member State ICGLR staff, ICGLR regional 

staff, auditor staff, various stakeholders, and even the general public.  

Requirement specification code: Application-otherQuery-xxx. 

Requirement specification code: UI-otherQuery-xxx. 
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4.5.1 Respond to mineral importer or other due diligence inquiries on Exporter status 

Notes:  

 There might be due diligence inquiries by importers (smelters, refiners, overseas traders), 
watchdog NGOs, or customs officials concerning the status of a given Exporter, or the 
entire dataset of Exporters.  

 The output should include Certification status, status validity start and end dates, validity 
stopped date if it exists, auditor data including contact data, Exporter audit (investigation) 
date and summary, and list of Exporter audit documents. 

 We assume that this data is in the public domain, and that such inquiries will be honored, 
depending on ICGLR resources to handle them, or that, alternatively, the entire dataset 
will be published on an ICLGR website or comparable location. The RCM states that “The 
ICGLR Regional Mine Site database shall be publicly accessible.” 

 The UI to query the database could be intended purely for ICGLR staff use, meaning that 
they must receive the queries from importers, execute them and send the response back 
to the importers; or UI could be made available to the general public on the public-facing 
RDBMF website. The UI would be the same in either case. The recommended solution by 
the Consultant is that queries that can be executed by any party or the general public, 
should be put on a public-facing web site, to increase transparency, conform to RCM 
requirements, and reduce the workload of the RDBMF staff. 

Requirement: Application-otherQuery-100: The RDBMF must support the generation of 

queries by approved user categories potentially including importers (smelters, refiners, 

overseas traders), watchdog NGOs, or customs officials concerning the status of a given 

Exporter, or the entire dataset of Exporters, with results including Certification status, status 

validity start and end dates, validity stopped date if it exists, auditor data including contact 

data, audit (investigation) date and summary, and list of audit documents for download.  

Recommendation: UI-otherQuery-100: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries by 

approved user categories potentially including importers (smelters, refiners, overseas traders), 

watchdog NGOs, or customs officials concerning the status of a given Exporter, or the entire 

dataset of Exporters, with a UI page permitting selection of one or more Exporters, and 

display of Exporter data including Certification status, status validity start and end dates, 

validity stopped date if it exists, auditor data including contact data, audit (investigation) date 

and summary, and list of audit documents for download. 

4.5.2 Respond to mineral importer and other due diligence queries on export lots 

Notes:  

 There might be inquiries by importers (smelters, refiners, overseas traders), watchdog 
NGOs, or customs officials concerning the status and details of a given export lot, and the 
entire set of constituent lots going back to the mine site lots.  

 The output should include all available lot data, lot association data (constituents lots if a 
combination, or new lot if combined), CoC actor (actor in custody of the lot) derived from 
CoC node data, minerals in the lot and grade. 

 We assume that this data is in the public domain, and that such inquiries will be honored, 
depending on ICGLR resources to handle them, or that, alternatively, the entire dataset 
will be published on an ICLGR website or comparable location. The RCM states that “The 
ICGLR Regional Mine Site database shall be publicly accessible.” 

 The UI to query the database could be intended purely for ICGLR staff use, meaning that 
they must receive the queries from importers, execute them and send the response back 
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to the importers; or UI could be made available to the general public on the public-facing 
RDBMF website. The UI would be the same in either case. The recommended solution by 
the Consultant is that queries that can be executed by any party or the general public, 
should be put on a public-facing web site, to increase transparency, conform to RCM 
requirements, and reduce the workload of the RDBMF staff. 

Requirement: Application-otherQuery-200: The RDBMF must support the generation of 

queries by approved user categories potentially including importers (smelters, refiners, 

overseas traders), watchdog NGOs, customs officials, other stakeholders and the general 

public, producing output covering all available lot data, lot association data (constituents lots 

if a combination, or new lot if combined), CoC actor (actor in custody of the lot) derived from 

CoC node data, minerals in the lot and grade, and a list of upstream lots, if any, which are 

sources of the lot in question, back to the source mine site lots. 

Recommendation: UI-otherQuery-200: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries by 

approved user categories potentially including importers (smelters, refiners, overseas traders), 

watchdog NGOs, customs officials, with a UI page permitting selection of one any given lot, by 

type, sealing and shipping dates, CoC actor, producing output covering all available lot data, 

lot association data (constituents lots if a combination, or new lot if combined), CoC actor 

(actor in custody of the lot) derived from CoC node data, minerals in the lot and grade, and a 

list of upstream lots, if any, which are sources of the lot in question, back to the source mine 

site lots. 

4.5.3 Extract and display one chain of custody 

Display of an entire chain of custody, with all lots, actors, actions, lot combinations and node 

connections, will be necessary. This could be in tabular form, as a list, or in some graphic 

form. The chain will be retrievable with a combination of programming and SQL, using node 

connections and lot associations. The requirement is conditional on the prioritization of 

development resources by the ICGLR and the implementation team. 

Conditional Requirement: Application-otherQuery-300: The RDBMF should have the ability to 

programmatically retrieve an individual chain of custody, with all lots, actors, actions, lot 

combinations and node connection. 

Conditional Requirement: UI-otherQuery-300: The RDBMF UI should have to ability to display 

an individual chain of custody, with all lots, actors, actions, lot combinations and node 

connection, in a tabular, list or graphic presentation, permitting navigation in the chain and 

opening items in the chain. 

4.6 User management 

4.6.1 Overview 

The RDBMF needs to implement standard user management in the application: 

 Usernames chosen by users 

 User confirmation of account via email 

 Member State confirmation of users associated to a Member State 

 Terms of Service (use of the RDBMF) published and accepted by users 

 Strong passwords  

 Encryption of credentials 
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 User privileges (for example roles: [view, add data, edit data, delete data, Admin]) 

 User groups with inherited privilege profiles, particularly users belonging to Member 
States, ICGLR, Auditor, general public. 

 Login page 

 Login logging 

 User ID logged as part of general log for all critical data actions (adding, editing, deleting 
data) 

 The ICGLR and the implementation project can decide whether to require real-world 
identities, that is, to refuse anonymous accounts. 

Requirement specification code: Application-userManagment-xxx. 

Requirement specification code: UI-userManagment-xxx. 

Requirement: Application-userManagment-100: The RDBMF application must support 

standard user management, with Usernames chosen by users, User confirmation of account 

via email, Member State confirmation of users associated to a Member State, Terms of 

Service published and accepted by users, Strong passwords, Encryption of credentials, User 

privileges (for example roles: [view, add data, edit data, delete data, Admin]), User groups 

with inherited privilege profiles, Login logging, User ID logged as part of general log for all 

critical data actions.,  

Requirement: UI-userManagment-100: The RDBMF application UI must support standard user 

management, with a login page, standard security for logging into an application or web 

application as the case may be, user registration page with name, email, other contact fields.  

4.6.2 Users linked to Member State 

The UI must open a Member State portal associated with a particular user. 

Requirement: UI-userManagement-101: The RDBMF must open a Member State portal 

associated with a particular user. 

4.7 Log management 
The application Admin users will need to have access to various logs, such as login logs, 

activity logs, deletion logs, etc. The logs will need to be searchable, in order to provide 

accountability regarding users and actions in the database. 

Requirement specification code: Application-logManagement-xxx 

Requirement specification code: UI-logManagement-xxx 

Requirement: Application-logManagement-100: The RDBMF application must log user logins, 

all significant data actions (adding, editing, deleting) with user IDs.  

Requirement: Application-logManagement-101: The RDBMF application deletion logs must 

contain the entire deleted record in a way that supports re-instatement of the record.  

Requirement: Application-logManagement-102: The RDBMF application must support log 

inspection, searching, exporting, etc.  

Requirement: UI-logManagement-100: The RDBMF application UI must provide pages for log 

inspection, searching, exporting, etc.  
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4.8 Document archive in the RDBMF 
The RCM processes generate a large number of documents. It is assumed that these will be 

stored in a digital format, whether PDF, scanned images, or office file formats such as Word, 

Excel, etc.  

There are various ways to store these digital documents that are in essence part of the 

RDBMF. One is to have the documents in the database as binary objects, which database 

solutions such as PostgreSQL support. Another is to have a separate file storage system, with 

documents stored there and retrieved according to a url for the file location in the archive. 

The RDBMF is designed for the second alternative, and that is the Consultant’s 

recommendation, based not least on the expectation of a cloud-hosted web application. The 

implementation project could, however, choose to implement either, based on criteria such 

as volume of documents, speed as accessing, etc. In any case, storage volume must be 

sufficient to store a large number of documents. 

Requirement specification code: Application-documentArchive-xxx. 

Requirement specification code: UI-documentArchive-xxx. 

Requirement: Application-documentArchive-100: The RDBMF application must support 

storage of digital documents, retrieval (download), opening them on the user computer, 

linking to various entities in the RDBMF such mine site, inspection, audit, etc., and registration 

of metadata such as title, author, etc.  

Requirement: UI-documentArchive-100: The RDBMF application UI must provide pages for 

adding documents (uploading to the archive), including registering metadata, editing 

metadata, searching the archive, opening selected documents, deleting the document and 

metadata, linking documents to entities in the database.  

4.9 Reports 
Automatic reports of selected data content are normally prepared as part of a database 

application layer. Often such reports are prepared as highly finished PDF output with print-

ready formatting. At a lower level of ambition, prepared, standard data queries as described 

above could be sufficient as a reporting interface, since all such queries can normally be 

printed or saved as PDF or Excel files.  

It is up to the ICGLR to determine how much highly finished report output is required, and to 

define those reports and the selection criteria for configurable report content. Considering 

limits on resources available to this project and probably the implementation project as well, 

it would be better to move report definition and fine-tuning to a post-implementation 

project. 

Regardless of when the reports are defined, the application must have a report registration 

functionality (to choose a report that has been defined, select criteria, and print or save the 

report). 

Requirement specification code: Application-reports-xxx. 

Requirement specification code: UI-reports-xxx. 
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Requirement: Application-reports-100: The RDBMF application must have a report 

registration functionality (to choose a report that has been defined, select criteria for 

configurable reports, and print or save the report.  

Requirement: UI-reports-100: The RDBMF application UI must have a page or pages to select 

reports, select criteria for configurable reports, print or save executed reports, and display 

reports in the UI or opened as files on the user desktop. 

4.10 Data transfer from the Member States 
Please see the separate Transfer Procedures document, which explores all issues and 

alternative solutions to the task of transferring Member state data to the RDBMF. 

Requirement specification code: Application-dataTransfer-xxx. 

Requirement specification code: UI-dataTransfer-xxx. 

Requirement: Application-dataTransfer-100: The RDBMF application must support the 

solution outlined in the Transfer Procedures document that is the final decision of the ICGLR 

and the implementation project.  

Requirement: UI-dataTransfer-100: The RDBMF application UI implement the UI provisions 

outlined in the Transfer Procedures document, according to the final decision of the ICGLR and 

the implementation project. 

4.11 Public access to application 
From the ICGLR Certification Manual: “The ICGLR Database will be publicly accessible, as a 

way of establishing and maintaining the credibility of the ICGLR Mineral Tracking and 

Certification Scheme.” 

In practical terms, “publicly accessible” means creating a portal to the RDBMF web for the 

general public, for viewing data. The same data viewing solutions as those used by the ICGLR 

staff could be re-purposed for general public access, but presumably with a restricted subset 

of viewing options. Some kind of interface to allow selection by various criteria (country, 

mine site, region, period, status etc.) would be needed for public access, just as for ICGLR 

access. 

This principle must be reconciled with the fact that Member Sates own and control access to 

their own data, even on the RDBMF web application. It is up to the ICGLR to handle this 

potential contradiction regarding access to data, and report to the implementation project 

which data to make public. 

Certainly, one could imagine various kinds of aggregated data, for example statistical reports 

per country. This approach might entail a large amount of time by ICGLR staff to prepare the 

aggregated or statistical data.  

Whatever the content, public access to the RDBMF implies demands on ICGLR staff time, 

since the public will probably require information and assistance for using the public portal, 

and any aggregated data will need staff to aggregate and publish it. 

Requirement specification code: Application-publicAccess-xxx 
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Requirement: Application-publicAccess-100: The RDBMF implementation project must consult 

with the ICGLR RCM staff to determine which data is cleared by respective Member States for 

public access. 

Conditional requirement: Application-publicAccess-101: The RDBMF must include a public 

access portal, with content conditional on Member States approval of data dissemination. 

Conditional requirement: Application-publicAccess-102: The RDBMF public access portal must 

allow users to query Mine site data, with the same selection UI fields as for ICGLR and 

Member State users, conditional on a) Member State approval of Mine site data 

dissemination, and b) ICGLR prioritization of this feature in the development budget. 

Conditional requirement: Application-publicAccess-103: The RDBMF public access portal must 

allow users to query CoC data, with the same selection UI fields as for ICGMR and Member 

State users, conditional on a) Member State approval of CoC data dissemination, and b) ICGLR 

prioritization of this feature in the development budget. 

4.12 Documentation 
In order to ensure sustainability of the RTMDB after the implementation project, the 

implementation consultant must provide sufficient documentation for ICGLR staff to use all 

application functions, for future consultants to modify the database, and for future 

consultants to be able to modify the application. The application UI must make the 

documentation available and preferably make context-sensitive documentation available to 

the online user. 

Requirement specification code: Application-documentation-xxx 

Requirement specification code: UI-documentation-xxx 

Requirement: Application-documentation-100: The implementation consultant must fully 

document the application with a User Manual. 

Requirement: Application-documentation-101: The implementation consultant must fully 

document the application with an Admin Manual, covering all administration tasks; database 

maintenance, database backup, interaction with cloud host if relevant, bug reporting and 

procedures for correction, user management, configuration, SQL underlying queries, etc.. 

Requirement: Application-documentation-102: The implementation consultant must fully 

document application code, in the code, in a manner permitting ICGLR development staff or a 

consultant in the future to locate and modify code. 

Requirement: Application-documentation-103: The implementation consultant must fully 

document the database structure. 

Requirement: UI-documentation-104: The RDBMF UI must make User Manual available in the 

UI, as web pages. 

Recommendation: Application-documentation-105: RDBMF UI should make User 

documentation available as a context-sensitive, web page and function-based help in the UI. 
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5 UI requirements 

The following UI requirements are meant to guide the implementation project. It is 

understood that the implementation project will use these as starting points for development 

work, and may well find other solutions that fulfill the same UI requirements. Certain UI 

requirements are listed with similar application requirements in the chapter “Application 

requirements”. 

5.1 Deletion 
Requirement specification code: UI-deletion-xxx 

5.1.1 Deletion of significant data records 

All deletion of significant data records (major entities, look-up tables, reference data) in the 

RDBMF must require that the user have the “delete” privilege, and require confirmation in 

the UI, be logged in an archive table for deleted records for each significant entity, which 

reproduces the structure of the active table, with all attributes so that theoretically, 

restoration could be done, and be logged as an event in a general log. 

Significant entities are all those except more or less permanent reference and look-up tables 

(…_status, …type, admin_district, country, espg, utm_zone, geodetic_datum, mineral).  

It is assumed that constraints on development resources means that restoration of deleted 

data would be a manual, administrative operation, not a user-controlled “Undo” operation in 

the UI.  

Requirement: UI-deletion-100: The RDBMF must limit deletion to user with the “delete” 

privilege. 

Requirement: UI-deletion-101: The RDBMF must require confirmation in the UI for deletion. 

Requirement: UI-deletion-102: The RDBMF must log all records for significant deleted with full 

attributes in a table that reproduces the data structure of the entity in question (for example, 

a deleted_mine_site table duplicates the structure of mine_site), so that data could be 

restored manually. 

Requirement: UI-deletion-103: The RDBMF must log the deletion as an event in the general 

log, with reference to the deleted record. 

5.2 Tabular data in the UI 
Requirement specification code: UI-tabular-xxx 

5.2.1 Tabular format for query results 

Various pages in the RDBMF will prepare and execute queries with a resulting dataset 

presented in a tabular format. The user must be able to manipulate the tabular data 

according to conventional web application methods: scroll up vertically and horizontally as 

necessary, sort columns alphabetically, as appropriate, etc. 

Requirement: UI-tabular-100: The RDBMF application must implement standard tabular 

scrolling, resizing or division in viewing segments of tabular data pages, as deemed best by 

the implementation project, and sorting of columns alphabetically. 
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5.3 Export, printing and reports 
Requirement specification code UI-exportData-xxx 

5.3.1 Export, printing of query tabular results to XLS/CSV, XML, TXT, DOC, RTF, PDF, GIS 

Various pages in the RDBMF will prepare and execute queries with a resulting dataset 

presented in a tabular format. Such datasets need a standard export functionality, for all such 

pages, where the user can choose to export the tabular data as Excel, CSV, XML, TXT, DOC, 

PDF, or, where the entity has coordinates (mine sites), to a GIS format such as GML or KML. 

Of these the CSV and PDF formats are to be prioritized, and the other implemented by 

mutual agreement with the ICGLR and the implementation project. 

The same functionality should be used to send export output to a printer instead of files. 

Requirement: UI-exportData-100: The RDBMF UI must implement export of tabular data to 

CSV and PDF formats. 

Recommendation: UI-exportData-101: The RDBMF UI should implement export of tabular 

data to XLS, XML, TXT, DOC, RTF and GIS formats for mine sites (GML, GeoJSON KML). 

Requirement: UI-exportData-102: The RDBMF UI must implement printing of any tabular data 

export formats that are suitable for printing. 

5.3.2 Export, printing of single pages to XML, TXT, DOC, RTF, PDF, GIS 

Various pages in the RDBMF will present one record of an entity (for example, one mine site, 

one inspection, one lot, etc.). The user might want to export or print this single record. 

Recommendation: UI-exportData-103: The RDBMF UI must implement export of single records 

of data pages, as deemed best by the implementation project, and sorting of columns 

alphabetically. 

Requirement: UI-exportData-104: The RDBMF must implement printing of any tabular data 

export formats that are suitable for printing. 

5.3.3 Definition of reports to format tabular or record output by admin users 

For standardized queries or single records of entities, the database should allow a user to 

define reports containing the data, for export or printing in a more polished report format, 

using report templates or other common reporting solution for database-driven web 

applications. 

Requirement: UI-exportData-105: The RDBMF UI must implement report management, that 

is, using templates to prepare polished report output for export or printing, in PDF or DOC file 

formats. The scope of templates and data is to be determined during the implementation 

project. 

5.4 Member State portal - general 
Requirement specification code UI-MSportal-xxx 

5.4.1 Member State authentication 

There is no group authentication – all authentication is by user. The user is linked in the 

RDBMF to a particular, single Member State. 
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See above regarding Member State/RDBMF Interaction, regarding our recommendation that 

the Member States each have a private portal to the RDBMF. We assume here that a design 

decision to that effect has been made.  

Requirement: UI-MSportal-100: The RDBMF must have a portal for each Member State that is 

only accessible to authorized Member State staff, and that only displays data for that 

particular Member State. The portal is displayed on successful login of a user with an 

authorization for that particular Member State. 

5.4.2 Member State portal – no add/edit/delete access to certain data 

Regional-level data, largely look-up tables, and certain Member State-specific data should not 

available to Member States for editing and deletion, since the data integrity of the RDBMF 

would be at risk: 

 All look-up tables: *_type, *_status, country, espg, geodetic_datum, utm_zone, mineral, 
coc_organization, inspection_certification_org, etc. 

 admin_district (administrative districts at various levels) needs to be stable. Updates or 
corrections for the dataset should only be done with reference to official lists, and as 
consultation between the Member state and RDBMF admin staff. 

Requirement: UI-MSportal-101: Regional level look-up tables called *_type, *_status, and 

country, geodetic_datum, utm_zone, mineral, coc_organization, inspection_certification_org 

are not to be accessible to Member State users for adding, editing or deleting. 

5.5 Member State portal – mine sites 
Requirement specification code UI-MSportalMineSite-xxx 

5.5.1 Transfer of Mine site data 

Please read the Transfer Procedures document for a full presentation of transfer procedures. 

As described there, the Consultant has prepared a Mine site transfer Excel template that the 

implementation project and the ICGLR can adapt and disseminate to the Member States.  

Mine site data from Member States can be transferred to the RDBMF in several ways (these 

are listed in the order of prioritized recommendation by the Consultant:  

 by uploading the filled-in Excel Mine site data transfer files (if automatic parsing and 
import of those files is implemented). 

 by table-based editing in a spreadsheet-like UI page in the Member State portal that 
mimics the Excel Mine site data transfer templates. 

 by record-by-record entry in the Member State portal UI. 

 by uploading the filled-in Excel Mine site data transfer files (if automatic parsing and 
import of those files is implemented). 

 by sending the Excel files to the ICGLR for them to import manually (or automatically, if 
automatic parsing and import of those files is implemented). 

The method to implement will depend on decisions by the ICGLR and implementation project 

on development resources available and prioritization of development (for example, 

automatic generation of Excel templates and parsing of filled-in Excel files requires significant 

resources), as well as Member state preferences. Considering the different volumes of data 

and involvement with the RCM in different Member States, and consequently different 
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preferences by Member States, the implementation project should consider implementing 

multiple transfer methods from the list above. 

For methods where the Excel templates are used, the proposed workflow for data transfer is 

that: 

 the Member State notifies the ICGLR that it intends to transfer data (the assumed 
frequency is monthly, in line with RCM stipulations), or alternatively downloads a 
template if automatic template generation is implemented in the RDBMF, 

 then the RDBMF staff, or alternatively the Member State staff online on the portal, 
produce the up-to-date, country-specific template in Excel, preferably with an automatic 
template generation functionality, 

 then the Member State staff fill in an Excel file saved from the template with their new 
Mine site data, referring to their primary data sources from Mine site traceability 
providers, 

 finally, the data in the filled-in Excel file is transferred by one of the methods listed above.  

5.5.2 RDBMF solution for record-by-record entry of Mine site data 

The solution proposed here for a record-by-record Mine site data input in the RDBMF UI is to 

replicate the Excel template columns as fields. The Excel structure itself is the best way to 

arrange Mine site data, and replicating the structure will make it easier for anyone using the 

filled-in Excel files to simply copy and paste data to the corresponding fields in the RDBMF.  

Presumably a solution using tabs to represent the respective sheets in the Excel templates is 

a user-friendly solution in the UI, and this is the Consultant’s recommendation.  

The fields to be included for each sheet (tab) for mine sites, mine site investigations, mine 

site certifications and mine site associations is described below in separate sections 5.5.5, 

5.5.6, 5.5.7, 5.5.8. 

Requirement: UI-MSportalMineSite-100: The RDBMF UI must include a Mine site data input 

page (as tabs or other comparable UI format) with fields corresponding to the “Mine sites 

(new)”, “Mine site inspections (new)”, “Mine site certifications (new)” and “Mine site 

associations (new)” sheets in the Excel Mine site data transfer template prepared by the 

Consultant. 

5.5.3 Web-based editable spreadsheet of Mine site data 

It is recommended that the RDBMF have a web-based editable spreadsheet (table) format for 

input of Mine site data, which replicates the Excel Mine site data transfer template with tabs 

or equivalent UI solution. 

Recommendation: UI-MSportalMineSite-101: The RDBMF UI should implement Mine site data 

input with a web-based editable spreadsheet (table) format for input, which replicates the 

Excel Mine site data transfer template with tabs or equivalent UI solution. 

5.5.4 Record Mine site data transfer event 

There will be regular data transfers from the Member States to the RDBMF. Each transfer 

event should be logged in the RDBMF, according to the database structure in 3.8.2 

transfer_mine_site entity. The fields to include are: 

 Start date - The earliest date for new mine site data included in the transfer. Standard 
date field. 
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 End date - The latest date for new mine site data that are included in the transfer. 
Standard date field. 

 Date of transfer event. Standard date field. 

 Member State staff doing the transfer – text field. 

There are additionally fields that the RDBMF staff should fill in after the transfer is 

completed. 

 RDBMF staff responsible for receiving and processing the transfer – text field. 

 Transfer received OK – T/F field. 

 {Country is available from the Member State portal.}  

Requirement: UI-MSportalMineSite-200: The RDBMF should have means in the UI Member 

State portal to record the mine site data transfer event. 

5.5.5 Manage mine sites in the UI 

The portal should have a page or pages to add/edit/delete mine sites, as record-by-record 

actions, with fields and format corresponding to the Excel Mine site data transfer sheet Mine 

sites (new). 

The mine site code must be unique within the scope of all Member State mine sites. This 

cannot necessarily be enforced at the database level (code system is defined by Member 

State, different states can use same codes), so must be enforced in the UI, checking 

uniqueness on add/edit. 

There are other input fields requiring validation: 

 reasonable range of coordinates (in the ICGLR area) 

 range of dates (from the current date and forward and not later than 30 years later)  

 date format (to conform to database format for dates) 

 string field length (to conform to database limits and/or as described in this document)  

Fields (see database specification for mine_site entity 3.2.13 mine_site entity various look-up 

tables for more information and field length. 

 Mine site MS unique code, required, validation - unique for Member State. 

 Mine site name (Member State), required. 

 Mine site DB ID (Member State system), optional. 

 {The country_id attribute of the mine site is given by the Member State login 
information}. 

 Administrative district name, look-up, required. 

 Mine site location - required. 

 Latitude, required, validation - extent within ICGLR, numeric, etc., required. 

 Latitude, required, validation - extent within ICGLR, numeric, etc., required. 

 Lat/Long point details, optional. 

 MS northing (Y) cad. coord., optional, validation - extent within ICGLR, numeric, etc., 
optional. 

 MS easting (X) cad. coord., optional, validation - extent within ICGLR, numeric, etc., 
optional. 

 Polygon string, optional, upload text file as alternative. 

 UTM zone, look-up, optional. 

 Geodetic datum look-up, optional. 

 AFP data link, optional, upload text file as alternative. 
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 Defined for ICGLR, date, date field, optional. 

 Exploitation start date, date field, optional. 

 Mine site current license code, should be derived from latest inspection, but if there is no 
inspection, can be entered directly, optional. 

 Mine site aliases, optional. 

Requirement: UI-MSportalMineSite-300: The RDBMF should have a web application page in 

the Member State portal for registering a new mine site and editing existing ones, on a 

record-by-record basis, with fields as described in the Detailed Specification. The page should 

include validation for relevant fields. The page should include a control to delete a mine site 

record, with applicable deletion privileges and confirmation. 

5.5.6 Manage mine site inspections in the UI 

The portal should have a page or pages to add/edit/delete mine site inspections, as record-

by-record actions, with fields and format corresponding to the Excel Mine site data transfer 

sheet Mine site investigations (new). 

Fields (see database specification for mine_site_inspection 3.3.2 mine_site_inspection entity 

and various look-up tables for more information and field length):  

 Mine site, select from drop-down (populated from database), required. 

 Mine site inspection type, look-up, required. 

 Mine site inspection date, required. 

 Inspection organization, select from drop-down, required. 

 Mine site production type, look-up, required. 

 Mine site activity status, look-up, required. 

 Mine site owner (CoC actor), select from drop-down, required. 

 Mine site operator (CoC actor), select from drop-down, required. 

 Mine site license code, optional. 

 Mine site license type, look-up, optional. 

 Mine site inspection officer, required. 

 Mine site minerals, mined at the time of the inspection, one or more of the ICGLR 
designated minerals, selection block making it possible to select one or more minerals, 
production or productive capacity in kg/year registered in many-to-many 
mine_site_inspection_mineral, see 3.3.10 mine_site_inspection_mineral entity, Optional. 

 {Mine site inspection criteria, see database specification for these 75 criteria. The 
relevant criteria for the type of production (ASM, Industrial), and inspection type (status 
criteria, progress criteria or both) should appear when these two selection are made. 
Each criterion will need a text field for details, and a drop-down selection for relevant 
status (flagged status or progress status).} 

Requirement: UI-MSportalMineSite-400: The RDBMF should have a web application page in 

the Member State portal for registering a new mine site investigation and editing existing 

ones, on a record-by-record basis, with fields as described in the Detailed Specification. The 

page should include a control to delete a mine site inspection record, with applicable deletion 

privileges and confirmation. 

5.5.7 Manage mine site certifications in the UI 

The portal should have a page or pages to add/edit/delete mine site certifications, as record-

by-record actions, with fields and format corresponding to the Excel Mine site data transfer 

sheet Mine site certifications (new). 
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Fields (see database specification for mine_site_certification, 3.3.11 mine_site_certification 

entity and various look-up tables for more information and field length):  

 Mine site, select from drop-down, required. 

 Mine site inspection, select from drop-down, optional (if the certification occurs in 
connection with an inspection, the normal case). 

 Mine site certification date, required. 

 Certification organization, the government ICGLR designated authority, normally, select 
from drop-down, required. 

 Validity start date, required. 

 Validity end date, required. 

 Validity stopped date, optional. 

 Certification status, select from drop-down, required. 

Requirement: UI-MSportalMineSite-500: The RDBMF should have a web application page in 

the Member State portal for registering a new mine site certification and editing existing 

ones, on a record-by-record basis, with fields as described in the Detailed Specification. The 

page should include a control to delete the record, with applicable deletion privileges and 

confirmation. 

5.5.8 Manage associations between mine sites in the UI 

The portal should have a page or pages to add/edit/delete associations between mine sites, 

as record-by-record actions, , with fields and format corresponding to the Excel Mine site 

data transfer sheet Mine site associations (new). Associations can be links between new 

names and old names, combined mine sites, divided mine sites, etc. The type of association is 

referenced through mine_site_assoc_type_id FK attribute. 

Fields (see database specification for 3.2.17 mine_site_association mine_site_assoc entity for 

more information and field length):  

 Mine site 1, select from drop-down, required 

 Mine site 2, select from drop-down, required 

 Mine site association type, select from drop-down, required 

 Assoc. from date, required 

 Assoc. to date, required 

 Description, optional 

Requirement: UI-MSportalMineSite-600: The RDBMF should have a web application page in 

the Member State portal for registering a new mine site association and editing existing ones, 

on a record-by-record basis, with fields as described in the Detailed Specification. The page 

should include a control to delete the association record, with applicable deletion privileges 

and confirmation. 

5.5.9 Mine site data Excel transfer file upload 

An alternative to record-by-record entry using the RDBMF interface will be the upload and 

parsing of data transfer Excel files containing the Member State data. These files are based 

on templates provided by RDBMF staff to the Member States. The template files have been 

prepared by the Consultant, see the Transfer Procedures document. There is a file for mine 

sites, covering data transfer for mine site, mine site investigation, mine site certification and 

mine site association. 
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The upload and parsing will be dependent on the submitted transfer files being saved copies 

of the templates. The parsing must be hardcoded in the RDBMF. The transfer file covers mine 

sites, mine site investigations, mine site certifications and mine site associations. 

This requirement is conditional, depending on the scope of development resources available 

to the implementation project, and on the design decision to accept the template files as a 

data transfer method. The coding to handle parsing and validation will be significant. 

See the project document on data transfer procedures ELL-

IPIS_ICGLR_RDBMF_TransferProcedures_YYYYMMDD.docx.  

Conditional Requirement: UI-MSportalMineSite-700: The RDBMF UI should include a page for 

uploading mine site, mine site investigation, mine site certification and mine site association 

data from an Excel template such as the prototype prepared by the Consultant. Parsing and 

validation of the file should occur at the application level before writing data to the database. 

5.5.10 Mine site data Excel template file generation 

The data transfer Excel file templates to be provided by RDBMF staff to the Member States 

have been prepared by the Consultant, but must be generated each time the Member State 

is planning a data transfer, since the template contains look-up tables and reference 

information, that must be up to date, and also contains Member State-specific data. 

The generation of an Excel file template must be hardcoded in the RDBMF. The template 

covers mine sites, mine site investigations, mine site certifications and mine site associations. 

See the Transfer Procedures document. 

The generation could be done by ICGLR staff, but also by the Member State user, from the 

portal. 

This requirement is conditional, depending on the scope of development resources available 

to the implementation project, and on the design decision to accept the template files as a 

data transfer method. 

Conditional Requirement: UI-MSportalMineSite-701: The RDBMF UI should include a page for 

generating Excel templates for the Member State to use to transfer mine site, mine site 

investigation, mine site certification and mine site association data to the RDBMF. 

5.6 Member State portal – CoC and Certificate data 
Requirement specification code UI-MSportalCoCcertificate-xxx 

5.6.1 Characteristics of the CoC dataset 

The CoC dataset is quite complex, even after it has been formatted to be ready for import to 

the RDBMF. The RDBMF generic model of the CoC data, applicable for any CoC traceability 

data conforming to RCM rules, is not intuitive, although it is necessary for a rational database 

storage and tracking mineral flows – the essential mission of the ICGLR regional level and the 

RDBMF.  

5.6.2 Characteristics of the Certificate dataset 

In terms of the real-world execution of the RCM, the Certificate has an important role, as the 

necessary and sufficient physical proof of a lot’s identity. The Certificate code (serial number) 

is determined by the Member State, which issues the Certificates. 
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In terms of data management, we have data that is placed in the lot entity, the certificate 

entity, and the digital document entity. 

Certain lot attributes, already recorded in the CoC dataset and ultimately stored in the lot 

entity, appear on the export lot Certificate, for example the weight and grade of minerals. We 

don’t need to record those again. Also, since the lot already has a shipped date attribute, we 

use that, and don’t define a new certificate shipped date.  

The attributes that we must store in the certificate entity are the Certificate code, the date it 

was countersigned, the validity date, etc., in other words fields specific to an export lot 

Certificate.  

For Certificates, the documents forwarded to the ICGLR, especially the Certificate itself, are 

important. 

5.6.3 Transfer of CoC and Certificate data 

Please read the Transfer Procedures document for a full presentation of transfer procedures. 

As described there, the Consultant has prepared a CoC and Certificate transfer Excel template 

that the implementation project and the ICGLR can adapt and disseminate to the Member 

States.  

Please refer to the section on transfer of Mine site data for additional information on transfer 

options - 5.5.1 Transfer of Mine site data. 

5.6.4 RDBMF solution for record-by-record entry of CoC data 

The solution proposed here for a record-by-record CoC data input in the RDBMF UI is to 

replicate the Excel template columns as fields. The Excel structure itself is the best way to 

arrange CoC data, and replicating the structure will make it easier for anyone using the filled-

in Excel files to simply copy and paste data to the corresponding fields in the RDBMF.  

The template provides two alternatives to entering data, one of which uses the two sheets 

“Alternative node list format” and “CoC node-to-node”. This is perhaps the most suitable 

model for the RDBMF CoC data input UI. The alternative method uses the sheets “CoC lots”, 

“CoC nodes”, “CoC node-to-node”, and “CoC lot association”, in other words, to register lots 

and nodes entities separately. 

The Consultant recommends providing both methods in the UI, as user preferences might 

differ. 

Presumably a solution using tabs to represent the respective sheets in the Excel templates is 

a user-friendly solution in the UI, and this is the Consultant’s recommendation.  

Recommendation: UI-MSportalCoCcertificate-100: The RDBMF UI should include a CoC data 

input component whose pages (tabs) replicate the “Alternative node list format” and “CoC 

node-to-node” sheets in the Excel CoC template prepared by the Consultant, as one CoC 

dataset input method. 

Recommendation: UI-MSportalCoCcertificate-101: The RDBMF UI should include a CoC data 

input component whose pages (tabs) replicate the set of sheets “CoC lots”, “CoC nodes”, “CoC 

node-to-node”, and “CoC lot association”, as one CoC dataset input method. 
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5.6.5 RDBMF solution for record-by-record entry of Certificate data 

The solution proposed here for a record-by-record Certificate data input in the RDBMF UI is 

to replicate the Excel template structure for Certificates in the CoC transfer template.  

The Certificate dataset refers to lots that are also registered in the CoC transfer Excel file, 

meaning that the Certificates UI should be set up as a tab together with the CoC data UI tabs. 

Recommendation: UI-MSportalCoCcertificate-103: The RDBMF UI should include a Certificate 

data input component whose pages replicate the “Certificates (new)” sheets in the Excel CoC 

template prepared by the Consultant. 

5.6.6 Web-based editable spreadsheet of CoC and Certificate data 

It is recommended to implement both of these alternatives with a web-based editable 

spreadsheet (table) format for input, which replicates the Excel CoC and Certificate data 

transfer template with tabs or equivalent UI solution. 

Recommendation: UI-MSportalCoCcertificate-104: The RDBMF UI should implement both CoC 

data input alternatives with a web-based editable spreadsheet (table) format for input, which 

replicates the Excel Mine site data transfer template with tabs or equivalent UI solution. 

5.6.7 Record CoC and Certificate data transfer event 

There will be regular data transfers from the Member States to the RDBMF. Each transfer 

event should be logged in the RDBMF, according to the database structure in 3.8.3 

transfer_coc entity. Note that the CoC and Certificate data are both transferred using the CoC 

Excel data transfer file. The fields to include are: 

 Start date - The earliest date for new CoC or Certificate data included in the transfer. 
Standard date field. 

 End date - The latest date for new mine site data that are included in the transfer. 
Standard date field. 

 Date of transfer event. Standard date field. 

 Member State staff doing the transfer – text field. 

There are additionally fields that the RDBMF staff should fill in after the transfer is 

completed. 

 RDBMF staff responsible for receiving and processing the transfer – text field. 

 Transfer received OK – T/F field. 

 {Country is available from the Member State portal.}  

Requirement: UI-MSportalCoCcertificate-200: The RDBMF should have means in the UI 

Member State portal to record the CoC and/or Certificate data transfer event. 

5.6.8 Manage CoC data in the UI 

The portal should have a page or pages to add/edit/delete CoC data, as record-by-record 

actions, with fields and format corresponding to the Excel CoC data transfer sheets. The fields 

that need to be included with both alternatives are the same, just arranged somewhat 

differently. Alternative 1 uses the sheets: “Alternative node list format” and “CoC node-to-

node”; alternative 2 uses the sheets “CoC lots”, “CoC nodes”, “CoC node-to-node”, and “CoC 

lot association”.  
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Alternative 1 is essentially a somewhat de-normalized, “flatter” format, formed by combining 

lots and nodes in the same table, and is the recommended input method in the UI as well as 

the Excel file. The most upstream lots in the data transfer, probably mine site lots, are listed 

in one column, with downstream lots listed in the next column. Lots that are both 

downstream of mine site lots and upstream of other lots, which is the typical situation for 

trader lots, must be listed in both columns. The lot-to-lot association is represented by the 2-

column listing. Lot information is listed in columns to the right. Node data, including the CoC 

actor that has custody in each node, starts at column Q. You still need to fill in the CoC node-

to-node data. 

Alternative two is straight-forward, filling in fields corresponding to the “CoC lots”, “CoC 

nodes”, “CoC node-to-node”, and “CoC lot association” sheets in the Excel file. 

The fields that need to be included with both alternatives for entering CoC data are: 

 Lot(s) in previous node (lot 1) – (lot.lot_id, lot_assoc.lot1_id) Enter all lots that are either 
mine site lots, or lots that are components of another lot in the next downstream lot. In 
the less common case of a lot being divided, follow the same procedure, with upstream 
lots as lot 1, and downstream as lot 2. 

 New lot in node (lot 2) – (lot.lot_id, lot_assoc.lot2_id) Enter all lots that are downstream 
from each lot on a row in column 1. 

 Type of association – (lot_assoc.lot_assoc_type_id) This must be a drop-down for 
lot_assoc_type. 

 Mine site – (lot.mine_site_id) Only for mine site lots, a drop-down or “search and fill in” 
field listing all mine sites for the relevant Member State. Note that all mine sites must be 
present in the database, thus the mine site transfer must be done first, if there are any 
new mine sites. 

 Sealed date – (lot.lot_sealed_date) Standard web app date field. 

 Shipped date – (lot.lot_shipped_date) Standard web app date field. 

 Certificate Code – () Text field. The certificate code for the lot. This is intended for Export 
lots only in the RCM. It is registered here as an attribute, since the certificate record in 
the table certificate is perhaps not entered until later when the documents are delivered. 
ICGLR Manual Appendix .2 1.2. A unique serial number identifying the Certificate [The 
Member State must generate the certificate serial number and ensure that it is unique.] 
varchar(50) 

 Certificate ID – (lot.certifcate_id) A drop-down or “search and fill in” field listing all 
Certificates. Used if the Certificate for an export lot has already been entered in the 
database. 

 Weight, kg – (lot.weight_kg) This field will need validation on reasonable weight range 
and allowable numeric format (numeric(9,3)). The unit is kg, 6 digits for the whole 
number part, 3 decimals are allowed at the database level, so range is 0.001 kg (1 g) to 
999,999.999 kg (999 tonnes). 

 Grade Cassiterite, % (lot_mineral.mineral_id, lot_mineral.lot_mineral_3Tgrade_percent.) 
The grade in percent of one mineral in a lot. Numeric, 3 decimal places (to 0.001%) and 3 
places to left of decimal (in effect to 100%). Application level validation required. 

 Grade Wolframite, % (lot_mineral.mineral_id, lot_mineral.lot_mineral_3Tgrade_percent) 
The grade in percent of one mineral in a lot. Numeric, 3 decimal places (to 0.001%) and 3 
places to left of decimal (in effect to 100%). Application level validation required. 

 Grade Coltan, % (lot_mineral.mineral_id, lot_mineral.lot_mineral_3Tgrade_percent) The 
grade in percent of one mineral in a lot. Numeric, 3 decimal places (to 0.001%) and 3 
places to left of decimal (in effect to 100%). Application level validation required. 
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 Grade gold ore, g/t (lot_mineral.mineral_id, lot_mineral. lot_mineral_goldGrade_g_t) The 
grade of gold ore in g/t. Numeric, 3 decimal places (to 0.001 g/t) and 4 places to left of 
decimal (to 9999 g/t). Application level validation required. 

 Grade refined gold, % (lot_mineral.mineral_id, lot_mineral. 
lot_mineral_refinedGoldGrade_percent) The grade of refined gold lots, in percent. 
Numeric, 3 decimal places (to 0.001%) and 3 places to left of decimal (in effect to 100%). 
Application level validation required. 

 Mineral(s) note (lot_mineral. lot_mineral_note) – text field. Note on the mineral in the 
lot, if necessary. 

 Documentation verifier (lot.lot_documentation_verifier) – text field. The person verifying 
the industrial lot documentation, according to the mine operator, as per RCM Manual 
Appx. 4a, "14.9. Name of the responsible staff person who verified the documentation 
associated with the lot." 

 Revenue data ((lot.lot_revenue_data) – text field, to enter list of revenue items. 

 Node actor (coc_node.coc_actor_id) This must be a drop-down for CoC actors. 

 Node code – this is an automatic field to provide a code in order to distinguish nodes. It is 
made of the lot code and actor codes, and is not stored in the database.  

 CoC organization (coc_node.coc_organization_id) This must be a drop-down for CoC 
organizations. 

 Datetime node start (coc_node.coc_node_start_timestamp) - Standard date selection 
field. 

 Datetime node end (coc_node.coc_node_end_timestamp) - Standard date selection field. 

 Action type (coc_node.coc_node_action_type_id). This must be a drop-down for node 
action types. 

 Action details (coc_node.coc_code_action_details) – text field. 

 Node evaluation (coc_node.coc_node_evaluation) - text field. 

5.6.9 Manage Certificate data in the UI 

The portal should have a page or pages to add/edit/delete Certificate data, as record-by-

record actions, with fields and format corresponding to the Excel Mine site data transfer 

sheet Certificates (new). 

 Certificate lot (lot_id). A drop-down or “search and fill in” field listing all new lots along 
with any existing export lots without Certificates. 

 Certificate code (certificate_code). From the Certificate documentation. See Appendix 2. 
“1.2. A unique serial number identifying the Certificate)”.  

 MS authority, verifying Certificate. (inspection_certification_org_id). A drop-down or 
“search and fill in” field listing all See Appendix 2 “1.11. The Member State Issuing 
authority...”.  

 MS verifying representative (certificate_MS_rep_verify). See Appendix 2 "1.11. ...the 
name, position and identification number (where available) of the Member State 
representative responsible for verifying the documentation associated the export with 
the export and recommending the issuance of an ICGLR Regional Certificate” – text field. 

 Verified date (certificate_verified_date). See Appendix 2 "1.12. The date the lot is verified 
by the Member State representative" Standard web app date field. 

 MS countersigning representative (certificate_MS_rep_countersign). See Appendix 2 
“1.13. The name and signature of the Member State representative empowered to 
countersign the Certificate to render it valid” – text field. 

 Countersigned date (certificate_countersigned_date). See Appendix 2 “1.14. The date 
that the Certificate is countersigned (Certificate is valid from this date)”. Standard web 
app date field. 
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 Expiry date (certificate_expiry_date). See Appendix 2 “1.15. The date that the Certificate 
expires, or the validity period of the Certificate”. Standard web app date field. 

 Export lot national origin (certificate_lot_national_origin). See Appendix 2 “1.7. The 
national origin of the material (either name of country, or “mixed” in the case of lots 
containing material from two or more nations mixed together)” – text field. 

5.6.10 CoC and Certificate data Excel transfer file upload 

Please see the section under Mine site data for a summary of the file upload: 5.5.9 Mine site 

data Excel transfer file upload. 

Conditional Requirement: UI-MSportalCoCcertificate-500: The RDBMF UI should include a 

page for uploading CoC and Certificate data from an Excel template such as the prototype 

prepared by the Consultant. Parsing and validation of the file should occur at the application 

level before writing data to the database. 

5.6.11 CoC and Certificate data Excel template file generation 

Please see the section under Mine site data for a summary of the file generation: 5.5.10 Mine 

site data Excel template file generation. 

This requirement is conditional, depending on the scope of development resources available 

to the implementation project, and on the design decision to accept the template files as a 

data transfer method. 

Conditional Requirement: UI-MSportalCoCcertificate-501: The RDBMF UI should include a 

page for generating Excel templates for the Member State to use to transfer CoC and 

Certificate data to the RDBMF. 

5.7 Member State portal – Exporter data 
Requirement specification code UI-MSportalExporter-xxx 

5.7.1 Characteristics of the Exporter dataset 

The Exporter dataset is relatively simple. There are a few fields to be filled in for the two 

entities Investigation and Certification.  

5.7.2 Transfer of Exporter data 

Please read the Transfer Procedures document for a full presentation of transfer procedures. 

As described there, the Consultant has prepared a Exporter transfer Excel template that the 

implementation project and the ICGLR can adapt and disseminate to the Member States. 

Please refer to the section on transfer of Mine site data for additional information on transfer 

options - 5.5.1 Transfer of Mine site data. 

5.7.3 RDBMF solution for record-by-record entry of Exporter data 

The solution proposed here for a record-by-record Exporter data input in the RDBMF UI is to 

replicate the Excel template columns as fields. The Excel structure itself is the best way to 

arrange Exporter data, and replicating the structure will make it easier for anyone using the 

filled-in Excel files to simply copy and paste data to the corresponding fields in the RDBMF.  

Requirement: UI-MSportalExporter-100: The RDBMF UI must include an Exporter data input 

page (as tabs or other comparable UI format) with fields corresponding to the “Mine sites 

(new)”, “Mine site inspections (new)”, “Mine site certifications (new)” and “Mine site 
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associations (new)” sheets in the Excel Mine site data transfer template prepared by the 

Consultant. 

Recommendation: UI-MSportalExporter-100: The RDBMF UI should implement a page or 

pages to allow a Member State to edit Exporter, and to delete Exporter data with standard 

database checks for data that would be affected by candidate deletions. 

5.7.4 Web-based editable spreadsheet of Exporter data 

It is recommended that the RDBMF have a web-based editable spreadsheet (table) format for 

input of Exporter data, which replicates the Excel Mine site data transfer template sheets 

with tabs or equivalent UI solution. 

Recommendation: UI-MSportalExporter-101: The RDBMF UI should implement Exporter data 

input with a web-based editable spreadsheet (table) format for input, which replicates the 

Excel Mine site data transfer template with tabs or equivalent UI solution. 

5.7.5 Record Exporter data transfer event 

There will be regular data transfers from the Member States to the RDBMF. Each transfer 

event should be logged in the RDBMF, according to the database structure in 

transfer_exporter entity3.8.4. The fields to include are: 

 Start date - The earliest date for new mine site data included in the transfer. Standard 
date field. 

 End date - The latest date for new mine site data that are included in the transfer. 
Standard date field. 

 Date of transfer event. Standard date field. 

 Member State staff doing the transfer – text field. 

There are additionally fields that the RDBMF staff should fill in after the transfer is 

completed. 

 RDBMF staff responsible for receiving and processing the transfer – text field. 

 Transfer received OK – T/F field. 

 {Country is available from the Member State portal.}  

Requirement: UI-MSportalExporter-200: The RDBMF should have means in the UI Member 

State portal to record the Exporter data transfer event. 

5.7.6 Manage Exporter audit (investigation) data in the UI 

The portal should have a page or pages to add/edit/delete Exporter data, as record-by-record 

actions, with fields and format corresponding to the Excel Mine site data transfer sheets 

Exporter investigations (new) and Exporter certifications (new). 

 Exporter name (coc_actor_id). Select from drop-down list of Exporters (CoC actors). 

 Exporter investigation date (coc_actor_investigation_date). Standard date field. 

 Audit organization (inspection_certification_org_id). Select from drop-down with all Third 
Party Auditors (a subset of Inspection and certification organizations). 

 Audit responsible person (coc_actor_investigation_responsible). Text field for the name 
of the person. 

 Investigation summary (coc_actor_investigation_summary). Summary of the 
investigation. Text field. 
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The documents for the audit (investigation) must be uploaded using the RDBMF document 

management solution. 

5.7.7 Exporter data Excel transfer file upload 

Please see the section under Mine site data for a summary of the file upload: 5.5.9 Mine site 

data Excel transfer file upload. 

Conditional Requirement: UI-MSportalExporter-300: The RDBMF UI should include a page for 

uploading Exporter audit (investigation) and Exporter certification data from an Excel 

template such as the prototype prepared by the Consultant. Parsing and validation of the file 

should occur at the application level before writing data to the database. 

5.7.8 Exporter data Excel template file generation 

Please see the section under Mine site data for a summary of the file generation: 5.5.10 Mine 

site data Excel template file generation. 

This requirement is conditional, depending on the scope of development resources available 

to the implementation project, and on the design decision to accept the template files as a 

data transfer method. 

Conditional Requirement: UI-MSportalExporter-301: The RDBMF UI should include a page for 

generating Excel templates for the Member State to use to transfer Exporter audit 

(investigation) and Exporter certification data to the RDBMF. 

5.8 Regional-level data transfer management 
See the Application requirements for Regional-level data transfer management: 4.10 Data 

transfer from the Member States.  

5.9 Regional-level queries 
The UI requirements for queries specified in the RCM Appendix are listed together with the 

application requirements: 4.4 Queries in RCM Manual Appendix.  

5.10 User management in the UI 
See the Application requirements for user management: 4.6 User management. 

5.11 Logging in the UI 
See the Application requirements for logging: 4.7 Log management. 

5.12 Mine site mapping module 
There will probably be an expectation by Member States, ICGLR staff, auditors and the 

general public, to display mine site locations and key data in a web map interface. This 

function, while not within the core minerals tracking mission presented by the RCM Manual, 

could still be a useful addition to the RDBMF. The map interface could be a simple display of 

key attributes for mine sites, or a more advanced solution with querying built into the map 

interface.  

Mine site mapping is not an essential function of the RCM, which in terms of data is about 

management of mineral flow and certification data. Furthermore, the Member States are 
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likely to already have mine site mapping solutions, such as cadastres. However, mapping 

could be useful for Member State staff, ICGLR staff, auditors and the general public to find 

where particular mine sites are located and perhaps to make clear spatial relationships. 

The mapping could entail a fairly modest amount of development, for a straightforward 

display of mine sites using coordinates in the RDBMF and a few key attributes, or could entail 

a significant additional development commitment, if querying is supported, and various 

query-based aggregated data such as production is included. Thus the requirement is 

expressed as conditional on ICGLR and implementation project prioritization. And as for all 

data, the willingness of the Member States to publish their data needs to be determined, if 

the mapping module is intended for the public portal of the ICGLR. 

Requirement specification code: UI-mapping-xxx 

Recommendation: UI-mapping-100: The implementation project and the ICGLR should 

determine whether a mapping module of the RDBMF should be created, the scope and 

content of the module in that case, the availability of approved Member State data for a 

public portal version, and the priority in relation to other RDBMF functionality. 

Conditional requirement: UI-mapping-101: The RDBMF should include a mapping module to 

display at least mine site locations and key attributes, and as much additional functionality as 

the ICGLR and implementation project deem reasonable, conditional on development 

resources being made available, and prioritization decisions. 

5.13 Graphs 
Many of the queries that are required by the RCM or that users might create are suitable for 

presentation as graphs. There are Javascript-based graphing libraries as well as graphing 

libraries for various development languages. The implementation team and the ICGLR should 

consider implementing graphs, taking into account the developmental resources needed and 

ICGLR priorities for RDBMF functionality. Besides the programming implementation, there is 

a lot of content-related work to do (determining what queries or data aggregations need 

graphs, how much support to give to user selection of parameters, how interactive the 

graphs should be, etc.). 

It should be remembered that users can always export data and use Excel to create graphs, 

which is a much more flexible and powerful solution. 

Requirement specification code: UI-graphs-xxx 

Recommendation: UI-graphs-100: The implementation project and the ICGLR should 

determine whether graphs support in the RDBMF should be prioritized, the scope and content 

of the support in that case, and the priority in relation to other RDBMF functionality. 

Conditional requirement: UI-graphs-101: The RDBMF should include graphs support in the 

RDBMF, conditional on development resources being made available, and prioritization 

decisions. 

5.14 UI user testing 
There will be many details of the UI that the implementation consultant will need to 

determine by extensive testing of the application by ICGLR staff, and revision of UI elements 
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to meet ICGLR needs. This document establishes the scope and main requirements of a UI, 

with database model, query, transfer and other interfaces at the level of “page” indicated, 

and in many cases UI elements at the level of “field” indicated. However, the detailed UI 

implementation of all pages can only be known by testing with the actual end-users, of which 

those at the ICGLR are highest priority and also most accessible. Testing with Member State 

users is also advisable, if it can be arranged, perhaps remotely. Testing should encompass 

both interactive pages (adding/editing/deleting data), configurable search pages, and and 

static “display” pages, for example the display of basic data for one mine site, one lot, one 

CoC actor, one entire chain of custody, one Exporter, etc.  

This kind of testing to refine the UI suggests that an Agile approach to the implementation 

might be advisable. Furthermore, considerable time spent in Bujumbura by implementation 

staff is also probably advisable. 

Usability testing is also expected, preferably at the level of “lightweight” usability testing 

methodologies, since the UI should be a fairly standard model, with input text, date, numeric 

and selection drop-downs. The main non-standard interactive feature in the UI would be the 

tabular editing field, mimicking an Excel sheet, which might need some particular attention 

during testing. There are many libraries that implement this kind of feature. The main non-

standard static feature would be the display of an entire chain of custody as a table, list or 

diagram. 

Requirement specification code: UI-testing-xxx 

Requirement: UI-testing-100: The implementation project should allow for considerable UI 

testing, with ICGLR staff as the primary user subjects, aiming to establish the exact fields 

needed for various UI pages. 

Requirement: UI-testing-101: The implementation project should allow for considerable UI 

usability testing, with ICGLR staff as the primary user subjects. 
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6 Operational context requirements 

6.1 ICGLR IT environment 
The IT environment in which the RDBMF operates is an important design element. It also 

affects many requirements, since it governs feasibility and sustainability of requirements. 

Requirement specifications code: Context-ITenvironment-xxx. 

6.1.1 Internet access  

The RDBMF will need to have Internet connectivity with sufficient bandwidth and speed, 

since there is a considerable flow of data to and from Member States and other stakeholders. 

Add to this the statements in the RCM Manual and other documents that RCM data should 

be open to “public scrutiny”, implying public access through a web site connected to the 

RDBMF, and it is clear that demand on bandwidth and reliability of access is considerable.  

The question is how much bandwidth and speed is enough, in relation to different solutions 

contemplated, in light of actual tasks performed by RDBMF unit, and in light of connectivity 

costs and likely long-term budget constraints. 

It is unknown at this time what actual Internet traffic speeds are at the ICGLR, what the cost 

connectivity costs are in Burundi, and what alternatives exist. It is also unknown how much of 

any improved connectivity will actually be available to the RDBMF as a unit – it often happens 

that the larger organization (ICGLR in this case) expects to share in any bandwidth 

improvements. Thus the actual experience of RDBMF staff in using Internet once the system 

is operational is important in modifying the conclusions any design or costing exercises. There 

should be contingency built in for covering actual needs based on an operational system. 

The current nominal 4 Mb connection at ICGLR appears to support email, skype and Internet 

browsing. The ICGLR communicated that they intend to get 8 Mb.  

Connectivity decisions may not be primarily a question of cost (sustainability and efficiency 

might weigh more). 

Requirement: Context-ITenvironment-100: The RDBMF requires robust and reliable Internet 

access, at the highest level available in Burundi that is within the ICGLR budget. 

6.1.2 Local servers vs. Cloud hosting 

A cloud-hosting solution here refers to a solution including all software components of the 

RDBMF - web server, database server, file server, data storage, backup, management of 

database, server and OS updating, etc. 

The alternative to cloud-hosting would be a local server installation. 

A cloud-hosting solution would be by far the most efficient and cheapest solution for the 

RDBMF. Costs of a cloud-hosting solution are difficult to specify, but could be on the order of 

USD 500/month.  

Final decisions on this question will be made by the ICGLR, PAC and the RDBMF 

implementation project. The Consultant offers a recommendation as support to that 

decision-making process. 
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Recommendation: Context-ITenvironment-200: The Consultant recommends a cloud-based 

solution for the RDBMF, encompassing all aspects - web server, database server, file server, 

data storage, backup, management of database, server and OS updating, etc. 

6.1.3 IT support at the ICGLR, for local servers scenario 

Any data-driven operation needs a robust IT support to ensure that various hardware 

(servers, workstations, Internet connections, LAN infrastructure peripherals, backup 

solutions, etc.) and software (OS for servers and workstations, antivirus, office suites, etc.) 

are running smoothly. This would presumably be the ICGLR secretariat’s IT staff, but could 

also include the support provided by IT consultants in Bujumbura.  

For a locally hosted RDBMF, the need for IT support is particularly important, since there 

would be a web server (probably), and the database running on a server, as well as critical 

backup needs. 

Requirement: Context-ITenvironment-300: The RDBMF implemented as a locally-hosted 

solution needs access to advanced IT support at the ICGLR Secretariat, with competence in 

maintaining applications servers, database software, web servers, etc. 

6.1.4 IT support to manage cloud-hosted RDBMF issues 

Although one of the main reasons for cloud-hosting is to remove the need for running 

sophisticated servers and software, there is still a need for robust IT support even with a 

cloud solution. All RDBMF staff need functioning computers, email and other standard 

software must be reliable, and there will probably considerable document management and 

other data tasks that will not be performed by the Member states, and regional tasks. 

Internet connectivity needs to be maintained, which requires interaction with Internet 

providers. Contact with the cloud-hosting company needs to be maintained to deal with 

issues that arise. 

Requirement: Context-ITenvironment-301: The RDBMF implemented as a cloud solution needs 

access to standard IT support at the ICGLR Secretariat, to keep a standard office environment 

operable. 
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7 Requirements Compilation 

The following compilation is an automatic listing of all paragraphs in this document with the 

style NormalReqSpec, in other words, all requirements. 

Requirement: DB-schema-100: The RDBMF should adopt the database schema presented in Detailed 
Specification and the PostgreSQL demo database, or a very close adaptation of the schema, and 
present reasons for any divergent modelling of the RCM processes and regional ICGLR tasks. ............ 4 

Recommendation: DB-schema-101: The RDBMF should be built using the prototype PostgreSQL 
database as a starting point. ................................................................................................................... 4 

Recommendation: DB-platform-100: Database solution should be RDBMS. ......................................... 5 

Requirement: DB-platform-101: The implementation project, if it does not agree with the 
recommendation for a RDBMS solution, should present arguments and reference database solutions, 
that support an alternative to standard RDBMS solutions. .................................................................... 5 

Requirement: DB-platform-200: Database solution should use free database software. ...................... 5 

Requirement: DB-platform-300: Database solution should have replication support. .......................... 5 

Requirement: DB-platform-400: Database solution should use widely-used software likely to be 
supported and have a user community for the minimum projected lifetime of the RDBMF. ................ 5 

Recommendation: DB-platform-500: Database should be PostgreSQL. ................................................ 5 

Requirement: DB-DBfullImplementation-100: The implementation project must develop a full RDBMS 
implementation of the model of RCM and ICGLR regional database provided by the design project, 
including a review and finalization of the prototype database, indexing, foreign key constraints, etc. 6 

Requirement: DB-dataVolume-100: The database platform and storage solution must accommodate, 
as a minimum, the cumulative data volume for major entities as follows:  50,000 actors (all 
companies, including mine site owners/operators, CoC actors, exporters), 10 years (10,000 active 
during any one year); 20,000 mine sites, 10 years; 500,000 lots (all types)/year => 5,000,000 lots, 10 
years; 4 CoC nodes/lot => 20,000,000 nodes, 10 years; 10 documents/lot=> 50,000,000 shipment 
documents, 10 years; 5 documents/mine site/year => 1,000,000 mine site documents, 10 years; 10 
documents/actor => 500,000 actor documents, 10 years. ..................................................................... 6 

Recommendation: DB_MSdatabases-100: The implementation project and ICGLR should ensure that 
the Member States are prepared to provide ICGLR data in “RDBMF-compatible” formats, that is, 
formats exactly corresponding to the data structure of the RDBMF, in order to facilitate data 
transfers and ensure their national data can be used at the regional level. The compatibility can be 
achieved by various methods, such as transformation of independent Member State database 
formats, or directly using a cloud-hosted RDBMF web application as their sole Member State 
database for all ICGLR data, or directly entering ICGLR data in a RDBMF cloud-hosted web 
application, or using a satellite RDBMF clone, or manually re-formatting their data to RDBMF-
compatible formats before sending to the ICGLR. .................................................................................. 7 

Recommendation: DB_MSdatabases-200: The implementation project and ICGLR should investigate 
whether Member States have independent databases covering all or part of ICGLR data (this project 
has performed a survey and this data is available), and if so, which strategy for transfer they intend 
to use, and if whether programmatic transformations of data from the independent databases to 
RDBMF-compatible formats is possible. ................................................................................................. 8 

Recommendation: DB_MSdatabases-300: If Member States want to use a satellite installation of the 
RDBMF, then the implementation project and the ICGLR should investigate the feasibility of this 
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approach in terms of replication support, procedures, capacity of relevant Member States to 
maintain a satellite installation, and all other aspects necessary to implement this solution. .............. 9 

Requirement: DB_misc_100: The RDBMF must capture submitted date and time with time zone. ..... 9 

Requirement: DB_misc_101: The RDBMF must use date or time as appropriate to the data field. ...... 9 

Requirement: DB_misc_102: The RDBMF must use Burundi time for internal (non-submitted) date or 
time fields. ............................................................................................................................................... 9 

Recommendation: DB_misc_200: The RDBMF must provide UI and LUT data content in English and 
French. ................................................................................................................................................... 10 

Recommendation: DB_misc_201:  The RDBMF must be able to switch between English and French UI.10 

Requirement: DB_misc_300: The RDBMF must contain up-to-date lists of administrative districts 
(political divisions) to populate the database table admin_district, for reach Member State. ............ 10 

Recommendation: DB_misc_301: The RDBMF should obtain a full set of hierarchic administrative 
divisions for each Member State, and enter correctly in the prototype database so as to enable 
navigation between levels. .................................................................................................................... 10 

Requirement: DBschemaMineSite-spatial-100: The RDBMF must support georeferencing for the mine 
site. 14 

Requirement: DBschemaMineSite-spatial-101: The RDBMF must permit registration of mine sites 
without any spatial information, if it is not available. .......................................................................... 14 

Requirement: DBschemaMineSite-spatial-200: The RDBMF must permit registration of mine sites 
with as a point with latitude and longitude WGS84 coordinates. ........................................................ 14 

Recommendation: DBschemaMineSite-spatial-201: The RDBMF should define the mine site 
coordinate fields as decimal degrees, with the numeric format 9,6, meaning 9 digits of which 6 are 
decimals. ................................................................................................................................................ 14 

Recommendation: DBschemaMineSite-spatial-300: The RDBMF should include a text-format polygon 
georeference field for the mine site, sufficiently large to capture large text-based representations of 
polygons. ............................................................................................................................................... 15 

Recommendation: DBschemaMineSite-spatial-400: The RDBMF should include a text-format field to 
indicate what the single location point represents within the mine site. ............................................ 15 

Requirement: DBschemaMineSite-spatial-500: The RDBMF must include a geodetic datum LUT for all 
geodetic datums in common use in the ICGLR, and a UTM zone LUT for all zones in the ICGLR, in 
order to correctly handle submitted Member State mining cadastre coordinates. ............................. 15 

Recommendation: DBschemaMineSite-spatial-501: The RDBMF must define attributes for mine site 
points to accommodate non-WGS 84 coordinates (submitted X, submitted Y, UTM zone, geodetic 
datum, EPSG code – EPSG code makes UTM zone and geodetic datum redundant but convenience 
dictates all are included). ...................................................................................................................... 16 

Recommendation: DBschemaMineSite-namesCodes-100: The RDBMF must include an attribute for 
recording a concise, unique, descriptive mine site code, generated by the system automatically that 
is unique in the RDBMF and useful in RDBMF queries.......................................................................... 17 

Requirement: DBschemaMineSite-namesCodes-101: The RDBMF must include an attribute for 
recording aliases for the mine site name in the RDBMF. ...................................................................... 17 

Requirement: DBschemaMineSite-namesCodes-102: The RDBMF must include an attribute for 
recording Member States’ own database internal serial ID. ................................................................ 17 
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Requirement: DBschemaMineSite-namesCodes-103: The RDBMF must include an attribute for 
recording Member State mining cadastre licensed operation, type of license. ................................... 18 

Requirement: Application-webAppFramework-100: The application must use a commonly used web 
application framework such as Ruby on Rails, PHP, Python and .Net, or comparable framework. ..... 52 

Requirement: Application-javascriptLibrary-100: The application must use a commonly used 
JavaScript library such as jQuery. .......................................................................................................... 52 

Requirement: Application-querying-100: The application must support common and useful standard 
queries by ICGLR staff, using user interface selection fields. The standard queries are to be defined by 
the implementation project in consultation with ICGLR staff. ............................................................. 53 

Recommendation: Application-querying-101: The application should support freely defined, read-
only (SELECT) queries for advanced users familiar with the database by ICGLR staff, either by 
installing a free administration interface (pgAdmin, phpMyAdmin, etc.), or by preparing an SQL query 
input field in the application. ................................................................................................................ 53 

Requirement: Application-RCMquery-101: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries for 
RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.1: with specification of one or more user-selected Exporters, one or more 
user-selected designated minerals, for a user-selected time period, for a user-selected time unit 
(months, years) aggregating Exports mineral weight and Purchases mineral weight for those criteria;  
and presenting grouped output by Exporter, time unit, mineral.  If the selected mineral is gold, there 
must be a “gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” user selection. ...................................................... 54 

Requirement: UI-RCMquery-101: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries with a UI page 
for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.1: with a multi-selection Exporter field, a multi-selection Minerals field, 
time period selection fields, time unit reporting field (months, years), and for mineral gold a “gold by 
g/t or refined gold by percent” selection;  and presenting tabular output of SQL or programmed 
results highlighting comparison of aggregated purchased lot and exported lot mineral content 
(weight) calculated from lot weight and grade data, grouped by Exporter, mineral and time unit. 
Normal export formats (XLS/CVS/XML, PDF) should be available. ....................................................... 54 

Requirement: Application-RCMquery-102: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries for 
RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.2: with specification of one or more user-selected Traders, one or more user-
selected designated minerals, for a user-selected time period, for a user-selected time unit (months, 
years) aggregating Sales mineral weight and Purchases mineral weight for those criteria;  and 
presenting grouped output by Trader, time unit, mineral.  If the selected mineral is gold, there must 
be a “gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” user selection. ............................................................... 54 

Requirement: UI-RCMquery-102: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries with a UI page 
for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.2: with a multi-selection Trader field, a multi-selection Minerals field, time 
period selection fields, time unit reporting field (months, years), and for mineral gold a “gold by g/t 
or refined gold by percent” selection;  and presenting tabular output of SQL or programmed results 
highlighting comparison of aggregated purchased lot and sold lot mineral content (weight) calculated 
from lot weight and grade data, grouped by Trader, mineral and time unit. Normal export formats 
(XLS/CVS/XML, PDF) should be available. ............................................................................................. 54 

Requirement: Application-RCMquery-103: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries for 
RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.3: with specification of one user-selected Mine site, one or more user-
selected designated minerals, for a user-selected time period, for a user-selected time unit (months, 
years), aggregating mine site lot mineral weight for those criteria, and calculating a production or 
productive capacity (according to user selection, and assuming data is available) for the selected 
mine site, for the selected time period, based on averaging or another reasonable mapping of 
production or productive capacity (mineral content, i.e. weight, by time period)  to the selected time 
period;  and presenting the output comparison grouped by mineral.  If the selected mineral is gold, 
there must be a “gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” user selection. ............................................ 55 
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Requirement: UI-RCMquery-103: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries with a UI page 
for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.3: with a Mine site selection field, a multi-selection Minerals field, time 
period selection fields, time unit reporting field (months, years), field for selection of production or 
productive capacity or both, and for mineral gold a “gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” selection;  
and presenting tabular output of SQL or programmed results highlighting comparison of aggregated 
mine site lot mineral content (weight) calculated from lot weight and grade data, with production or 
productive capacity calculated by averaging or other reasonable mapping of such data to the 
selected period, grouped by mineral and time unit.  If no production or productive capacity data is 
available for the selected mine site, the UI page must indicate this. Normal export formats 
(XLS/CVS/XML, PDF) should be available. ............................................................................................. 55 

Requirement: Application-RCMquery-104: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries for 
RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.4: with specification of one or more user-selected designated minerals, for a 
user-selected time period (during which mine site and exporter lot shipping dates are the basis for 
inclusion in the comparison), for a user-selected time unit (months, years);  aggregating region-wide 
mine site lot mineral content (weight) data for those criteria, and aggregating region-wide export lot 
mineral content (weight); and presenting grouped output by selected time unit, mineral.  If the 
selected mineral is gold, there must be a “gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” user selection. .... 57 

Requirement: UI-RCMquery-104: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries with a UI page 
for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.4: with a multi-selection Minerals field, time period selection fields, time 
unit reporting field (months, years) and for mineral gold a “gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” 
selection;  and presenting tabular output of SQL or programmed results highlighting comparison of 
aggregated region-wide mine site lot mineral content (weight) calculated from lot weight and grade 
data, for mine site lots with shipped date in the selected time period, with export lots with shipped 
date in the same time period, grouped by time unit, mineral. Normal export formats (XLS/CVS/XML, 
PDF) should be available. ...................................................................................................................... 57 

Requirement: Application-RCMquery-105: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries for 
RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.5: with specification of one or more user-selected countries, districts, or 
coordinate bounding rectangles (minimum and maximum latitude and longitude), one or more user-
selected designated minerals, the most recent inspection data (inspection date, production type, 
owner, operator), for a user-selected time period (during which mine site sealed or shipped dates are 
the basis for inclusion in the comparison), for a user-selected time unit (months, years);  aggregating 
mine site lot mineral content (weight) data for those criteria, and calculating a production or 
productive capacity (according to user selection, and assuming data is available) for the selected 
mine sites, for the selected time period, based on averaging or another reasonable mapping of 
production or productive capacity (mineral content, i.e. weight, by time period) to the selected time 
period;  and presenting grouped output by selected time unit, mineral.  If the selected mineral is 
gold, there must be a “gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” user selection.  The selection page 
should allow multiple simultaneous criteria (Boolean AND operator), as well as building up a 
cumulative selection (Boolean OR operator, SQL UNION operator). ................................................... 58 

Requirement: UI-RCMquery-105: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries with a UI page 
for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.5: with multi-selection Country, District, coordinate bounding rectangle 
(minimum and maximum latitude and longitude) fields, a multi-selection Minerals field, selection 
fields for the most recent inspection data (inspection date, production type, owner, operator), time 
period selection fields, time unit reporting field (months, years), field for selection of production or 
productive capacity or both, and for mineral gold a “gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” selection, 
field for selection of production or productive capacity or both, and for mineral gold a “gold by g/t or 
refined gold by percent” selection;  and presenting tabular output of SQL or programmed results 
highlighting comparison of aggregated mine site lot mineral content (weight) calculated from lot 
weight and grade data, with production or productive capacity calculated by averaging or other 
reasonable mapping of such data to the selected period, and grouped by mineral and time unit.  If no 
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production or productive capacity data is available for the selected mine site, the UI page must 
indicate this. The user must be able to apply multiple simultaneous criteria (Boolean AND operator), 
as well as build up a cumulative selection (Boolean OR operator, SQL UNION operator). Normal 
export formats (XLS/CVS/XML, PDF) should be available. .................................................................... 58 

Requirement: Application-RCMquery-106: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries for 
RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.6: with specification of one or more user-selected Exporters, one or more 
user-selected designated minerals, for a user-selected time period (during which exporter lot 
shipping dates are the basis for inclusion in the comparison), for a user-selected time unit (months, 
years);  tracing the chain of custody back from export lots meeting those criteria to the constituent 
mine site lots, aggregating the mine site lot mineral content (weight) data;  and presenting output 
grouped by Exporter, selected time unit, mineral.  If the selected mineral is gold, there must be a 
“gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” user selection. ....................................................................... 59 

Requirement: UI-RCMquery-106: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries with a UI page 
for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.6: with a multi-selection Exporters field, a multi-selection Minerals field, 
time period selection fields, time unit reporting field (months, years) and for mineral gold a “gold by 
g/t or refined gold by percent” selection;  and presenting tabular output of SQL or programmed 
results highlighting aggregated mine site lot mineral content (weight) calculated from lot weight and 
grade data, for constituent mine site lots of the export lots with shipped date in the selected time 
period, grouped by Exporter, time unit, mineral. Normal export formats (XLS/CVS/XML, PDF) should 
be available. .......................................................................................................................................... 59 

Requirement: Application-RCMquery-107: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries for 
RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.7: with specification of one or more user-selected countries OR one or more 
districts, one or more user-selected designated minerals, for a user-selected time period (during 
which mine site lot shipping dates are the basis for inclusion in the query), for a user-selected time 
unit (months, years);  listing each mine site lot and aggregating the mine site’s total mine site lot 
mineral content (weight) data for the selected period of time;  and presenting output grouped by 
country OR district, mine site, selected time unit, mineral.  If the selected mineral is gold, there must 
be a “gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” user selection. ............................................................... 60 

Requirement: UI-RCMquery-107: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries with a UI page 
for RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.7: with multi-selection Country and District fields, a multi-selection 
Minerals field, time period selection fields, time unit reporting field (months, years) and for mineral 
gold a “gold by g/t or refined gold by percent” selection;  and presenting tabular output of SQL or 
programmed results highlighting aggregated mine site lot mineral content (weight) calculated from 
lot weight and grade data, for each mine site lot with shipped date in the selected time period and 
meeting country OR district criteria, grouped by mine site, country OR district, time unit, mineral. 
Normal export formats (XLS/CVS/XML, PDF) should be available. ....................................................... 60 

Requirement: Application-RCMquery-108: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries for 
RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.8: with the provision of a customized SQL interface, or the inclusion of a 
database management tool that supports free SQL queries, such as phpMyAdmin or pgAdmin, with 
appropriate safeguards to make queries read-only. ............................................................................. 61 

Requirement: UI-RCMquery-108: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries according to 
RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.8: with a UI page for a customized SQL interface, unless the ability to make 
free SQL queries is assigned to a database management tool, such as phpMyAdmin or pgAdmin. 
Normal export formats (XLS/CVS/XML, PDF) should be available. ....................................................... 61 

Requirement: Application-RCMquery-109: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries for 
RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.9: with specification of one user-selected countries OR one or more districts, 
one or more user-selected designated minerals, for a user-selected time period (during which lot 
shipping dates are the basis for inclusion in the query), for a user-selected time unit (months, years);  
listing each CoC actor, that is, taxpaying mine owner, trader, processor, exporter, etc., and the 
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content of the lot_revenue_data field for each lot with that data (with lots included based on 
shipping date according to the selected time period);  and presenting output for one selected country 
or grouped by selected district, CoC actor, selected time unit, mineral.  Requirement: UI-RCMquery-
109: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries according to RCM Manual Appx. 7.3.9: with 
a Country selection field, and a multi-selection District field, a multi-selection Minerals field, time 
period selection fields, time unit reporting field (months, years);  and presenting tabular output of 
SQL or programmed results listing the content of the lot_revenue_data field for each lot with 
shipping date in the selected time period and country, grouped by CoC actor, district, time unit, 
mineral.  Normal export formats (XLS/CVS/XML, PDF) should be available. ........................................ 62 

Requirement: Application-RCMquery-114: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries for 
RCM Manual Appx. 7.4: with the provision of a customized SQL interface, or the inclusion of a 
database management tool that supports free SQL queries, such as phpMyAdmin or pgAdmin, with 
appropriate safeguards to make queries read-only. ............................................................................. 63 

Requirement: UI-RCMquery-114: The RDBMF must support the generation of queries according to 
RCM Manual Appx. 7.4: with a UI page for a customized SQL interface, unless the ability to make free 
SQL queries is assigned to a database management tool, such as phpMyAdmin or pgAdmin. ........... 63 

Recommendation: Application-RCMquery-115: Despite the suggestion of RCM Manual Appx. 7.5, 
changes to the data structure of the RDBMF should not be contemplated after the finalization of the 
implementation project, unless adequate database and application IT development resources are 
available and funded, Member States have been informed and accepted the changes, and an 
independent IT consultant has analyzed the proposed changes and evaluated if they are necessary 
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and grade, and a list of upstream lots, if any, which are sources of the lot in question, back to the 
source mine site lots. ............................................................................................................................ 66 
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access. ................................................................................................................................................... 70 
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this feature in the development budget. .............................................................................................. 70 
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the application with a User Manual. ..................................................................................................... 70 
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manually. ............................................................................................................................................... 71 
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Requirement: UI-deletion-103: The RDBMF must log the deletion as an event in the general log, with 
reference to the deleted record. ........................................................................................................... 71 
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PDF formats. .......................................................................................................................................... 72 
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Requirement: UI-MSportal-100: The RDBMF must have a portal for each Member State that is only 
accessible to authorized Member State staff, and that only displays data for that particular Member 
State. The portal is displayed on successful login of a user with an authorization for that particular 
Member State. ...................................................................................................................................... 73 

Requirement: UI-MSportal-101: Regional level look-up tables called *_type, *_status, and country, 
geodetic_datum, utm_zone, mineral, coc_organization, inspection_certification_org are not to be 
accessible to Member State users for adding, editing or deleting. ...................................................... 73 

Requirement: UI-MSportalMineSite-100: The RDBMF UI must include a Mine site data input page (as 
tabs or other comparable UI format) with fields corresponding to the “Mine sites (new)”, “Mine site 
inspections (new)”, “Mine site certifications (new)” and “Mine site associations (new)” sheets in the 
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relevant fields. The page should include a control to delete a mine site record, with applicable 
deletion privileges and confirmation. ................................................................................................... 76 

Requirement: UI-MSportalMineSite-400: The RDBMF should have a web application page in the 
Member State portal for registering a new mine site investigation and editing existing ones, on a 
record-by-record basis, with fields as described in the Detailed Specification. The page should include 
a control to delete a mine site inspection record, with applicable deletion privileges and 
confirmation. ......................................................................................................................................... 76 
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Requirement: UI-MSportalMineSite-500: The RDBMF should have a web application page in the 
Member State portal for registering a new mine site certification and editing existing ones, on a 
record-by-record basis, with fields as described in the Detailed Specification. The page should include 
a control to delete the record, with applicable deletion privileges and confirmation. ........................ 77 
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a control to delete the association record, with applicable deletion privileges and confirmation. ..... 77 
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the file should occur at the application level before writing data to the database. ............................. 78 

Conditional Requirement: UI-MSportalMineSite-701: The RDBMF UI should include a page for 
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sheets in the Excel CoC template prepared by the Consultant, as one CoC dataset input method. .... 79 
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Terms and Acronyms 

* denotes terms coined for or specific to the current project 

Term Acronym Definition or note 

Centre d'Evaluation, d'Expertise et de 
Certification des substances minérales 
précieuses et semi-précieuses (Center 
for Evaluation, Expertise and 
Certification of precious and semi-
precious minerals) 

CEEC Minerals export certification body in the DRC, 
responsible for ICGLR Exporter, exports and some CoC 
data. Assigned responsibility to transfer data to the 
ICGLR. 

Chain of Custody CoC  

CoC dataset *  RCM datasets concerned with the CoC, including lots, 
CoC actors, CoC nodes, lot-to-lot associations (for 
example, combination of lots), node-to-node links 
(links in the CoC), CoC actors, that is miners, traders, 
processors, exporters, etc. Note that mine sites are 
part of the Mine site dataset, although they are crucial 
to the CoC dataset as well. 

Commission de Certification COCERTI Structure within the Cabinet of the Minister of Mines 
in the DRC managing the mine site dataset, including 
mine inspection data, is kept by COCERTI. 

data transfer templates *  Excel files prepared by the Consultant in this project 
for Member States or RDBMF staff to use in 
formatting data in RDBMF-compatible format. 

Division des Mines  DRC mining administration at the provincial level, 
reporting to the Secrétariat Général des Mines. 

Estelle Levin Ltd. ELL Partner in the ICGLR Mineral Tracking Database 
project funded by IMPACT. 

Exporter dataset *  RCM datasets concerned with Exporters, primarily 
Exporter investigations (audits), but also investigations 
of other CoC actors, if that is included in an Exporter 
investigation. Note that export lots are covered in the 
CoC dataset, as part of the CoC, and exporters 
themselves are CoC actors, and so are covered in that 
dataset. 

implementation project *  The project that will follow the current ICGLR Mineral 
Tracking Database (focused on design), that will be 
tasked with implementation of the RDBMF, and 
presumably solutions for Member State data transfer 
to the RDBMF. 

International Conference on the Great 
Lakes Region 

ICGLR  

International Peace Information 
Service 

IPIS Partner in the ICGLR Mineral Tracking Database 
project funded by IMPACT. 

Member States  The signatory states of the ICGLR. 

Member State designated ICGLR 
authority * 

 The single authority at the Member State serving as 
the counterpart of ICGLR staff who run the RDBMF, 
and responsible for all data transfer and contact 
concerning data transfer issues. 

Mine site dataset *  RCM datasets concerned with the mine site, including 
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mine site, mine site inspection, mine site certification, 
and links between mine sites (name changes, 
combination, etc.). 

RCM dataset *  Any dataset defined or implied by the RCM Manual 
and its Appendices, or other ICGLR documents, which 
aim to capture mine site certification, mineral tracking 
and exporter certification. 

RCM data transfer task *  Keeping the ICGLR Secretariat and its Regional 
Database of Minerals Flows fully and promptly 
updated regarding all ICGLR-relevant mine site 
inspection and certification data, chain of custody 
data, and export certification data that is or should be 
in the possession of the Member State. 

Regional Certification Mechanism RCM The ICGLR’s system for “exploitation, monitoring and 
verification of natural resources within the Great 
Lakes Region” (RCM Manual). 

Regional Database of Mineral Flows * RDBMF The database to be implemented and run by the 
regional level of the ICGLR, consisting of datasets 
forwarded from Member States, and intending to 
support regional-level minerals tracking data queries 
and reports performed by the ICGLR. Also referred to 
as “the Regional Database”. 

Relational Database Management 
System 

RDBMS Standard database solution using a table-based and 
strictly defined data format, recommended for the 
RDBMF. 

RDBMF-compatible format *  Mine site, CoC mineral tracking and Exporter data, 
formatted in Excel or a relational database, so that 
fields and structure are compatible with the RDBMF, 
and import to the RDBMF can be automatic or at least 
very much expedited. 

Standard Operating Procedure SOP  

Service d'Assistance et d'Encadrement 
du Small Scale Mining ou Production 
Minière à Petite Echelle 

SAESSCAM DRC organ tasked with promotion and regulation of 
ASM. It registers mine site lots, which it is supposed to 
transfer to CEEC, who then transfers all CoC data to 
ICGLR. Mine site data, as part of the Mine site dataset, 
including mine inspection data, is kept by COCERTI. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 This document 
This document is created for the ELL-IPIS project “Regional Database of Mineral Flows” for 

the ICGLR, funded by IMPACT, in September 2016. It presents a proposal for procedures for 

transfer of data from the Member States to the ICGLR Regional Database of Mineral Flows 

(RDBMF). 

The document includes a presentation of key design aspects of the RDBMF that affect data 

transfers (Chapter 2, RDBMF Overview), a closer look at various Data Transfer Methods, 

Chapter 3, examples of a Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) that could be adapted by the 

Member States (Chapter 4, Data Transfer SOP, Mine Site, CoC and Certificate Data and Data 

Transfer SOP, Exporter Certification, and Implementation of the RDBMF Data Transfers 

(Chapter 6). 

1.2 Intended audience 
This document is intended for: 

1. ICGLR staff. 
2. Member States ICGLR staff. 
3. Third Party Auditors or other parties carrying out Exporter certification. 
4. The implementing consultant who will implement the RDBMF, as a downstream project 

in relation to this project, since Member State data transfer issues are an important part 
of the RDBMF application. 

5. Other consultants, stakeholders and donors involved with supporting the RDBMF in the 
future. 

1.3 Data transfer in the ToR 
This project’s ToR mentions: 

Objective 8: “Provide support to Member States to develop technical operational procedures 

for transmitting Member State data to the Regional Database on a regular (monthly) basis, 

using either the national portion of the Regional Database or a 3rd party system.” 

1.4 References 

 ICGLR RCM Manual (ICGLR Certification Manual Final Nov 2011En.pdf)  - “the [RCM] 
Manual”. 

 ICGLR RCM Manual Appendices (ICGLR Appendices to Certification Manual FINALEN Nov 
2011.pdf) - “the [RCM Manual] Appendices”. 

 The project ToR (ICGLR TOR phase 1_Final 1.pdf) - “the ELL-IPIS ToR” 

 The ELL-IPIS Proposal (20160415_Regional Database of Mineral Flows_final.pdf) – “the 
ELL-IPIS Proposal” 

 Amendments to Proposal (20160531_Amendments to ICGLR Mineral Tracking Database 
Proposal_final.pdf) – “the ELL-IPIS amendments” 

 ELL-IPIS “High-Level Requirements Definition for the ICGLR Regional Mineral Tracking 
Database”, August 12, 2016 – “the High-Level Requirements” 

 ELL-IPIS Detailed Requirements Specification for the Regional Database of Minerals Flows 
(RDBMF), to be delivered 29 Oct, 2016 – “the Detailed Requirements”. 
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1.5 Related deliverables 
The Consultant has prepared Excel templates intended for Member States to prepare data 

transfers, for mine site and CoC datasets. These examples are formatted for Rwanda, as an 

example. There is also an Excel template for Member States to prepare Exporter certification 

datasets. These are part of the Data Transfer Procedures deliverable, and are intended to be 

used by the ICGLR, Member States and Third Party Auditors as is, or after modification. The 

versions are marked by the dat YYYYMMDD in the filename. 

 ICGLR-MemberState-MineSites-Rwanda-template_YYYYMMDD.xlsx 

 ICGLR-MemberState-CoC-Rwanda-template_YYYYMMDD.xlsx 

 ICGLR-Exporter-template_YYYYMMDD.xlsx 
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2 RDBMF Overview 

This chapter presents the architecture of the Regional Mineral Tracking Database (RDBMF) as 

it relates to the transfer of data from the Member States. 

2.1 Scope of RDBMF data 

2.1.1 RCM Manual and Appendices, mine site and exporter data 

The scope of data dealt with by the RDBMF is primarily set by the ICGLR Regional Certification 

Mechanism (RCM) Certification Manual and Appendices, for the mine site and exporter 

datasets. The Appendices, in particular, contains a list of required attributes for these 

datasets. The RDBMF incorporates all these attributes. There are minor changes in how some 

attributes are represented, mostly caused by following a correct relational database design. A 

small number of additional attributes are introduced to make the RDBMF more useful and 

sustainable. 

The proposed data structure for the RDBMF can be seen in the the Detailed Requirements, to 

be delivered 29 October, 2016, and in the demo database in PostgreSQL, to be delivered at 

the same time. 

2.1.2 “RCM dataset” 

For the purposes of discussing datasets, we use the term “RCM dataset” to indicate data 

defined in the RDBMF, which Member States are expected to forward to the ICGLR. The RCM 

datasets can be divided into the mine site dataset, the CoC dataset and the Exporter dataset. 

2.1.3 Mine site dataset 

It is clear that Member States have an interest, and often an obligation, to manage a much 

more comprehensive mine site dataset than the restricted RCM dataset on which the ICGLR 

focuses. The Member State will typically also have several databases or at least datasets 

dealing with this data, for example mining cadastres, mining inspection datasets, mining 

revenue datasets at the mining and financial and/or tax authorities, etc.  

The Member State is thus faced with the problem of redundant mine site data management 

systems, if it takes on the task of managing ICGLR mine site data. Ultimately, only the 

Member State can devise a solution to this problem. Whatever solution is devised, it is clear 

that there will be a certain amount of data transfer and formatting within and between the 

Member State systems, in order to obtain and correctly format the RCM mine site dataset in 

preparation for transfer to the RDBMF. The Member State should plan accordingly. 

A mine site data template in Excel has been prepared by the Consultant, which is intended to 

support the Member State in compiling mine site data in an RDBMF-compatible format. 

2.1.4 CoC datasets 

The RCM Manual and Appendices do not specify a full data structure for Chain of Custody 

(CoC) data. Attributes for Mine site and Exporter lots are specified, but a data specification 

for data for intermediate actors along the chain is not given.  

The lack of a complete data model for CoC data in the RCM Manual and Appendices, and 

additionally the need to include data from any and all CoC system approved by the ICGLR, led 
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the Consultant to devise a generic data model for CoC data. This model is presented in the 

Detailed Requirements. 

The intention of the ICGLR is that CoC data is forwarded from all CoC actors and organizations 

to the Member State, and then from the Member State to the RDBMF. This means that the 

Member State will need to format CoC data in a manner that conforms to the RDBMF generic 

data structure. Alternatively, the Member State could require CoC actors and organizations to 

format their data in this manner before forwarding to the Member State. 

A CoC data template in Excel has been prepared by the Consultant. The template is intended 

to support the Member State in compiling CoC data in an RDBMF-compatible format. 

2.1.5 Certificate dataset 

Certificates for export lots involve some additional data beyond the basic lot data that is 

captured in the CoC dataset, such as the Certificate code and validity period. The Certificate 

data refers to lots, and is therefore included in the CoC data template in Excel, where new lot 

data is already compiled. 

2.1.6 Exporter datasets  

The RCM Manual handles Exporters as a separate entity with their own database. In fact, 

Exporters are a special case of Chain of Custody (CoC) actors, who handle the last step in the 

chain, the export. Their treatment in the RDBMF and in transfer procedures also is closely 

connected with the rest of the RDBMF – for example, the lots they export are related to 

component lots that are part of the CoC data, and the export lots themselves are defined as 

lots in the CoC. The transfer of data on export lots and Exporters is thus covered in the 

transfer of CoC data.  

That leaves the data on Exporter certification. In fact, no specification of discrete data items 

suitable for storage in a database is given in the RCM Manual and Appendices. The auditing 

process is discussed in detail, but is expected to be quite variable. Audit results are to be 

submitted as reports.  

In the RDBMF, it is recommended that there be a robust solution for document storage, and 

relating documents to entities. If this solution is implemented, audit reports can be stored 

and related to specific investigations of Exporters.  

The Exporter data and Excel templates are quite simple, simply capturing the Exporter, Third-

party Auditor, date the investigation, and changes in the certification status. All other data 

appears as CoC data or in reports that are linked to the investigation record. The Export 

Certificate appears in the RDBMF as an attribute (the certificate code) of the export lot, and 

also as a registration of the physical certificate in the certificate entity, which is referenced by 

a digital copy of the certificate document in the document archive. 

2.2 The data transfer task 

2.2.1 Definition 

The “RCM data transfer task” can be defined as “keeping the ICGLR Secretariat and its 

Regional Mineral Flows Database fully and promptly updated regarding all ICGLR-relevant 

mine site inspection and certification data, chain of custody data, and export certification 

data that is or should be in the possession of the Member State or the Third-party Auditor”. 
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2.2.2 Data transfer in the RCM Manual 

2.2.2.1 Mine site data 

“Each Member State shall … 

3.11 Share the contents and results of these yearly mine site inspections with the ICGLR 

Secretariat as they occur, on a regular and timely basis.  

3.13 Share the database of mine sites and their status (Certified/Un-certified/Yellow Flagged) 

with the ICGLR Secretariat on a regular and timely basis. In particular, where a mine site has 

been declared Un-certified (Red Flagged), the Member State shall inform the ICGLR 

Secretariat of the mine site’s Un-certified (Red Flagged) status no later than seven days after 

the change in status.” 

2.2.2.2 Chain of Custody data 

“4. Chain of Custody Tracking within Member States 

Member States must retain ownership of all the data generated by the chain of custody 

system, and transfer without restriction and in a timely manner to the ICGLR any and all such 

data (i.e. on mineral purchases, sales, shipments) as the ICGLR Secretariat may request.” 

2.2.2.3 Export certificates 

“Each Member State shall … 

5.3 Share all information regarding exports of Designated Minerals and Certificates and their 

issuance as may be required and requested by the ICGLR Secretariat for use in its Regional 

Mineral Tracking Database, in a regular and timely manner.” 

2.2.3 Data transfer from Third Party Auditors in the RCM 

There is an expectation that data on mine site follow-up investigations by Third Party 

Auditors is forwarded to the Member state and the ICGLR. This data would presumably use 

the same data format as the Member State’s normal mine site inspection. 

 “Independent Third Party Auditors: 3.25 Shall, when carrying out audits of exporters, 

processors and traders, evaluate some selected portion of the mine sites from which the 

exported, processed and traded minerals originated, according to the criteria and methods of 

Appendix 3b: Standards and Procedures for Inspecting and Certifying Mine Sites. Where a 

Third Party auditor finds that a mine site shows a Red Flag or Yellow Flag, the auditor shall 

report that mine site as Un-certified or Yellow Flagged to the Member State government and 

to the ICGLR Secretariat.” 

There is likewise an expectation that data from Exporter audits by Third Party Auditors should 

be transferred to the Exporter and the ICGLR, but apparently not the Member State, see the 

RCM Manual Appendix 8c: Standards and Procedures for Third Party Audits:  

“10. Reporting 

i. The Auditor shall submit an Audit Report within 30 days of completing the field research. 

ii. The report shall be submitted simultaneously to the ICGLR Audit Committee and to the 

Exporter. 

iii. The auditor shall keep all field notes (spreadsheets, checklists, photos) for a period of five 

years. 
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i. The Auditor may structure the Audit report as it may deem logical and appropriate. 

Whatever structure is chosen, the elements listed above in Section III (Overall Audit 

Methodology) shall be present in the Audit report, along with the elements listed below in 

Section IV and Section V.” 

2.2.4 Transfer frequency references in the RCM Manual 

Frequency of data transfers referred to in the RCM Manual: 

 Appendices: 4a. Standard for Industrial Mining “All actors in the mineral chain, including 
but not limited to mine operators, traders, processors and smelters shall: … 10. Transmit 
their data (except for pricing data) and records to the ICGLR Secretariat on a monthly 
basis, or as required by the ICGLR Secretariat”. 

 Appendices: 4a. Standard for Industrial Mining: “Furthermore, the mine operator shall: 
…21. Transmit their record of purchases, acquisitions and sales, as described in 
paragraphs 14 (domestic outgoing lots), 16 (external purchases) and 20 (outgoing mixed 
lots) to the member state government and ICGLR Secretariat on a monthly basis, or as 
required by the ICGLR Secretariat”. 

 Appendices: 4a. Standard for Industrial Mining: “Furthermore, the comptoir, processor or 
smelter shall: … 38. Transmit their record of purchases, processing and domestic sales, as 
described in paragraphs 27(purchases), 31-31 (processing), 34(domestic sales) to the 
ICGLR Secretariat and the Member State government on a monthly basis, or as required 
by the ICGLR Secretariat”. 

 Appendices: 4b. Standard for Artisanal Mining: “All actors in the mineral chain, including 
but not limited to diggers, artisanal mine bosses and mine operators, field traders, 
comptoirs and buyers, processors and smelters shall: … 10. Transmit their data (except for 
pricing data) and records to the ICGLR Secretariat on a monthly basis, or as required by 
the ICGLR Secretariat”. 

 Appendices: 4b. Standard for Artisanal Mining: “Furthermore, the Member State 
Government or its designate shall: 22. Transmit the collated information [artisanal mining 
data in 4b.] to the ICGLR Secretariat on a monthly basis, or as required by the ICGLR 
Secretariat. 

2.2.5 Transfer frequency discussion 

Clearly, what is envisioned in the Manual is a system where data is forwarded on a monthly 

basis, in two tiers: a) from the field to the designated Member State ICGLR authority, and b) 

from the designated authority to the RDBMF in Bujumbura. 

Furthermore, the RCM manual chapter 7. “Regional Mineral Tracking via an ICGLR database” 

specifies a set of standard queries to be performed on the data, and reports extracted from 

the data, which are the main reason for having the RDBMF, and presumably will represent 

the bulk of activities at the ICGLR level. In order for these data queries to fulfil the 

expectations placed on the ICGLR, the data must be relatively up-to-date. A frequency of 

approximately monthly data transfers from the Member States seems to be a general 

expectation in the Manual, in order to support these queries and reports.  

Likewise, the role the ICGLR will play in fielding specific questions from minerals importers 

and auditors regarding mine site statuses, also implies something like a monthly data transfer 

frequency, if the system is to be responsive to these questions. 
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Governments and traceability providers have indicated their preference for a quarterly 

transfer frequency. However, for reasons given above, the Consultant’s recommendation is 

for a regular, monthly data transfer.  

2.3 RDBMF database/server solutions – implications for data transfer 

2.3.1 Current Consultant recommendation 

The current recommendation by the Consultant is that the RDBMF should be implemented as 

a web-based application interacting with the database, all running in a cloud-based hosting 

environment, with Member States uploading or entering their own data directly to the 

RDBMF. It is not certain at this time if this recommended solution is acceptable to the ICGLR 

or Member States. 

The alternative to a web-based application would be a desktop application. The alternative to 

a cloud-based hosting would be a database/server solution running locally at the ICGLR 

Secretariat in Bujumbura, which could then be accessed locally, or globally, via the Internet, if 

the ICGLR included an outward-facing web server or database access in the solution. 

Considering the expectations that the RDBMF will permit public access to data, the most 

efficient and cheapest solution for the RDBMF would be the recommended cloud-based 

hosting. Final decisions on the database/server solution will be made by the ICGLR, IMPACT 

and the RDBMF implementation project. 

2.3.2 Data transfer models 

The data transfer solution that is ultimately chosen affects the question of data transfer. The 

following models can be identified: 

 Data transfer model A: Member State have direct access to the RDBMF. There are 
several variants, depending on location of the database (cloud or ICGLR) and type of 
application (web or desktop): 

o A.1. “Cloud-based database, web application” offers Member States the best access – 
all they need is fairly good Internet access and a web browser. Recommended. 

o A.2. “ICGLR-based database, web application” would require a web server and 
considerable bandwidth at the ICGLR in Bujumbura, and issues of general Internet 
reliability in Burundi must also be considered. In principle this would allow Member 
State access, but with much lower reliability. Not recommended. 

o A.3. “Cloud-based database, desktop application” would require installation and 
maintenance for desktop applications at Member States. Furthermore, the cloud-
hosted database would require some kind of direct access to the database on the 
cloud-based host, which such hosts might not allow. Not recommended. 

o A.4. “ICGLR-based database, desktop application” combines all the disadvantages of 
the two solutions immediately above (need for large bandwidth in Bujumbura, need 
for direct access to database in Bujumbura). Not recommended. 

 Data transfer model B: The Member State does not have direct access to the RDBMF.  
Any solution that does not allow direct Member State access and data management 
implies a very considerable data operation at the ICGLR, to receive Member State data 
transfers and to enter or import them in the database. Adoption of this model would 
require to the ICGLR to set up a large-scale clerical operation. Not recommended. 

 Data transfer model C: The Member State runs a satellite installation of the RDBMF.  
A satellite installation of the RDBMF would require that advanced replication or 
synchronization techniques be built in to the RDBMF design, and that sufficient 
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bandwidth is available for replication actions. Whether this approach is feasible should be 
investigated by the RDBMF implementation project, since it depends on the RDBMS 
selected for the RDBMF. It implies that Member States would need funding, staff capacity 
and infrastructure to run the RDBMF satellite locally. The task of preparing and 
formatting raw RCM and CoC datasets for entry into the satellite RDBMF still remains 
with this model.  
Transfer would in this case be a question of replication operations performed in both 
directions. 
The Consultant sees model A.1 as a better alternative based on information available at 
this time.  
Note that a Member State minerals tracking database that is not a satellite installation of 
the RDBMF, even a sophisticated one like the CEEC database in the DRC, cannot function 
as a satellite – there would still need to be internal data transfer from the Member State 
database to the RDBMF satellite, whether via Excel or a specially programmed 
transformation done at the database level (SQL or XML solutions to export and import).   

The choice of transfer model will ultimately depend on RDBMF IT architecture decisions to be 

made by the ICGLR, willingness of the ICGLR to set up a clerical data entry operation, 

resources available at the Member States, and willingness of the Member States to adapt 

their ICGLR activities to the needs of the regional ICGLR mission. 
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3 Data Transfer Methods 

This chapter addresses a number of issues that both the ICGLR and Member States need to 

consider carefully when designing the data transfer process, and later during execution of the 

transfers.  

The chapter focuses on the transfer for Member States, as this is by far the majority of the 

data to be transferred that is suitable for storage in a database, but the Third Party Auditors 

also need to transfer data on Exporter inspections and determinations of certification status, 

as well as upload all documents comprising their reports, if that material is going to be 

available for use by the ICGLR. In terms of the discussions transfer methods, “Member 

States” can be taken to mean “Member States and Third Party Auditors”. 

3.1 Data transfer using Excel templates 

3.1.1 Excel templates - description 

The Consultant has prepared data transfer preparation templates in Excel that approximate 

the data structure of the RDBMF and can be filled with data that is copied and pasted or 

transcribed from original sources.  

There are separate templates for the mine site dataset (mine sites, mine site inspections, 

mine site certifications), CoC dataset capturing data from traceability providers (CoC lots, 

actors and nodes), and Exporter certification dataset. 

The templates should be maintained by RDBMF staff, with frequent updates prepared from 

the database and sent to Member States, as described below in section 3.5.1 Preparing up-

to-date look-up table or reference data. 

3.1.2 Using Excel templates according to data transfer models 

1. Data transfer model A. Even if Member States adopt transfer model A (direct upload or 
entry online in the RDBMF), they will still might want to put original data into an RDBMF-
compatible format that facilitates the upload or entry. The original sources, digital or 
hard-copy, from Member State authorities or third-party traceability providers, are 
unlikely to be compatible with RDBMF data structures. The RDBMF data structure is well-
formed in terms of design of a relational database, but is not always intuitive for 
someone tasked with transferring “flat file” original data to the RDBMF or an RMDB-
compatible format. 

2. Data transfer model B. For data transfer model B (ICGLR regional staff enter data sent by 
Member States), it is assumed that Excel templates structured according to the RDBMF 
will be used for the transfer, since otherwise the ICGLR regional staff will need to parse 
submitted files in a wide variety of formats, and their task will go from difficult to almost 
impossible. 

3. Data transfer model C. For data transfer model C (replicated satellite RDBMF database at 
the Member State), as with model A, staff might still want to put original data into an 
RDBMF-compatible format that facilitates the upload or entry. 

4. No need for Excel templates. The only way that using the Excel templates to prepare 
data for transfer is not necessary at all, is if the RDBMF user interface is used for record-
by-record data entry, with Member State staff reading original data sources and typing or 
copying and pasting data into the record-by-record interface of the RDBMF (transfer 
model A.1 with record-by-record data entry).  
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3.1.3 Management of Excel transfer templates and submitted data 

We have seen that it is likely that Member States will need to use data transfer templates in 

Excel to prepare and format data. The templates will require considerable Member State and 

RDBMF staff resources, as well as close coordination between the two.  

Areas that will need active management: 

 Data transfer using templates is not done continuously, but is rather a series of distinct 
transfer events, monthly or at some similar frequency. Each transfer event must be 
planned and carried out according to a protocol, since successful transfer requires 
communication and cooperation between the ICGLR and Member State. 

 Member States will need new template versions on a regular basis (see 3.5.1 Preparing 
up-to-date look-up table or reference data). The new template must be provided on a 
regular schedule, or when the Member State notifies the ICGLR it is planning a transfer. 
The template must be delivered, filled in and submitted quite promptly, since the 
Member State data and RDBMF must be kept more or less in sync. 

 Member States must keep track of template versions, and discard templates that have 
already been used to create a transfer file. The look-up data in the template is time-
dependent, and ignoring this reality of database structure will quickly result in loss of data 
integrity in the database. 

3.2 Independent Member State databases 
For some Member States there will be independent databases used for all or some of RCM 

data. For example, in the DRC, the CEEC manages exporter, export lot, certificate and some 

CoC data using a database developed in-house. 

For this situation, it is theoretically possible to define data transformation schemes to 

produce RDBMF-compatible data from Member State independent database data. The 

transformed data would then correspond to data prepared in Excel templates or dumped 

from an RDBMF clone. The same problems of data transfer and import on the RDBMF side 

would still remain. This transformation would, moreover, only be possible if the data 

structures used by the source Member State database and RDBMF were very close, and 

significant resources would need to be allocated for programming the data transformation.  

3.3 Directly entering data in the RDBMF 
There are two ways that the data transfer can be done in the RDBMF application interface: 

record-by-record data entering, or file upload, with data contained in database, Excel or CSV 

formats.  

3.3.1 Record-by-record entry 

Entering data record-by-record will be easy to accommodate in the user interface of the 

RDBMF, and is a dependable if relatively slow operation to perform. It is assumed here that 

the RDBMF interface has been designed to allow this kind of data entry for all data, and 

furthermore that the entry is well-designed and user-friendly. 

3.3.2 File upload 

The alternative to record-by-record data entry is a file upload. File uploads depend on the 

RDBMF being programmed to parse the submitted data, recognizing fields and placing the 

data in the correct place in the RDBMF data structure. Submitted data could be Excel files 

based on the templates prepared by the Consultant, or SQL data dumps or some other 
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extraction from a Member State RDBMF satellite database or Member State independent 

database. It is not clear whether resources will be available to program the RDBMF 

application for the quite demanding operation of parsing files of submitted data. 

It should be noted, moreover, that data must be compiled in a strictly defined format in order 

to make parsing of uploaded files programmable. It appears that even with the upload 

scenario, there is still probably a need for using the Excel data transfer preparation templates 

to compile data in RDBMF-compatible formats, or to use comparable tools to prepare data 

for uploads. 

3.4 Baseline data and updates 

3.4.1 Mine site dataset 

The mine site dataset is already mostly populated in ICGLR countries, either explicitly as 

ICGLR data, or implicitly as part of the country’s mining cadastre or mines inspection 

datasets. Thus we have a baseline mine set dataset, which should be uploaded or entered in 

the RDBMF at the beginning of the project that launches the operational RDBMF. This is a 

one-off task, and it will probably need considerable ad hoc, “manual” work by the RDBMF 

staff or consultants, as well as considerable involvement by Member State ICGLR staff. 

After the baseline mine site data is securely in the RDBMF, then the Member State only 

needs to deal with new mine sites, changes to the status or attributes of existing mine sites, 

or deletions of mine sites that are no longer operational. In other words, the Member State 

does not need to upload the baseline dataset each time a data transfer is made. It is 

important to be aware of the cut-off date of the baseline dataset so that new data is 

captured from the right time. 

3.4.2 CoC dataset 

For the CoC dataset, the baseline data has probably never been assembled in a way intended 

to serve as suitable basis for import to a regional database. The only operational COC 

systems, discounting prototypes and pilot projects, are the iTSCi system in two countries and 

the BSP/Geotraceability system in Rwanda. This CoC data might be made available to the 

ICGLR or even sent to the ICGLR in various formats, but it is not and has not been compiled 

and sent with an eye to incorporation in a regional database. 

3.4.3 Exporter dataset 

The situation for exporter data is similar to that for mine site data – there is probably a 

baseline dataset already in existence at Member States that have started ICGLR activities, and 

this needs to be uploaded or entered in the RDBMF as a one-off operation, probably with 

close cooperation of RDBMF staff or Consultants. 

3.5 Data flowing from the ICGLR to Member States - data issues 
Besides the data transfers consisting of Member State uploads or data entry, there is data 

flow from the RDBMF to the Member States that must be considered. 

3.5.1 Preparing up-to-date look-up table or reference data 

When Member States compile original source data in preparation of transfer to the RDBMF, 

they will need to refer precisely to certain reference or “look-up table” datasets that are used 

in the RDBMF, such as “mine site production type (ASM, LSM, mixed)”, “chain of custody 
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action types (Purchase, Processing, Transportation, etc.)”. They will also need to be able to 

refer precisely to datasets already in the RDBMF, for example existing mine sites, which must 

be referred to when preparing CoC data (mine site lots must be tied to the mine site of 

origin). Therefore, there is a need to provide Member States with up-to-date look-up table 

and reference datasets from the RDBMF in order for the whole idea of a relational database 

to work. 

The Excel data transfer preparation templates prepared by the Consultant incorporate this 

kind of reference information. The templates are in effect a replication of up-to-date 

reference data from the database to the Excel template, mimicking the structure of the 

database, so that data in the Excel template is organized the same as in the database. The 

template user selects items from drop-downs to select from preloaded lists in the Excel file.  

The best approach to replication of data from the RDBMF is that ICGLR staff send a new, 

empty template to the Member State, either regularly, for example monthly, or in response 

to the Member State notification that they intend to prepare data for transfer. The new 

template will have new Excel “names” defined (the basis for the drop-down lists), using the 

same “name” titles but with the updated content in the “name”. The Member State will then 

use the new template to start filling in all new data compiled since the last transfer, and the 

new Excel “names” will be applied to all new data entered in the template. 

If the generation of templates is entirely automated, then the Member State staff could 

themselves produce an up-to-date, country-specific template by logging in to the Member 

State portal and accessing the relevant command. This alternative will depend on resources 

available to automate the template production, a solution that is recommended by the 

Consultant. 

3.6 Member State data management to support transfer 

3.6.1 Avoiding duplication or omissions in transfers 

The RDBMF is set up to maintain unique values for things like mine site codes, ID fields such 

as company Tax Identification Numbers, etc. However, it is still important for the Member 

State to maintain its own data integrity measures, for example not entering a company name 

under different variant spellings, and maintaining a unique mine site ID coding system. These 

measures are important to ensure that no duplicate records are entered in the database. 

For high volume CoC data, it will be necessary to carefully keep track of which data has 

already been sent to the RDBMF, in order to avoid duplication. 

3.6.2 ICGLR officer embedded at the Member State 

One way to address questions of data preparation in RDBMF-compatible format is to have 

one or more ICGLR officers embedded at each Member State’s designated ICGLR authority. 

These officers would be employed and paid by the ICGLR Secretariat, but would be nationals 

of the Member State, and work alongside staff of the Member State designated ICGLR 

authority. This arrangement would provide a full-time, focused resource to resolve data 

format, quality and transfer issues. It would also free Member State staff to concentrate on 

issues around ICGLR activities as such, rather than being expected to deal with data transfer. 

Finally, the arrangement would provide a robust link between the ICGLR staff and Member 
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State designated ICGLR authorities, which is always needed when large quantities of data are 

managed and transferred between organizations. 

3.6.3 Member State data quality 

The Member State should strive to maintain a very high level of data quality. Standard 

Operating Procedures (SOPs) for addressing data quality are recommended. 

Some data such as mine site inspection and certification data is under the direct control of 

the Member State mining or other authorities, and data quality is hopefully already 

addressed by SOPs at respective authorities. Other data, such as CoC data provided by 

traceability providers, should be evaluated and validated according to Member State SOPs 

before being transferred to the ICGLR. Data from exporter audits and certification by Third 

Party Auditors likewise needs to be carefully validated by Member States. 

3.6.4 Member State data management framework 

Member State designated ICGLR authorities should keep the following points in mind to 

ensure a robust framework for ICGLR data management: 

 Maintain an active dialogue with various governmental authorities, CoC traceability 
providers, Third Party Auditors and other parties that feed ICGLR data in to the 
designated authority. 

 Maintain backups of data at the Member State level. 

 Maintain an active dialogue with the ICGLR regional staff responsible for the RDBMF, in 
order to highlight issues and anticipate long-term challenges. 

3.6.5 Member State transfer preparation 

Transfer preparation involves: 

 Determining which data are new, that is, have not already been sent to the RDBMF. 

 Determining whether any data that is due from various governmental authorities, CoC 
traceability providers, Third-party auditors and other parties has in fact been delivered to 
the designated ICGLR authority. 

 Transcribing paper-based data (logbooks, lot or export documentation, etc.) into the 
approved RDBMF-compatible database or Excel files, if those files are used. 

3.6.6 Data transfer event 

Since the data transfer is not likely to be continuous, the Member state needs to define and 

keep track of data transfer events, in order to avoid data duplications or omitted data. 

It is strongly recommended that both Mine site and CoC datasets are transferred on the same 

schedule, that is during one and the same transfer event, since the datasets are closely linked 

(for example, mine sites are referred to in the definition of mine site lots). While the datasets 

reflect different administrative activities (for example, mine site inspection, third-part CoC 

traceability logging), and are to some degree independent, the fact of theoretical 

dependence means that minor discrepancies quickly build up and become a significant failure 

of data integrity at the RDBMF level. 

3.6.7 Documentation 

It is very important that Member States and the ICGLR staff running the RDBMF carefully 

document various procedures and tools used in the data transfer. The process is complicated 
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and needs to be performed with precision, over and over again. Also, the procedures need to 

be taught to new staff. All of this means high-quality documentation is needed. 

3.7 Third Party Auditor data management to support transfer 
The data structures to be used by Third Party Auditors are not described in as much detail as 

for Member states. A lot of the data is expected to be in the form of reports and other 

documents, and not discrete data suitable for storage in a database. However, there is still 

considerable data transfer to be managed. 

3.7.1 Mine site inspections 

It is expected that Third Party Auditors will sometimes do mine site inspections. There they 

will presumably use the same inspection criteria as the Member states use in the normal 

inspections, and the should therefore use the same Excel templates or direct access to the 

RDBMF as the Member States. This will require coordination between the RDBMF staff and 

Third Party Auditors in a way exactly parallel to the coordination between Member States 

and RDBMF staff. 

3.7.2 Exporter investigations 

An Exporter inspection has very little discrete data and mostly consists of reports. The reports 

are valuable resources for the ICGLR and significant legal documents, and so must be 

managed with appropriate attention to comprehensive uploading, efficient indexing in the 

RDBMF with keywords and links to the relevant investigations. They need to be organized and 

formatted for efficient digital transfer to the ICGLR. The exact solution of document upload 

will not become clear until implementation of the RDBMF, but auditors and the ICGLR should 

be prepared for this task.  

3.7.3 CoC investigations as part of Exporter investigations 

The Third Party Auditors are supposed to investigate the entire chain of custody, as part of 

Exporter investigations. No data structure is given in the RCM Manual Appendices for these 

investigation of, in effect, a list of CoC actors and activities they perform while having custody 

of a minerals. This CoC data investigation data structure will have to be worked out at a later 

time by the ICGLR, if they want the RDBMF to contain discrete data of this kind. In any case, 

these CoC investigations will generate reports, which will need to be uploaded to the RDBMF, 

as discussed above under Exporter investigations. 

3.8 RDBMF data management to support transfer 

3.8.1 RDBMF “push” of look-up tables 

There are a number of look-up tables, for example type of mine sites and types of CoC actors, 

that are intended to be a stable way to structure the database. For example, if CoC actor 

types are called “trader, exporter, processor, etc.” then this set of types must remain the 

same and be used for all new data. Otherwise the advantages of a relational database are 

lost. This is in effect a “push” of reference data from the RDBMF to the Member State. 

3.8.2 Situations where data “push” is necessary 

For data transfer model A, where the Member State is directly entering data in the RDBMF, 

this issue is avoided. The interface of the RDBMF will itself guide the user to use look-up 

tables. For example, a drop-down menu will allow and force the user to select among “trader, 

exporter, processor, etc.” as a type for a new CoC actor in the system.  
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However, if the Member State is using ICGLR tools (a satellite database or Excel templates) to 

prepare data for upload or entry in the RDBMF, then those tools must be loaded with the 

correct, up-to-date set of, for example, CoC actor types. This situation is also faced by data 

transfer model B transfers, which are expected to use such transfer tools and send them to 

the ICGLR for import to be done by RDBMF staff. 

The situation we are trying to avoid is that people filling in data in transfer tools such as Excel 

templates are using variant forms of for example, company names or mine site codes. Rather 

than typing data that is already in the database, the person filling in the templates should be 

selecting from a list, so that when the company or mine site eventually is ready to be entered 

in the RDBMF, it matches exactly the intended value already in the database. 

3.8.3 CoC traceability providers using RDBMF Excel templates 

The expectation in the RCM is that CoC traceability providers forward their data in a format 

they have devised, to the Member State, which then forwards it to the ICGLR, presumably 

using the Excel templates. This two-step transfer is probably inefficient, and introduces 

delays and potential error. It might make sense for the CoC actors to directly fill in data using 

Excel templates and submit those to the Member State or even directly to the ICGLR. If this 

situation develops, then they are in a position similar to the Member State, and must be 

regularly provided with an updated CoC template in Excel, in order to correctly prepare their 

data for RMDB import. 

3.8.4 Use of Excel templates requires coordination between Member States and ICGLR 

This transfer of templates from the RDBMF to the Member States must be coordinated with 

data transfers to the RDBMF. In other words, the Member State needs to notify the RDBMF 

staff when they intend to do a data transfer, promptly obtain a fresh template, and promptly 

return a filled-in transfer file with new data. The entire relationship between RDBMF and 

Member State needs careful planning and administrative follow-ups. 

One possibility is that the RDBMF is designed to allow automatic generation of Excel 

templates, given a few parameters. This automatic generation is not very complicated, but 

does involve developer resources, and a certain amount of testing. If it were implemented 

the Member State could download the file itself from the Member State portal, removing the 

need to ICGLR staff intervention. 

3.8.5 Coordination between Third Party Auditors and the ICGLR regarding data transfer 

Since Third Party Auditors need to submit data, there needs to be a similar coordination 

between the RDBMF staff and Third Party Auditors, regarding user accounts in the RDBMF or 

Excel template management. Again, if generation is automated, the Auditors could download 

the file themselves. 

3.9 Assumptions 

3.9.1 Member State has sufficient staff and budget for tasks in this document 

Data transfer will not be successful unless Member States allocate sufficient staff and other 

resources to the task. Only operation of the RDBMF and Member State data transfer 

operations in real time with real data can reveal how much time and resources are needed.  
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3.9.2 ICGLR regional office has sufficient staff and budgets for tasks in this document 

Data transfer will not be successful unless The ICGLR Secretariat provides staff and resources 

sufficient to the task. Only operation of the RDBMF and Member State data transfer 

operations in real time with real data can reveal how much time and resources are needed. 

3.9.3 Baseline datasets already forwarded to RDBMF (mine sites, exporters) 

The transfer procedures assume that there has already been an initial transfer of baseline 

data, as discussed above. 

We have seen that it is likely that Member States will need to use data transfer templates in 

Excel to prepare and format data. The templates will require considerable Member State and 

RDBMF staff resources, as well as close coordination between the two.  

Areas that will need active management: 

Data transfer using templates is not done continuously, but is rather a series of distinct 

transfer events, monthly or at some similar frequency. Each transfer event must be planned 

and carried out according to a protocol, since successful transfer requires communication and 

cooperation between the ICGLR and Member State. 

Member States will need new template versions on a regular basis (see 3.5.1 Preparing up-to-

date look-up table or reference data). The new template must be provided on a regular 

schedule, or when the Member State notifies the ICGLR it is planning a transfer. The template 

must be delivered, filled in and submitted quite promptly, since the Member State data and 

RDBMF must be kept more or less in sync. 

3.9.4 Member States accept the RDBMF data model 

It is clear that a system where each Member State maintains entirely different data structures 

for RCM data will not work when it comes time to transfer to the ICGLR level – the RDBMF 

cannot maintain different databases for each Member State, nor does the ICGLR have its own 

resources to convert data from multiple Member State formats to its own RDBMF format. 

The Member State must either adopt the RDBMF data structure for its own native RCM data 

operations, or must convert its own data to RDBMF format before data transfer. In other 

words, the RDBMF can only accept data in its own data format.  

3.9.5 Member States accept the RDBMF data transfer tools 

If a Member State chooses to use the RDBMF interface for record-by-record data entry, it is 

strictly speaking not necessary to format data using the data transfer templates, or rather, 

the question of compiling data in an appropriate format for performing data entry is moved 

“upstream” to some stage of data preparation done by the Member State using raw original 

data.  

However, if Member States either want to upload entire data files to the RDBMF according to 

data transfer model A, or if it sends data files to the ICGLR for them to upload or enter 

record-by-record into the RDBMF (data transfer model B), it is clear that the data files sent 

must be RDBMF-compatible.  In effect the Member State must use the data transfer tools 

provided by the RDBMF, in other words the data transfer templates in Excel.  
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3.9.6 Member State has a single authority responsible for data transfer to ICGLR 

The ICGLR RCM Manual does not refer to any specific authorities within the Member State. 

All references to RCM activities, data management and data transfers to the ICGLR only refer 

to the “Member State”. In practice, we know that several authorities or governmental bodies 

might be involved in data collection and compilation, for example the Ministère des Mines, 

SAESSCAM and CEEC in the DRC. While this might make sense in terms of various ICGLR-

related data management tasks assigned to the most suitable government body, it is not a 

good model for data transfer. In fact, the CEEC in the DRC is the single body tasked with data 

transfer to the ICGLR.  

A situation with distributed generation of data might or might not be a good thing, but the 

principle of a single authority responsible for transfers is essential, in the view of the 

Consultant, to a sustainable RDBMF. 

In this document we assume there is a single authority, which we will refer to as the 

“Member State designated ICGLR authority”.  
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4 Data Transfer SOP, Mine Site, CoC and Certificate Data 

4.1 Overview 
This chapter presents an example of a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) that could be 

adopted by Member States in managing a data transfer. SOPs for variants of the data transfer 

process could be written using this SOP example as a template. 

This SOP covers use of specially designed Excel templates to create transfer files, which is 

expected to be the most common way of doing a data transfer to the RDBMF. Although data 

transfer model A involves the Member State logging on to the RDBMF portal to upload or 

enter data, it might still be necessary for the Member State to compile all data for a transfer 

in the Excel template, since the original source material might be paper-based log records or 

other formats that do not follow or even approximate RDBMF data structure. 

The steps in the SOP must be carried out in order, since some datasets later in the SOP 

dependent on registration of new data earlier in the SOP.  

It is recommended that the Member State ICGLR team copy the SOP into a file and then 

adapt it for the team’s own use, adding comments and steps as required. 

4.2 Preparation for transfer 
1. Evaluate how up-to-date all Member State mine site, CoC and Certificate datasets are, 

making notes for internal follow-up. 
2. Follow up on any scheduled data deliveries from CoC traceability providers, and any 

government bodies involved with ICGLR data, and obtain any that are overdue. 
3. Define a data transfer event and register it in your internal logging of transfers. The 

transfer should include start and end date for new items in each dataset (if they are 
different), transfer date (which should be after the last dataset end dates), responsible 
officer at the Member State ICGLR office. 

4.3 Mine site data, using Excel template 
Skip the steps in this section if you are directly entering data into the RDBMF from the source 

digital or physical records, or if you have no new Mine site data to register. 

This section is about registering new mine sites, as well as new mine site inspections and 

certifications. Inspections are the activities carried out in the field, while certifications are the 

changes in certification status, usually but not always done in connection with an 

investigation. In addition to these you can register associations between mine sites, for 

example when two sites are merged. 

Look-up data in the mine site template must be up-to-date with respect to the content of the 

RDBMF in order to ensure that the filled in transfer file represents a valid import file for the 

RDBMF. The look-up data is in effect a replication of the data in the RDBMF at the moment of 

transfer, meaning that you need a new, recently created template from RDBMF staff, for 

every transfer event. 

Handling of the Excel template involves obtaining a new mine site template from the RDBMF 

staff, with new look-up data, saving a copy of the template as your new Mine site transfer file 

with a new filename, filling in data and finally sending the file to the RDBMF (or using it 
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yourself as a basis for your own data entry in the RDBMF). You will also need to have your 

previous transfer file on hand. 

4. Obtain a new, empty, country-specific copy of the mine site template ICGLR-
MemberState-MineSites-[your country]-template_YYYYMMDD.xlsx from the RDBMF 
staff. 

5. Save the new template as ICGLR-MemberState-MineSites-[your country]-
transfer_YYYYMMDD.xlsx, for example, ICGLR-MemberState-MineSites-Rwanda-
transfer_20160809.xlsx. Write the date of the transfer for the filename in YYYYMMDD 
format. 

6. Open the previous Mine site transfer file that you filled in for the last transfer, and copy 
the records from the sheet Transfer to RDBMF, log from the previous filled in transfer 
file onto the new template, in order to maintain a record of transfers and inform the 
RDBMF staff.  

7. Close and archive the previous filled-in Mine site transfer file in an appropriate folder. 
8. Mine sites: Determine whether any new mining sites have been defined since the last 

data transfer. Double-check by searching for the last recorded mine site that you sent in 
the last transfer (refer to the archived precious transfer file). Double-check that new mine 
sites are not already uploaded to the RDBMF, by a) searching the RDBMF for mine site 
name, coordinates, informal name, if you have access, or b) checking the Existing mine 
sites (look-up) sheet in the new template. If there are new mine sites or changes, collect 
the data in preparation for filling in the Excel transfer file. 

9. Enter the new mine sites in the Mine sites (new) sheet in the new template. Make sure 
to fill in all required fields. Note that date fields must be in YYYY-MM-DD format, for 
example, 2016-08-25 for Aug. 25, 2016. Note that the new mine sites must have a Mine 
site MS unique code, according to the system for mine site codes you are using – if the 
code is not unique, then the import to the RDBMF will fail. 
a. Type the Mine site name (MS). This is the common name for the site in the Member 
State system (not the unique ID code, but it’s good if the name is also unique in the 
system). 
b. Type the Mine site DB ID (MS system). this the database ID of the mine site in an 
independent, non-RDBMF database at the Member State, if it exists. Optional. 
c. Select the Administrative district name. This is the district, province, etc., according to 
the standard administrative level that you use for mine sites. Note that the RDBMF can 
store an entire hierarchical (nested) administrative district dataset, keeping track of 
which smaller units belong to which larger ones, if the Member State wants to use this 
approach. 
d. Type the Latitude and Latitude, with assumed WGS84 geodetic datum, using the 
decimal degree format (up to six decimals representing ca 0.1 m), for supporting RDBMF 
mapping interfaces. Convert your DMS data to decimal degree in a separate conversion 
workbook, with Excel formula decDeg=D+M/60+S/3600, where decDeg is the column you 
want, D, M, S are in separate columns. 
e. Type the Lat/Long point details. This is a description of where in the mine site the point 
represented by your coordinates is located – entrance, main shaft, center etc. Used for 
staff to locate in the field. 
f. Type the MS northing (Y) cad. coord. and MS easting (X) cad. coord., if they exist 
(cadastre coordinates, often in UTM, but could be other system). Only if the cadastre 
registers a mine site with a point.  
g. Paste in the Polygon string from your source file. The Polygon string is the GML or 
GeoJSON string format representation or the license area, or other polygon describing 
the area of the site, as dumped from a GIS program. Optional. 
h. Select the UTM zone if you have submitted MS northing/easting cadastre coordinates 
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in UTM. Required if you submitted those coordinates. 
Select the Geodetic datum if you have submitted MS northing/easting cadastre 
coordinates. Required if you submitted those coordinates. 
i. Select the ESPG reference. This is an alternative way to indicate the coordinate system, 
covering UTM geodetic datum, if you have submitted MS northing/easting cadastre 
coordinates. Optional. 
j. Type the AFP data link.  This is a link to the Analytical Fingerprint data for the mine site 
in question, in the Bundesanstalt für Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe (BGR) database , 
if such exists and you have the link. Optional. 
k. Type the Defined for ICGLR, date in ISO YYYY-MM-DD format. This is the date that the 
mine site was first defined in the Member States own system. 
l. Type the Exploitation start date in ISO YYYY-MM-DD format. This is the date that mining 
exploitation started on the site. 

10. When you are finished with all new mine sites, copy the new mine site unique codes 
that you just entered, from the Mine site MS unique code column in the Mine sites 
(new) sheet, to the Mine site MS unique code column in the Existing mine sites sheet. 
This is to enable you to add new mine site inspections, certifications or associations by 
referring to the mine site using Excel look-up functionality. Note that you will add the 
new mine sites to the end of the list in the Existing mine sites sheet. The look-up “name” 
in Excel will now automatically include the new sites (it can have up to 10,000 sites). 

11. When you’re done with data entry, write the Date, last mine site entry and Finalized by 
Member State staff in the yellow fields. 

12. Mine site inspections: Determine whether any mine site inspections have been 
completed since the last data transfer. If so, collect the data in preparation for filling in 
the Excel transfer file. 

13. Determine whether there are any new mining site owners or operators for mining sites 
that have been inspected since the last transfer. Mine site owners and operators are part 
of the inspection record, since they can change (mines can be sold or new operators 
contracted.) Owners and operators are “CoC actors” in the RDBMF, and any new ones 
must be added to the list in the sheet Existing CoC actors (look-up). There will already be 
actors there that have been extracted from the RDBMF - add new ones after the existing 
ones, and fill in all the fields to the right. There can be up to 10,000 CoC actors, existing 
and new. 

14. Enter the new mine site inspection basic data in the Mine site inspections (new) sheet. 
The first column is just internal numbering of records in the Excel sheet.  
a. Start by selecting the mine site in the Mine site MS unique code column. 
b. Type the Mine site inspection date (you can write a text date format like “Dec 12, 
1956” and it will be converted to ISO standard YYYY-MM-DD format).  
c. Select Mine site inspection type (“status criteria” – meaning red or yellow criteria, or 
“progress criteria”).  
d. Select the Inspection organization (often this is Member State governmental body 
assigned the task of ICGLR mine inspection). 
e. Select the Mine site production type [“Status Criteria”, “Progress Criteria”, “Status and 
Progress Criteria”]. 
f. Select the Inspection organization.  
g. Select owner and operator (they can be the same. 
h. Type the Mine site license code, if it exists. This might also be called mining rights code, 
cadastre code, concession code, tenement code, etc.  
i. Type the Mine site license type. Various Member States have different license tpyes 
defined in the mining law. 
j. Type the Inspection officer’s name. 
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k. For the four designated minerals, Cassiterite, Wolframite, Coltan, Gold, select “Yes” if 
the mineral is produced at the site at the time of the inspection. 

15. Enter data for the inspection criteria in the Mine site inspections (new) sheet. A mine site 
ICGLR inspection record is quite complex, and you probably need to refer to 
documentation for what all the many columns mean (see the RCM Manual Appendices). 
There are 74 red flag, yellow flag, and progress criteria; for respectively ASM and 
industrial mine sites, and each criterion has two columns: details and status. You should 
just fill in criteria for the production type of the particular mine site (ASM fields for the 
“…ASM…” type, “…industrial…” fields for the industrial type, “…ASM…” fields for the 
mixed production type). Likewise, you should just fill in and the type of inspection (status 
criteria – meaning red or yellow criteria, or progress criteria).  
a. For status, select “in conformity” or “in violation” for red and yellow flag status, 0 to 4 
for progress status.  
b. For details, give as brief a description of the situation as possible (you can provide full 
documentation in digital uploaded documents).  
Leave all irrelevant fields blank. 
An alternative to using the criteria fields would be for the Member State to submit a 
document with the report of the inspection, including criteria details and status. This 
disadvantage of this method is that the criteria are not searchable in the database. 

16. When you’re done with data entry, write the Date, last inspection entry and Finalized by 
Member State staff in the yellow fields. 

17. Mine site certification: Determine whether inspections led to changes in certification 
status for any mine sites, or there have been any other changes in mine site certification 
status since the last data transfer. If so, collect the data in preparation for filling in the 
Excel transfer file. Note that you only need to register certifications for cases where the 
status has changed, and for mine sites inspected for the first time.  

18. Fill in new certifications (changes in status due to inspections or other reasons) in the 
Mine site certifications (new) sheet. Start with certification that is based on inspection by 
copying data to identify the mine inspections from the first three columns of the Mine 
site inspections (new): Number, Mine site MS unique code, Mine site inspection type. 
These three will uniquely identify the inspection. 

19. Fill in certification fields: 
a. Select the Certification organization. This is probably the Member States governmental 
body in charge of ICGLR mine site certification, but could be another organization. 
b. Type the Certification date. The date the certification was determined. You can write a 
text date format like “Dec 12, 1956” and it will be converted to ISO standard YYYY-MM-
DD. 
c. Type the Type the Validity start date. The date the certification new status is valid from. 
Often this is the same as the certification date. YYYY-MM-DD. 
d. Type the Validity end date. The date the certification new status is planned to be valid 
to. Optional. YYYY-MM-DD. 
e. Type the Validity stopped date. The date that a certification was stopped. This is to 
register the date that a certification status was stopped outside the normal expectation 
of a validity period. Optional. YYYY-MM-DD. 
f. Select the Certification status. Status is selected from a drop-down: [“Yellow-flagged”, 
“Un-Certified (red flagged)”, “Certified (green flagged)”]. 

20. When you’re done with data entry, write the Date, last certification entry and Finalized 
by Member State staff in the yellow fields. 

21. Mine site associations: For new mine site associations, add data in the Mine site 
associations (new) sheet. The association is “directional” – that is, it matters which is 
“mine site 1” and which is “mine site 2”.  
a. Select mine site 1, then mine site 2, then the Mine site association type. Note that the 
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type distinguishes mine site 1 and 2, for example for the type “Merge: 1 original mine; 2 
combined mine”, mine site 1 is the original mine site and 2 is the new, merged site.  
b. Fill in the time period for the association, Assoc. from date and Assoc. to date, in YYYY-
MM-DD format. Assoc. to date is optional.  
c. Fill in the description for the association, if necessary. 

22. When you’re done with data entry, write the Date, last association entry in the yellow 
field, and the Finalized by Member State staff. 

23. Check all data carefully. Finalize the Mine site transfer by filling in Date finalized: 
Finalized by Member State staff: on the first sheet Transfer to RDBMF, log. 

24. Send the Mine site transfer by email to the ICGLR staff running the RDBMF. Obtain an 
email receipt or confirmation and document it on the first sheet Transfer to RDBMF, log.   

25. The RDBMF staff must themselves fill in fields in the RDBMF UI to register their successful 
receipt of the transfer, successful processing of the transfer (entry in the database) and 
the responsible RDBMF officer. 

4.4 CoC data, using Excel template 
Skip the steps in this section if you are directly entering data into the RDBMF from the source 

records, fields or logbooks, or if you have no new CoC data to register. 

This section is about registering the CoC lots, actors and nodes (steps in the CoC). You will 

also register relationships between lots (when lots are combined or divided), and the links 

between nodes (steps) in the CoC. 

Look-up data in the CoC template must be up-to-date with respect to the content of the 

RDBMF in order to ensure that the filled in transfer file represents a valid import file for the 

RDBMF. The look-up data is in effect a replication of the data in the RDBMF at the moment of 

transfer, meaning that you need a new, recently created template from RDBMF staff, for 

every transfer event. 

Handling of the Excel template involves obtaining a new CoC template from the RDBMF staff, 

with new look-up data, saving a copy of the template as your new CoC transfer file with a 

new filename, filling in data and finally sending the file to the RDBMF (or using it yourself as a 

basis for your own data entry in the RDBMF). You will also need to have your previous 

transfer file on hand. 

Note that if you should finalize the Mine site Excel transfer file described above before 

proceeding to the CoC data, in case there are new mine sites defined there. 

26. Obtain a new, empty, country-specific copy of the CoC template ICGLR-MemberState-
CoC-[your country]-template_YYYYMMDD.xlsx from the RDBMF staff. 

27. Save the new template as ICGLR-MemberState-CoC-[your country]-
transfer_YYYYMMDD.xlsx, for example, ICGLR-MemberState-CoC-Rwanda-
transfer_20160809.xlsx. Write the date of the transfer for the filename in YYYYMMDD 
format. 

28. Open the previous CoC transfer file, and copy the records from the sheet Transfer to 
RDBMF, log from the previous onto the new template, in order to maintain a record of 
transfers and inform the RDBMF staff.  

29. Close and archive the previous filled-in CoC transfer file in an appropriate folder. 
30. Determine if there are any new mine sites defined by your country since the last CoC 

transfer. If you used the Mine site Excel template to prepare a transfer file (4.3 Mine site 
data, using Excel template), and your mine site and CoC transfers are synchronized (you 
are transferring data at the same time – recommended!) then you can simply copy the 
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new mine site unique codes from the Mine site MS unique code column in the Mine sites 
(new) sheet in the Mine sites filled-in transfer file, to the Mine site MS unique code 
column in the Existing mine sites sheet in the CoC. This is to enable you to indicate the 
mine site for a mine site lot, by referring to the mine site using Excel look-up 
functionality. Note that you will add the new mine sites to the end of the list in the 
Existing mine sites (look-up) sheet. The look-up “name” in Excel will now automatically 
include the new sites (it can have up to 10,000 sites). 

31. If you are not using the Mine sites template, you need to add the new sites to the list 
one-by-one.  

32. Determine if there are any new CoC actors (miners, traders, processors, exporters, etc.)  
defined by your country since the last CoC transfer.  

33. If you used the Mine site Excel template to prepare a transfer file (4.3 Mine site data, 
using Excel template), and your mine site and CoC transfers are synchronized (you are 
transferring data at the same time – recommended!) then you can simply copy the new 
CoC actors unique codes from the Existing CoC actors (look-up) sheet in the Mine sites 
filled-in transfer file, to the Existing CoC actors (look-up) sheet in the CoC transfer file. 
This is to enable you to indicate CoC actors, by using Excel look-up functionality. Note 
that you will add the new CoC actors to the end of the list extracted from the RDBMF in 
the Existing CoC actors (look-up) sheet. The look-up “name” in Excel will now 
automatically include the new actors (it can have up to 10,000 actors). 

34. If you are not using the Mine site template, you need to add the new CoC actors to the 
list one-by-one, to the Existing CoC actors (look-up) sheet in the CoC transfer file. This is 
to enable you to indicate CoC actors, by using Excel look-up functionality. Note that you 
will add the new CoC actors to the end of the list extracted from the RDBMF in the 
Existing CoC actors (look-up) sheet. The look-up “name” in Excel will now automatically 
include the new actors (it can have up to 10,000 actors). 

35. CoC lot data: Enter the CoC lot data in the sheet CoC lots (new), using the source CoC 
traceability provider data in files, documents or log books.  
Type the lot ID according to the system of the CoC traceability provider.  
a. Select a Lot type [“mine site lot”, “trader lot”, “exporter lot”, “processing lot”, 
“administrative lot”, “transportation lot”].  
b. For mine site lots, select the Mine site. Ignore if the lot is not a mine site lot. 
c. Type the Sealed date and Shipped date, using ISO date format YYYY-MM-DD. You can 
write a text date format like “Dec 12, 1956” and it will be converted to the correct 
format.  
d. For export lots, type the Certificate Code.  
e. Type the Weight. Kilogram, up to 3 decimals (grams). 
f. Type the grade for each designated mineral found in the lot: Grade Cassiterite in %, 
Grade Wolframite in %, Grade Coltan in %, Grade gold ore in gram/ton, Grade refined 
gold in %. All fields will use three decimal places.  
g. Use the Mineral(s) note field to note anything unusual about the lot’s mineral content. 
h. Type the Documentation verifier and Revenue data as per the RCM Manual Appendices 
requirements. 

36. When you’re done with data entry, write the Date, last lot entry and Finalized by 
Member State staff in the yellow fields. 

37. CoC node data: Enter the CoC node data in the sheet CoC nodes (new), using the source 
CoC traceability provider data in files, documents or log books. Nodes are the way the 
RDBMF organizes the steps in the chain of custody, where lots move through a series of 
nodes, with each node having an CoC actor that accepts custody, performs some action, 
and then passes on the lot to the next node.  
a. Select the CoC node lot (lot code). This list is populated by the lots you defined in the 
sheet CoC lots (new).  
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b. Select the Node CoC actor. The actor is the party that has taken over custody of the 
shipment. All CoC actors should at this point be listed in the sheet Existing CoC actors 
(look-up), a combination of existing ones extracted from the RDBMF and any new ones 
you identified above in step 33 or 34. 
c. Node code (lot-actor) – auto. This field is a combination of the lot code and the actor 
name, and is filled in automatically – don’t write anything here. This field is a unique 
reference to the node. 
d. Select the CoC organization. This is the traceability provider or other organization that 
has handled the CoC process and provided the data. 
e. Type the Datetime, node start. 
f. Type the Datetime, node end 
g. Select the Node action type. [“Production”; “Purchase”; “Purchase and combination”; 
“Purchase, combination and processing”; “Combination”; “Combination and processing”; 
“Processing”; “Transportation”; “Warehousing”; “Impounding”; “Purchase and 
processing”; “Export”].  
h. Type the Action details. Any additional and essential details on the action performed in 
the node that are not provided in the structured fields.  

38. When you’re done with data entry, write the Date, last node entry and Finalized by 
Member State staff in the yellow fields. 

39. CoC node-to-node data: Register the links between nodes. This is the chain of custody – 
which CoC actor passes possession of a particular lot to the next actor. You can also think 
of it as registering the links between nodes (the custody handover link).  
a. Simply select nodes that you defined above, one in the From node field and one in the 
To node field. 
b. For steps where the chain merges (several lots are combined, for example several mine 
site lots are combined to ta trader lot), register all the constituent nodes (for example, 
mine site lot nodes) as From nodes, with the combined lot node as the To node in each 
case.  
c. For cases where the chain diverges or splits (one lot is divided into smaller shipment 
lots, for example), register all the resulting node pairs, with the larger lot node as the 
From node, and the resulting smaller lot node as the To node. 

40. When you’re done with data entry, write the Date, last node-to-node entry and Finalized 
by Member State staff in the yellow fields. 

41. CoC lot association data: Register the associations between lots. In order to be able to 
track lots and reconstitute the flow of minerals from mine site to export, we have to keep 
track of the lots, mostly as they are combined, occasionally as they divided, or, rarely as 
they are re-named or re-packaged with another identity. This is a separate task from 
keeping track of the chain of custody though CoC nodes.  
a. To register lot association (combination, division, etc.), select Lot 1 from the drop-
down. 
b. Select Lot 2 from the drop-down.  
c. Select the Type of association [lot 2 includes lot 1, lot 2 is a re-designation of lot 1, lot 2 
is division of lot 1, lot 2 is re-packaged from lot 1]. 
d. Type the Start date, assoc. and End date, assoc. for the lot association, if this is relevant 
(normally an association such as “combination” is permanent, and dates are not 
necessary). 

42. When you’re done with data entry, write the Date, last lot association entry and 
Finalized by Member State staff in the yellow fields. 

43. As an alternative to separate lot and node sheets, you can use the sheet Alternative 
node format (new), filling in the same way as in step 37, except that it is one flat file. You 
will still need to fill in the CoC node-to-node (new)  sheet, to register handovers in the 
chain of custody.  
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a. First fill in lots and lot associations (for lot combination, division, etc.), similarly to step 
41 above. Use fields Lot(s) in previous node (lot 1), New lot in node (lot 2) Type of 
association, optionally use Start date, assoc. and End date assoc. (normally not needed) 
and Mine site for mine site lots. 
b. Fill in all the other fields for the node as described in the step 37 above (the fields have 
the same names).  
c. Fill in the CoC node-to-node (new) sheet, as described in step 39 above. 
d. When you’re done with data entry, write the Date, last alt. node entry and Finalized by 
Member State staff in the yellow fields 

4.5 Export Certificates, using the CoC Excel template 
Skip the steps in this section if you are directly entering data into the RDBMF from the source 

records, fields or logbooks, or if you have no new Export Certificates to register. 

4.5.1 Overview 

The RCM Manual, Chapter 7. “7.9 Share all information regarding exports of Certified 

Minerals and Certificates and their issuance as may be required and requested by the ICGLR 

Secretariat for use in its Regional Mineral Tracking Database, in a regular and timely manner.” 

In terms of the real-world execution of the RCM, the Certificate has an important role, as the 

necessary and sufficient physical proof of a lot’s identity. The Certificate code (serial number) 

is determined by the Member State, which issues the Certificates. 

In terms of data management, we have data that is placed in the lot entity, the certificate 

entity, and the digital document entity.  

Certain lot attributes, already recorded in the CoC dataset and ultimately stored in the lot 

entity, appear on the export lot Certificate, for example the weight and grade of minerals. We 

don’t need to record those again. Also, since the lot already has a shipped date attribute, we 

use that, and don’t define a new certificate shipped date.  

The attributes that we must store in the certificate entity are the Certificate code, the date it 

was countersigned, the validity date, etc., in other words fields specific to an export lot 

Certificate. The Certificate documentation that is physically, or perhaps digitally forwarded by 

the Member state to the ICGLR, will have this information. That documentation should be 

sufficient for the Member State to fill in data for the Certificate entity in the Excel transfer 

file.  

For Certificates, the documents forwarded to the ICGLR, especially the Certificate itself, are 

important, and part of the transfer SOP. However, the document transfer (by upload or 

email) is not included in the Excel template transfer method, and must be handled 

“manually” in coordination with the RDBMF staff or using the RDBMF document archiving 

tools. 

4.5.2 Certificate data in the CoC transfer template 

We include the Certificate data in the CoC data transfer template, since it refers to lots, and it 

is convenient to use the new lots that are already registered in the CoC transfer file, when we 

register Certificates. Besides these new lots with Certificates there might be existing lots, 

from previous transfers or entry in the RDBMF, for which you now have Certificates and want 

to register Certificate data. In order to be able to refer precisely to those existing lots, the 

extract from the RDBMF that loads the template with look-up data of various kinds, also 
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provides a sheet Existing lots, no Certificate, that is, existing lots for your country, that don’t 

yet have Certificates registered. 

In order to be able to select lots from a drop-down in the Certificates (new) sheet, Certificate 

lot (lot code) column, you must copy the existing lots without Certificates on the sheet 

Existing lots, no Certificate to the CoC lots (new) sheet, putting at the end of the list after all 

the new lots. After copying the existing export lots without Certificates, your lot list in CoC 

lots (new) will be a combination of new lots and existing export lots without Certificates. It is 

very important that lot is precisely referred to using a drop-down selection, when registering 

a Certificate. 

Note that if you should finalize the CoC data in the transfer file before proceeding to the 

Certificate data, since you will probably be referring to new export lots when you register 

certificates, and those must be listed in the file first. 

Note further that you could use the CoC template just for registering Certificates, without 

transferring any CoC data at all, if all your Certificates are for export lots already existing in 

the RDBMF. In this case, you request or download a CoC transfer template, which will come 

as usual with all export lots without Certificates listed in the Existing lots, no Certificate sheet. 

You copy those to the CoC lots (new) sheet, as usual, which will mean that they show up in 

the selection drop-down in the Certificates (new) sheet, and you then proceed to fill in the 

Certificate data as usual. However, it is probably better to synchronize all transfers, so that 

CoC data and Certificate data are prepared and transferred at the same time.  

4.5.3 Certificate SOP 

44. Enter the Certificate data in the sheet Certificates (new), using the source Certificate 
data in Certificate documentation  
a. Select the Certificate lot (lot code). This list is populated by the lots you defined in the 
sheet CoC lots (new), with any existing export lots without Certificates that you copied 
over from the Existing lots, no Certificate sheet. 
b. Type the unique Certificate code, from the Certificate documentation. See Appendix 2. 
“1.2. A unique serial number identifying the Certificate)”.  
c. Select the MS authority, verifying Certificate. See Appendix 2 “1.11. The Member State 
Issuing authority...”.  
d. Type the MS verifying representative See Appendix 2 "1.11. ...the name, position and 
identification number (where available) of the Member State representative responsible 
for verifying the documentation associated the export with the export and 
recommending the issuance of an ICGLR Regional Certificate”.  
e. Type the Verified date. See Appendix 2 "1.12. The date the lot is verified by the 
Member State representative". 
f. Type the MS countersigning representative. See Appendix 2 “1.13. The name and 
signature of the Member State representative empowered to countersign the Certificate 
to render it valid”. 
g. Type the Countersigned date. See Appendix 2 “1.14. The date that the Certificate is 
countersigned (Certificate is valid from this date)”. 
h. Type the Expiry date. See Appendix 2 “1.15. The date that the Certificate expires, or 
the validity period of the Certificate”. 
i. Type the Export lot national origin. See Appendix 2 “1.7. The national origin of the 
material (either name of country, or “mixed” in the case of lots containing material from 
two or more nations mixed together)”.  
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45. The RDBMF staff must themselves fill in fields (in the RDBMF UI, not the Excel sheet) to 
register their successful receipt of the Certificate and the responsible RDBMF officer. 
a. Type the ICGLR received, staff. The name of staff at the ICGLR who has received 
the Certificate. 
b. Type the Received at ICGLR, date. The date the certificate was physically or digitally 
received at the ICGLR. 

4.6 Finalization, CoC data transfer 
46. Check all data carefully. Finalize the CoC transfer by filling in Date finalized: Finalized by 

Member State staff: on the first sheet Transfer to RDBMF, log. 
Send the CoC transfer by email to the ICGLR staff running the RDBMF. Obtain an email 
receipt or confirmation and document it on the first sheet Transfer to RDBMF, log.   

47. The RDBMF staff must themselves fill in fields in the RDBMF UI to register their successful 
receipt of the transfer, successful processing of the transfer (entry in the database) and 
the responsible RDBMF officer. 
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5 Data Transfer SOP, Exporter Certification 

5.1 Overview 
This chapter presents an example of a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) that could be 

adopted by Third Party Auditors or Member States in managing a data transfer to the ICGLR 

or the relevant Member State. SOPs for variants of the data transfer process could be written 

using this SOP example as a template. 

The RCM Manual, Appendix 5b mentions the Member State as the party maintaining the 

Exporter audit data. It is not clear from the text whether the Third Party Auditor or Member 

State are charged with transferring this data to the ICGLR. There are good arguments for 

either solution. In any case, the SOP below can be used by either party, or for a double 

transfer, first from the Third Party Auditor to the Member State, and then from the Member 

State to the ICGLR. 

The steps in the SOP must be carried out in order, since some datasets later in the SOP 

dependent on registration of new data earlier in the SOP.  

It is recommended that the Third Party Auditor or Member State ICGLR team copy the SOP 

into a file and then adapt it for the team’s own use, adding comments and steps as required. 

5.2 Preparation for transfer 
1. Evaluate how up-to-date all Third Party Auditor Exporter datasets are, making notes for 

internal follow-up. 
2. Define a data transfer event and register it in your internal logging of transfers. The 

transfer should include start and end date for new items in each dataset (if they are 
different), transfer date (which should be after the last dataset end dates), responsible 
officer at the Third Party Auditor. 

5.3 Exporter data, using Excel template 
Skip the steps in this section if you are directly entering data into the RDBMF from the source 

digital or physical records. 

This section is about registering Exporter audits, or as they are modeled in the RDBMF, 

“investigations” and “certifications”. Note that export lots and new Exporters as such are 

registered in the Chain of Custody Excel transfer file described above (4.4 CoC data, using 

Excel template), and are submitted by the Member State. Exporter investigations and 

certifications are, however, submitted by the Third Party Auditor or the Member State. 

Look-up data in the Exporter template must be up-to-date with respect to the content of the 

RDBMF in order to ensure that the filled in transfer file represents a valid import file for the 

RDBMF. The look-up data is in effect a replication of the data in the RDBMF at the moment of 

transfer, meaning that you need a new, recently created template from RDBMF staff, for 

every transfer event. Most critically, the auditor will need an up-to-date information list of 

Exporters, in order to conduct the investigation. However, if the Exporters being registered 

are not already in the RDBMF, the Third Party Auditor or Member State needs to a) check 

with the relevant Member State whether the Exporter is registered in recent CoC data; b) if 

so, obtain the new Exporter data to use in the Exporter data transfer; c) or if not so, register 

the new Exporters in the RDBMF, either by adding to the Excel transfer file, or by direct 
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access to the RDBMF, or by separately submitting the new Exporters to the RDBMF staff to 

enter. 

Handling of the Excel template involves obtaining a new Exporter template from the RDBMF 

staff, with new look-up data, saving a copy of the template as your new Exporter transfer file 

with a new filename, filling in data and finally sending the file to the RDBMF staff (or using it 

yourself as a basis for your own data entry in the RDBMF). If the Third Party Auditor and the 

Member State are both involved in the transfer, then the two need to coordinate filling in the 

transfer file and sending it. You will also need to have your previous transfer file on hand. 

3. Obtain a new, empty, country-specific copy of the Exporter template ICGLR-Exporter-
template_YYYYMMDD.xlsx from the RDBMF staff. 

4. Save the new template as ICGLR-Exporter-transfer_YYYYMMDD.xlsx, for example, ICGLR-
Exporter-transfer_20160809.xlsx. Write the date of the transfer for the filename in 
YYYYMMDD format. 

5. Open the previous Exporter transfer file, and copy the records from the sheet Transfer 
to RDBMF, log from the previous onto the new template, in order to maintain a record of 
transfers and inform the RDBMF staff.  

6. Close and archive the previous filled-in Exporter transfer file in an appropriate folder. 
7. Determine if the Exporters whose investigations and certifications you want to define 

are in the RDBMF or not, by accessing the RDBMF or asking for an extract to a template 
and inspecting the list of registered Exporters in the template. 

8. If the Exporter you want to upload data for is a relatively new CoC actor, it is possible that 
the Member State is registering it in connection with a CoC data transfer, and it is not in 
the RDBMF yet. In this case you should obtain the Exporter data from the Member State 
ICGLR team and enter it manually at the end of the list of CoC actors in the Existing CoC 
actors (look-up) sheet in the Exporters transfer file. In this way you can indicate CoC 
actors (Exporters, in this case), by using Excel look-up functionality. The look-up “name” 
in Excel will now automatically include the new actors (it can have up to 10,000 actors). 

9. Enter the new Exporter investigation basic data in the Mine site inspections (new) sheet. 
The first column is just internal numbering of records in the Excel sheet.  
a. Start by selecting the Exporter in the Exporter name (CoC actor) column. 
b. Type the Exporter investigation date (you can write a text date format like “Dec 12, 
1956” and it will be converted to ISO standard YYYY-MM-DD format).  
c. Select the Audit organization, that is, your organization. 
d. Type the Audit responsible person. 
e. Type a short Investigation summary pf the inspection. It is assumed that the 
investigation generates many documents, which contain the details, so this summary 
should just be a very brief overview. 

10. When you’re done with data entry, write the Date, last investigation entry and Finalized 
by Auditor staff in the yellow fields. 

11. Scan or otherwise prepare digital versions of all key documents for the investigation. 
Consider what that another auditor, the Exporter or the ICGLR might need in responding 
to the investigation or analyzing mineral flows. The documents will be uploaded using the 
document management component of the RDBMF, and will be linked to the investigation 
and Exporter. 

12. Exporter certification: Determine whether Auditor investigations led to changes in 
certification status for any Exporters, or there have been any other changes in Exporter 
certification status since the last data transfer. If so, collect the data in preparation for 
filling in the Excel transfer file. Note that you only need to register certifications for cases 
where the status has changed, and for Exporters investigated for the first time.  
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13. Fill in new certifications (changes in status due to investigations or other reasons) in the 
Exporter certifications (new) sheet. Start with certification that is based on Exporter 
investigations by copying data to identify the Exporter investigation inspections from the 
first two columns of the Exporter investigations (new): Number, Exporter name (CoC 
actor). These two will uniquely identify the investigation. 

14. Fill in certification fields: 
a. Select the Certification organization. This is probably the Auditor itself, but the RCM 
does not clearly state this, and it is conceivable that the Member State or the ICGLR is 
authorized to assign or change certification status, based on submitted Audit reports or 
for other reasons. 
b. Type the Certification date. The date the certification was determined. You can write a 
text date format like “Dec 12, 1956” and it will be converted to ISO standard YYYY-MM-
DD. 
c. Type the Certification responsible person, that is the person that makes the decision on 
certification status, 
d. Type the Type the Validity start date. The date the certification new status is valid 
from. Often this is the same as the certification date. YYYY-MM-DD. 
e. Type the Validity end date. The date the certification new status is planned to be valid 
to. Optional. YYYY-MM-DD. 
f. Type the Validity stopped date. The date that a certification was stopped. This is to 
register the date that a certification status was stopped outside the normal expectation 
of a validity period. Optional. YYYY-MM-DD. 
g. Select the Certification status. Status is selected from a drop-down: [“Certified”, “Un-
Certified”, “Yellow Flagged”]. 

15. When you’re done with data entry, write the Date, last certification entry and Finalized 
by Auditor staff in the yellow fields. 

16. Check all data carefully. Finalize the Exporter transfer by filling in Date finalized: 
Finalized by Third Party Auditor staff: on the first sheet Transfer to RDBMF, log. 
Send the Exporter transfer by email to the ICGLR staff running the RDBMF. Obtain an 
email receipt or confirmation and document it on the first sheet Transfer to RDBMF, log. 

17. The RDBMF staff must themselves fill in fields in the RDBMF UI to register their successful 
receipt of the transfer, successful processing of the transfer (entry in the database) and 
the responsible RDBMF officer. 

5.4 Reports by Third Party Auditors 
Third Party Auditor data is mostly contained in reports and other documents. These need to 

be uploaded and archived, with links to the investigation and exporter. 

5.5 Direct data entry or upload 
Skip the steps in this section if you have used Excel templates to send transfers, as described in 

the sections above. 

See 3.3 Directly entering data in the RDBMF.  

18. Log in to your Member State portal on the RDBMF, either the Regional Database or your 
replicated version if you have one. 

19. Use the interfaces for uploading files and executing imports to the RDBMF, referring to 
RDBMF documentation.  

5.6 Data validation 
20. If you are directly entering or uploading data using the RDBMF or a local replication of it, 

then you must perform your own validation of uploaded data, to make sure everything 
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has been uploaded correctly. Use a system of comprehensive, automatic or manual spot-
checks, saved as a validation protocol, to look for specific data items or values, in your 
source material, Excel transfer file if you use that, and the database itself.  
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6 Implementation of the RDBMF Data Transfers 

6.1 Current state of transfers 
The following notes on current state of transfers are based on visits by the ELL-IPIS 

consultants in August-September, 2016, to respective national ICGLR teams in the four 

countries currently implementing or close to implementing the RCM.  

6.1.1 Burundi 

Burundi currently has something like ICGLR mine site data in an Excel format based on 

outdated ICGLR templates and apparently not actively used. CoC data (iTSCi logbooks) exists 

only on paper. It is unclear whether data for exporters is compiled by the government. 

Burundi has expressed keen interest in using a national portal to the RDBMF as their national 

ICGLR database. 

6.1.2 DRC 

DRC has a quite complicated management of ICGLR data, with mine site, CoC and exporter 

data spread across several government bodies, with overlapping and not clearly delimited 

responsibility for datasets. iTSCi is currently the only operational CoC traceability provider in 

the country, although another system for 3Ts, BSP/GeoTraceability, and two systems for gold, 

“Just Gold/Or Juste” and ITOA, are in pilot phase.  

iTSCi data is available to the government, since iTSCi logbooks at every point of the CoC are 

compiled by government employees, and are supposedly forwarded to their respective 

offices and then to the Centre d'Evaluation, d'Expertise et de Certification (CEEC). It is not 

clear how reliable, complete, or frequent the data forwarding is, nor whether the 

governmental bodies involved have the staffing capacity to compile paper-based logbooks 

and documents to digital records suitable for import to the RMTDB. 

The Commission de Certification (COCERTI), a structure within the Cabinet of the Minister of 

Mines, manages the mine site dataset. The Cabinet also manages the exporter dataset, 

although the same Cabinet stated that both datasets should in fact be managed by the 

Mining Administration/Secrétariat-Général des Mines. 

Along the CoC, mine site lots are registered by the Service d'Assistance et d'Encadrement du 

Small Scale Mining ou Production Minière à Petite Echelle (SAESSCAM), countersigned by the 

Division des Mines; trader/processor lots are registered by the Division des Mines, 

countersigned by SAESSCAM; exporter lots are registered by the CEEC.  

The CEEC centralizes CoC data and issues ICGLR certificates for exports. It runs a sophisticated 

database and data centralization operation. It says that it shares data with the ICGLR, but 

those routines and data formats are not known (and in any case would need to be re-done). 

The CEEC has expressed to us that transfer of data to the ICGLR has to be in different phases, 

starting with exports, including the provenance of the minerals. It is not clear if it is using the 

same mine site database that COCERTI manages. 

6.1.3 Rwanda 

Rwanda carries out mine site inspections that are based on ICGLR standards, but not fully 

ICGLR-compatible. The data for the inspection is published online on the Rwanda Natural 

Resources Authority website (Geology and Mines Department).  Transfers to the ICGLR are 
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presumably just these mine site inspections. iTSCi has a considerable operation in Rwanda. 

Government agents carry out iTSCi operations and fill in log books, so in theory they have 

access to iTSCi data, but apparently this data is neither compiled nor sent to the ICGLR. 

Another CoC system for 3Ts, BSP/GeoTraceability, has been launched on 23 June; in this 

system Government and exports have access to all data through a web portal. Mine site data 

is very well organized, and there is possibly some reluctance to change formats and 

procedures that work in order to make ICGLR-compatible files. The status of Exporter data is 

not clear at the moment. 

6.1.4 Uganda 

Uganda is still in the process of starting up ICGLR certification and tracking activities, pending 

passage of legal instruments to allow ICGLR activities. There are pilot programs for CoC 

traceability providers. There is mine site data in the mining cadastre software and various 

Excel files, but no dedicated ICGLR-compatible mine site or exporter database, and no ICGLR-

compatible mine site inspections. 

There is awareness of the need to organize data centrally and to transfer it to the ICGLR. 

Since they seem to be contemplating significant hardware purchases to support ICGLR data 

management, it might be a good time for the ICGLR to explore solutions such as online access 

to the RDBMF that would save them these investments and overhead.  

6.2 Requirements at the ICGLR Secretariat 
The RDBMF team at the ICGLR Secretariat will have the following tasks regarding data 

transfer, all of which must be adequately budgeted for and staffed, then implemented and 

tested, in order for data transfer to succeed.  

The tasks and demands on RDBMF staff time are significantly greater if the Member States 

are using data transfer model B (submission of raw or non-RDBMF-compliant data). The 

Consultant does not believe that data transfer model B will ever be a viable solution. 

 Preparing country-specific extractions from the RDBMF into Excel templates, on a 
regular basis, or in response to Member State notification that they are planning a data 
transfer. This is of course only if the Member State is using the Excel templates. Producing 
the templates is a moderately complicated task, requiring great precision and careful 
follow-up, and it will need significant resources to accomplish. The task can be somewhat 
automated if there are programming resources to prepare a parameter-driven extraction. 
Even with an automated extraction, there still needs to be staff assigned to interact with 
the Member States (schedule extractions and data transfers), check the validity of the 
extraction, answer questions or correct errors or misunderstanding, etc. 

 Keeping track of Member State transfers, within the RDBMF (there is a table defined for 
this in the database prototype) or in a separate accounting. The ICGLR needs to know 
whether the data from each Member State is up-to-date, as well as the dates of most 
recent data, in order to perform the queries and reports that are expected of it. 

 Performing imports to the RDBMF using Member State data transfer files. This is for 
data transfer model B. 

 Supporting Member States with trouble-shooting. The ICGLR will need to handle RDBMF 
updates, bug reporting, case management of user issues with transfers, etc. 

 RDBMF maintenance. It is assumed that the ICGLR will manage all RDBMF software and 
hardware maintenance, including user management, software upgrades, bug 
management, etc. 
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6.3 Requirements at the Member States 
For the data transfer to be implemented according to the parameters of this document, the 

Member States must do two things: 

1. Make a substantial investment in staff, resources, training and documentation. 
2. Adapt their national-level ICGLR data solutions and management completely to the 

needs of the ICGLR. There cannot be two competing systems or databases for the same 
data – if the ICGLR data is to be collected regionally as specified in the RCM (that all 
Member States have endorsed), then the Member States must either re-do their ICGLR 
data systems to be RDBMF-compliant, or engage in a very time-consuming translation of 
their data formats to RDBMF-compliant formats. The Consultant does not believe that 
automated data transformation solutions are possible, even if programming resources 
were available and funded to write such transformations. Possibly semi-automatic 
transformations could be written. 

Assuming the Member States are willing to increase resources dedicated to the ICGLR data 

task, and are willing to adapt their systems to be RDBMF-compliant, the following key 

recommendations are made:  

 Define a position and support at least one full-time staff to work with preparing raw or 
non-RDBMF-compliant data, in the Excel templates or in a format supporting direct 
Member Sate data entry in the RDBMF. This or these staff would also be tasked with 
maintaining close coordination with the RDBMF staff at the ICGLR, for data transfers, 
extractions of up-to-date Excel templates, and troubleshooting of transfer issues.  This 
staff position could be paid by the Member State, the ICGLR or donors, depending on 
availability of funding, but the key requirements are that the staff are dedicated full-time 
to preparing ICGLR data for the RDBMF. 

 Communicate to any CoC traceability providers seeking to obtain or continue 
certification by the Member State for activities in the country that they must deliver data 
in RDBMF-compliant formats, on paper or digitally. 
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